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FOREWORD

The OECD/NEA Nuclear ScienceCommittee set up in June 1992 a Working Party on Physics of
Plutonium Recycling.It dealswith the statusand trendsof physicsissuesrelatedto plutonium recycling
with respectto both the backend fuel cycle and the optimal utilisation of plutonium. For completeness,
issuesrelatedto the use.of the uranium coming from recycling arealso addressed.
The objectivesset out are:
l

To provide the Member countrieswith up-to-dateinformation on:
- The core and fuel cycle issuesof multiple recycling of plutomum in partly-loadedLWRs
with MOX fuel, and full MOX fuel recycling LWRs cores;
- The flexibility of fast reactorsto produce or burn plutonium within standardfuel cycles
(ex.: using MOX fuel), or advancedfuel cycles (ex.: metal, nitride fuels);
- The core and fuel cycle physics issuesrelatedto the use of plutonium fuel without uranium
(e.g.,plutonium in inert matrices)to enhanceplutonium burning capability;
- The physicsissuesrelatedto the useof uranium from recycling, and;
- The core andfuel cycle issuesof recycleof plutonium throughadvancedconverter;

l

To provide advice to the nuclear community on the developmentsneeded to meet the
requirements(dataand methods,validation experiments,strategicstudies)for implementingthe
different plutonium recycling approaches.

A co-ordination with complementarystudies performed by other task forces/working parties of
NSC andby other committeesis in place.
The Working Party met threetimes: oncein 1993to better definethe studiesto be undertakenand
twice in 1994 to discuss results and finalise the reports describingthem. About seventyexperts from
thirteencountrieshave contributedto this work. The resultsaresummarisedin the presentvolume.
This generalvolume addressesthe issues as seenfrom the physics point of view and puts into
perpective the experiencegained. It summarisesthe results obtained from a series of “benchmark’
studiescovering physics problems arising from different recycling scenarios.Thesespecific studies,of
greatinterestto the scientific community, arethe object of four further volumes.
Finally some further investigations that should answer the questions concerning the physics
limitations to multirecycling of plutonium in LWRs areproposed.
This report is publishedon the responsibility of the Secretary-Generalof the OECD. The opinions
it expressesare thoseof their authorsonly and do not representthe position of any Member country or
internationalorganisation.
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The future of the nuclearindustry will dependcrucially on considerationsof economics,resource
utilisation and environmentalimpact/wastemanagement.For nuclearutilities who opt for reprocessinp/
recycling of spent fuel, one of the main issues pertinent to these three areas is that of recycling
plutonium. Moreover, with the recentcommitment to reducethe nuclear weaponsstockpiles,there has
beenrenewedand generalisedinterest in the capabilities of both thermal and fast reactorsto help make
weaponsgradeplutonium less readily accessiblefor use in weapons.Additionally thereis renewedand
widespreadinterestin the possiblerole of fast reactorsin burning minor actinides.For all thesereasons
the OECD/NEA Nuclear Science Committee decided to convenean international study group, the
Working Party on Physics of Plutonium Recycling (WPPR), to review the physics aspectsof plutonhrm
recycle.
The remit of the WPPR was broad, coveringmost of the plutonium recycle systems,including the.
mainstream thermal reactors, (PressurizcdWater Reactors and Boiling Water Reactors), advanced
converterthermal reactors and fast reactors. The Study commissionedbenchmark studies in areasit
consideredto be of particularinterest.
l

l

A first set investigatedparticular issuesrelated to mixed oxide (MOX) usagein PWRs with
plutonium both of typical ’ and poor isotopic quality. This last plutonium is expectedto become
available for recycle early in the next century when multiple recycle of plutonium, as PWR
MOX, could be expectedto be. implemented. The benchmarkswere designedto question
whether presentnuclear data and lattice cc&s are likely to require further developmentand
validation to be able to satisfactorily calculate the core physics performance with such
plutonium.
A secondset of benchmarksexaminedfast reactor systemsto determinethe level of agreement
as to the rates at which plutonium can be burnt and minor actinides can be fissioned, in
particular in order to reduce the source of potential radiotoxicity. Of special interest were
studies focused on fast reactor systems,which then are optimised for consuming plutonium
rather than establishinga breedingcycle, me physics of which has been widely investigated.
Such systemsmay have an important role in managingplutonium stocksuntil such time that a
major programmeof self-sufftcientfast-breederreactorsis established.

1 e.g.. at fuel discharge with burnup of 33 MWdkg.
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The reportorganisationandmain findings areas follows:
Chapter 1 setsthe scenefor the report and introduceseachof the subsequentchapters.
Chapter 2 reviews all the aspectsof the physics of plutonium recycle in PWRs and BWRs.

3 discussesthe findings of the first two benchmarks.The agreementbetweenthe various
solutions is not completely satisfactory:whateverthe benchmarkconsidered,the spreadin k-infinity is
not less than 1%. Furthermore,this spreadin k-infinity could translatein a much larger spreadin the
plutonium contentrequiredto achievethe given reactivity lifetime. This meansthat there is still a need
for improvement in both methods,e.g., self-shieldingtreatmentof Pu-242, and basic data for higher
plutonium isotopes and minor a&ides. Further experimental validation would also be needed,in
particular for integral parameters,e.g., reactivity coefficients, in the case of degradedplutonium
isotopic composition. In general,this report underlinesthat recycle of plutonium in LWRs offers a
practical near term option for extracting further energy from LWR spent fuel and reprocessed
plutonium. Multirecycling of plutonium in PWRs of currentdesignbeyonda secondrecycling can have
intrinsic limitations and the related physics issues have been considered,in particular the plutonium
content limitation to avoid positive void effects and the minimisation of minor actinide production
during multirecycling. The conclusionsreachedin this report indicate a good understandingof the
physics,althoughfurther scenario-typestudies(including lattice optimisation) would be needed.
Chapter

Chapters 4 and 5, devotedrespectivelyto plutonium recycling and wasteradiotoxicity reductionand to
me role of fast reactors,indicate that the fast burner reactors/ LWR symbiosis offers a potential for
significant nuclear wastetoxicity reductionby further extractionof energyfrom me multicycled LWR
spentfuel andreprocessedplutonium. However,it has beenstressedthat for the long term, me best use
of plutonium is still in fast breeders.Concerningphysics issues, the plutonium-burner fast reactor
physics benchmarksdisplay a larger spreadin results amongparticipantsthan has beenexperiencedfor
more conventionalbreederdesigns,High leakagecores,higher contentof minor plutonium isotopesand
higher actinideisotopesall needfurther validation work, including critical experimentperformance.
Chapter 6 providesa review of the topic of plutonium fuel without uranium. By using inert carriersfor
plutonium it is possibleto avoid the production of fresh Pu-239 from U-238 captures,This is a topic
which has beeninvestigatedin the past but is presentlyof relevanceto explore the highest plutonium
burnup ratesin fast andthermal reactors.New researchanddevelopmentis under way to find potential
fuel candidates.The work in this field is closely related to the so-called heterogeneousrecycling of
minor actinides(i.e. Am) in me form of targetsbaaedon inert matrices
Chapter 7 reviews the possible role of advancedconverterreactors as an intermediatestep between
today’s thermal reactors and future fast breedersystems.Advancedconvertersare thermal reactorsin
which me conversionratio is significantly increasedabovethat which conventionalthermal reactorscan
achieve.
Chapter 8 finally providesa brief review of the physics of recycling uranium recoveredfrom spentfuel
reprocessing.Although not directly relevantto the subjectof this Study, it was felt important to include
this for completenessgiven the closerelationshipbetweenuranium andplutonium recycle.
Chapter 9 finally gathers the overall conclusions and gives some recommendationsfor future
co-ordinatedinternational work, in particular related to possible limitations in MOX muldrccycling
in LWRs, nucleardata needsand experimentalwork
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The future shapeof the nuclear industry world-wide will be strongly infhrencedby three major
considerations - economics, optimal use of finite resources, and environmental impact/waste
management:
l

l

l

Economics
There is generally increasing pressure on nuclear power to be genuinely economically
competitivewith other large scaleenergysources,such as coal, oil and gas. Developmentssuch
as improved coal burning systems and combined gas cycle power plants are changing the
economicsof the fossil sector and increasingthe pressureon nuclearutilities to reducecapital
andoperatingcostswhile not compromising safety.
ResourceuMis&~on
Another factor which is becomingincreasinglyimportant is that of making the best use of the
world’s finite energyresources.The important considerationshere are increasingpower plant
efficiency, energyconservation,improvedenergyefficiency andimproved fuel utilisation.
Environmental impacthvastemanagement
There is increasing public awarenessof the importance of proper accounting of the
environmentalimpact of energyproduction and use. The emphasisis on global analyseswhich
accountfor all of the environmentaleffects of energyproduction whereverthey occur and not
just on the impact on the area local to a power plant. This is an area where it can be very
difficult to quantify all of the environmentalcosts and benefits, making comparisonsbetween
different strategiesvery difficult. A crucial elementof minimising environmentalimpact is the
responsible management and minimisation of all waste arisings and there is increasing
understandingof the needfor plannersto take proper account of the full costs to society of
waste managementkiisposalin intercomparingthe costs of energyproduction among various
alternatives.No matter what the energysource,past practice has often beento neglectthe full
enviromnentaland health costs of waste disposal, an approachwhose shortcomingsare now
recognised.For example,disposalof CO2to the atmospherecarriesno costs in most analysesof
fossil plants,while decommissioningcostsareoften ignoredfor plantsotherthan nuclear.

Moreover, the issues of safety and non-proliferation, while not quantifiable like economics,
resourceutilisation and environmentalimpact, must be accountedfor becauseof the necessityfor the
widespreadpublic acceptanceof any options selectedfor the future nuclear industry. It hardly needs
saying that the safety of all activities associatedwith nuclear power is of paramount importance.
Although someof the physics and engineeringaspectsreferredto in this report impinge on questionsof
15

safety, detaileddiscussionfalls outside the scopeof this Study. As with safety issues,the questionof
non-proliferation also falls outside the scope of this Study. All of the plutonium recycle activities
describedin this report will needto conform to the highest standardsas regardsnon-proliferationand
verification.
The managementof spent fuel from nuclear reactors and a full understandhrgof the underlying
scientific issues are crucial to all of the above areas. There are a number of options for spent fuel
management,ranging from interim storagefollowed by direct disposal of the intact fuel assembliesto
chemical reprocessingof spent fuel assembliesand recycling of some or all of the iissile materials
recoveredin either thermal or fast reactorsor via a combinationof both. There is at presentno clearly
acceptedbest option and there is a tendencyfor eachcountry and indeedeach nuclearutility within a
country to have its own viewpoint and its own preferredstrategy.It is thereforeessentialto clarify as
far aspossiblethe scientific issuesrelatedto the different options.
Regardingthe economicsof nuclear power, the choice of spent fuel managementstrategy has a
modest but neverthelesssignificant impact on overall generationcosts. Economics of plutonium and
uranium recycling have been well studied and an accountcan be found in recent OECD publications
(Plutonium Fuel: An Assessment,OECD/NEA, 1989 and Economics of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle,
OECD/NEA, 1994). Only a few facts are remindedhere that help putting into perspectivethe physics
issuesdiscussedin the presentreport, Spent fuel managementnormally constitutesabout 15% of the
fuel cycle costs of a thermal reactor such as a PressurisedWater Reactor (PWR) or a Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR), although it can be substantially larger in countries whose projected costs of waste
managementfacilities are particularly high. Although spentfuel costs are very large in absoluteterms,
their impact on overall generationcosts are very modest,bearingin mind that fuel cycle cost component
of modernPWRs and BWRs typically only representsabout 20% of the overall cost (the other 80%
being madeup of capital chargesfor the nuclearpower plant, which is the dominant cost and operating
anddecommissioningprovisions).
The spent fuel managementstrategywhich a nuclearutility opts for in the context of a national
policy has a direct influenceon resourceutilisation. In fact it is well known that a once-throughthermaI
reactorfuel cycle with ultimate direct disposalof spent fuel doesuse only part of the original uranium
ore (approximately 1%). In orderto conserveuranium reserves(if this objectiveis of relevance),recycle
ilssile materials from spent fuel may be envisagedso that increasedamounts of energy from the
uranium ore are extracted.This may extendto re-use of the residual U-235 and tlssile plutonium in
spent fuel in thermal reactors to recycling of these products in fast reactors. Studies show that the
impact of the various options available on resourceutilisation rangeswidely, from a modestfigure of
perhaps30% increasein energyoutput per kg of uranium ore to the caseof one-timerecyclein thermal
reactorsto a factor of up to 100 times in the caseof extendedrecycle in fast reactors.
Finally, thereis the issueof the environmentalimpact of spentfuel management.A nuclearpower
plant operatingnormally retains all but a minusculefraction of the fission products and transuranicsin
the spentfuel. The spentfuel managementoption chosenby the utility determinesthe eventualfate of
theseradioactiveby-products.As for plutonium, its presencein spentfuel or radioactivewasteintended
for geologic disposalhas a significantimpact on the long-term potentialradiotoxicity source.
Underlying all the issues touched on so far are the technical questions and the physics issues
relating to the recycling of plutonium. In line with the discussion above, attitudes to plutonium
managementvary from country to country and from utility to utility. Some see plutonium as a
constituentof spentfuel which is bestcommitted to direct disposalalong with the intact fuel assemblies.
16

Others with past or future reprocessingcommitments vary in their attitude to the plutonium. Some
regard plutonium as a liability and others as a valuable energyresource.The new issue of the use or
disposalof ex-weaponsplutonium is a further complicating factor with many wide ranging implications,
althoughit forms only a small fraction of currentworld-wide reserves.
This Study was initiated with the intention of comprehensivelyreviewing the current status of the
physicsof plutonium recycle,as a contribution to a wider understandingof the broaderissuesdiscussed
above. It complementsanother recent study carried out in the frame of the Nuclear Development
Committee, and being published by the OECD/NBA on the available technologiesfor plutonium
management.
The physicsof plutonium recycleis a broad and complicatedtechnicalarea someaspectsof which
are well understoodand well proven,while othersmay be uncertainto a greateror lesserextentor even
very speculative.The purposeof this Study is to review the physics of plutonium recycle as it stands
today and to identify what tasks remain to be done to support future plutonium recycle strategies.
Although it is not the purposeof the Study to fully examine all aspectsof plutonium recycle such as
waste management,proliferation and risk, it is not practical nor is it appropriateto entirely divorce the
physicsissuesfrom them. Consequentlythis Study will specifically addressamounts,compositionsand
toxicities of plutonhnn and transuranicflows and inventoriesas they are impacted by various choices
for managingthe back-endof the fuel cycle. Also addressedexplicitly are the impacts of reactor safety
and safetyof alternativesystems.
The variouschaptersof this report considerthe following broad areas:
l

Thermal reactor plutonium recycle
With the large scale deploymentof fast reactors a distant prospectin most countries, many
nuclear utilities are plannhtg, or have already implementedplutonium recycling schemesin
thermal reactors,principally PWRs (though there is limited experienceand plans for future
plutonhun recycle in BWRs). Plutonium is normally recycled as Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel in
which it is mixed with uranium dioxide (UOZ)in the form of plutonium dioxide (PuOz).
Regardingthe use of MOX derived from current reprocessingplants in PWRs at least, the
physics aspectsare essentiallyfully understoodand give rise to no operational, licensing or
safety concernsin thosecommercial power plants where it is alreadyin use. Uncertaintiesare
always present, of course, but their importance increasesin significance when considering
future MOX fuel cycles with higher discharge bumups and consequentlyhigher initial
plutonium contents.This is compoundedwhen the plutonhnnitself may be recoveredfrom spent
MOX fuel assemblieswhich have themselvesbeenreprocessedand the isotopic quality of the
plutonium (meaning the ratio of thermally tlssile isotopes Pu-239 and Pt.241 to total
plutonium) is degraded.This is a situation which is likely to arisein somecountrieswith mature
programmesof thermal reactorrecycle starting sometimebeyondthe turn of the century. Since
this is the areawherethe greatestunknownsand uncertaintieslie, the issueof multiple recycle
of plutomum in thermal reactorsis a central theme of this Study and forms the basis of the
thermal MOX benchmarkexercisesdescribedin Chapter3.
In the context of multiple recycleof thermal MOX, the questionmost often posedis “how many
times can thermal MOX be recycled”. This questionwhich is discussedin Chapter 2 is of
particular relevance.In fact, each time thermal MOX is recycled, the isotopic quality of the
plutonium degradesand there will come a point whereits further recycle in thermal reactorsis
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not practicable.Even if all the physics issuesassociatedwith multiple recycle were understood
perfectly, this questioncould not be answeredsimply, becauseit dependson the particular
scenario, especially on the ratio in which UO2 and MOX assembliesare blended in the
reprocessingoperations,In current thermal reprocessingplants it is not desirable to process
campaigns made up entirely of MOX assembliesand the intentions are to admix MOX
assemblieswith U02. This delays the degradationof the plutonium and allows an increased
number of recyclesto be achieved.Other factors affecting the number of thermal recycles are
the reactor type, the fuel design and the dischargebumup, all of which would contrive to
complicatethe answer.
A simpler approachto the questionis, however,possible.It involves askingnot how many times
MOX can be recycled,but what is the maximum concentrationof plutonium in thermal MOX
that is practicable. Although the exact answer is not yet known, this Study has concluded
tentatively that the upper limit lies in the range 10 to 12 w/o total plutonium, assumingthermal
MOX designssimilar to those already in use today. For blending ratios foreseenin today’s
reprocessing plants (typically three or four UOz assemblies blended with every MOX
assembly), this would permit at least two recycles of plutonium as thermal MOX. With a
higher blendingratio or with a modified lattice geometry,an increasednumberof recyclescould
be possible,but the precise number is not yet determined.Moreover, actinide buildup during
multiple recycling, whatever the moderator-to-fuelratio, will increase and can become a
potentialcriterion for multirccycllng feasibility. ‘IhIs point is discussedin Chapter4.
l

l

Thermal benchmark exercises
Benchmarksrelevantto the recycling of plutonium in PWRs werespecifiedaspart of the Study.
One of thesewas a wide comparisonof lattice code predictionsfor a simple LWR pin cell with
plutonium of good isotopic quality representativeof that coming from today’s commercial
reprocessingplants. For this casethere exists a large amount of crucial validation evidencein
the form of experimental measurementsfrom zero power critical facilities and operating
experiencein power reactors. It was included so as to act as a baseline against which to
compare a similar exercisein which very poor quality plutonium similar to that which might
arise in future with multiple recycling in PWRs (i.e. when PWR MOX assemblies are
themselvesreprocessedand recycled)and for which thereis no validation at present.Finally, a
void effect benchmarkwas specified to determinewhetherthe various physics codesavailable
world-wide would agreeas to the sign of the moderator void effect in a hypothetical and
computationally challengingvoiding pattern in a supercell containing a MOX assembly also
containingpoor quality plutonium. The analysisof thesebenchmarksis detailedin Chapter3.
Plutonium recycling in fast reactors
Chapter 5 considers the physics of plutonium recycle in both oxide fuelled fast reactors
(withconventional PUREXbased recycle) and metal alloy fuelled fast reactor systems
(with PYR0-based recycle). Two topics of particular interest today are the potential of fast
reactorsfor consumingplutonium and fissioning minor actinidesbecauseburner reactorshave
not receivedthe samelevel of focus in the past as breeder reactors.Thesetwo topics underlie
the fast reactorbenchmarkexerciseswhich were devisedas part of this Study. A major driving
force for the Study was the lack of internationalvalidation in this area.
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Fast reactor benchmark exercises
Benchmarkexerciseswere defined for both oxide fuelled fast reactors and metal alloy fuelled
fast reactors.The purposewas to establishthe level of agreementbetweendifferent fast reactor
codesystemsregardingthe rate of destructionof actinidesand plutonium in particular. A novel
aspectof the benchmarksis the departurefrom the usual assumptionof a fast reactorbreedercaseswith non-breedingfast reactor systems(with conversionratios in the range 0.5 to 1.0)
were considered.At least as far as a breedingratio of 0.5 is concerned,existing fast reactor
designs could easily be redesigned to become non-breederssimply by omitting the radial
breederregion.

l

In addition to the two main areasabove,this report also looks at two other aspectsof plutonium
recycle andalso the topic of uranium recycle:
Wasteand radiotoxicity reduction
Recycleof plutonium has an important impact on the waste arising and on its radiotoxicity. In
the long term, the radiotoxicity is dominatedby the arisings of transuranicswhich can differ
significantly dependingon the plutonium recycle strategy. In particular, fast reactors can be
used to achieve considerablereductions in the transuranic arisings per unit of electricity
production.Chapter4 considersthe physics basisunderlyingthis.

l

Plutonium fuel without uranium
There has recently been increasing interest in using specially designedthermal reactors to
optimise the managementof civil plutonium stocks, The objective is to remove the plutonium
from store and place it in-reactor where it is inherently more safeguardable.There is also a
great deal of interest in the possibility of using ex-weaponsplutonium for reactor fuel as a
meansto decreasethe world stockpilesof plutonium pits. The conceptof plutonium fuel with a
carrier other than uranium has beenextensivelystudiedin the past and thereis renewedinterest
since it offers the potential for incinerating plutonium by fission without at the same time
generatingany new F’u-239 from U-238 captures. Chapter 6 covers both thermal and fast
reactorswith plutonium fuel without uranium.

l

l

l

Recycling of plutonium in adVMCed converter reactors
Chapter 7 provides a brief review of advancedconverter reactors and their relevance to
plutonium recycle. Theseare thermal reactorswhich are optimisedto achievehigh conversion
ratios and, in the case of heavy water moderatedvariants, low tissile inventories. The low
critical masscan allow the Assile contentof dischargedfuel to be burnt down Tao
the point where
recovery of the residual fissile material is not worthwhile. Advanced converter reactors
thereforerepresentan intermediatestep betweentoday’s thermal reactors and fast breeders,
either asthe final irradiatorsbeforedisposal,or as an “active store” for plutonium in the interim
period.
The use of recycled uranium
Chapter 8 provides a brief review of the physics of recycled uranium. Although this is not
directly relevantto the topic of the Study, this is included for completenessbecausenot only
plutonium but uranium as well is a product of recycle.
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Chapter 2

PHYSICS AND SOME ENGINEERING ASPECTS
OF PLUTONIUM RECYCLING IN LIGHT WATER REACTORS

This chapter deals with the neutron physics aspectsof plutonium (Pu) recycling in PWRs and
BWRs. In addition, such engineeringaspectsas mechanicaland chemical propertiesof MOX are also
discussed.The results of the physics investigations arc compared with measurementsfrom critical
experimentsand measurementsfrom LWR power reactors.The issue of multiple recycling of Pu in
LWRs will needfurther investigationin due course.
2.1 Introduction
Considerableamountsof Pu are generatedin uranium fuelled light water reactors(LWRs). About
220 kg of fissile Pu are available per 1 GWy from dischargedfuel. Pu recycling in LWRs is beneficial
with respectto resource,environmentaland safeguardsconsiderations.This chapterpresentsa review
mainly of the reactor physics aspectsof Pu recycling in LWRs. In particular, it identifies thoseaspects
of reactorphysics which are alreadywell provenand thosewhich haveyet to be fully established,such
as multiple recycling. Economic questionsare outside the scopeof this review, but the experienceof
recycling of Pu in LWRs is one of the main items.
We will deal specifically with Pu generationand consumption in LWRs and high burnup fuel
utilisation concepts.The investigationof neutronphysics aspectswill be the centralpart of this Chapter.
MOX designproblems and verification of Pu recycling in PWRs and BWRs via benchmarks,critical
experimentsand with LWR reactor corescontainingMOX will be discussedin detail. A consideration
of material propertiesof MOX fuel asregardsfabrication andreprocessingwill alsobe given.
This overview will summarisethe present status of various Pu recycle concepts,their technical
feasibility and the practical limits in reducingPu quantitiesby burning in LWRs.
2.2 Plutonium utilisation conceptsin LWRs

2.2.1 Plutoniumgenerationin LWRs
As thereis no significant differencein the neutronspectraof different LWRs, the Pu productionat
presentday bumup values (up to about 45 MWdkg) is about 220 kg fissile Pu (Pu-239 + Pu-241)
per GWy. The final burnup of unloadedUO? fuel assembliesgovernsthe isotopic compositionof the Pu
as is shown in Figure 2.1 for a fuel assemblywith an initial enrichmentof 4 w/o U-235 in a modem
PWR. Only the Pu-239 concentrationdecreaseswith irradiation from its highestvalue, becausein-situ
production of fresh Pn-239 is insufficient to offset the removal rate. In contrast, the concentrationsof
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the other Fu isotopesincreasewith burnup, reflecting the high rate of neutroncaptures.Of principal
interestfor Pu recycling are:
l

l

l

The contentof thermal tissile Pu isotopesF’u-239andPI-241,
The disadvantagefor nucleardesignof increasingamountsof thermally non-fissilePu-240 and
Pu-242,
The increaseof Pt.238 andF’u-241.
Theseare the main sourcesof radiation (neutronsfrom Pu-238, gammasfrom decayof Pu-241
via Am-241) and decay heat (from Pu-238). which are important considerationsfor the
fabricationandhandling processes.

2.2.2 Plutonium utili.vat?onstrategies
Since any designof MOX fuel assembliesand MOX containingcoreshas to obey the samesafety
requirementsas UOZcores,Rubearing fuel rods and fuel assemblieshaveto meetthe samethermal and
mechanicallimits asspecifiedfor UOz fuel.
Specific additional costs associatedwith the fabrication of MOX fuel, which are thought to be
significantly reducedat increasedthroughputs,give an incentiveto selectthe Fu concentrationsas high
aspossibleconsistentwith nuclearand thermallimitations.
Relatedto the MOX contentof the coresme following casesareof interest[l]:
. Self generatedrecycling (SGR) assumesthat only a F’u quantity equivalentto that previously
generatedin the same power station will be recycled, allowing for a delay of some years
following dischargefor pond cooling, reprocessingand fabrication;
l

l

Openmarket recycling (OMR) allows anearlier startto recycling throughthe availability of Ru
from other reactors and also allows higher MOX fractions in the core than is possible with
SGR;
A thermal Pu burner with 100% MOX fuel (i.e. without UOa fuel assemblies)is the limiting
caseof OMR. As there are no UO2/MOX tmnsition effects to be concernedabout, this allows
tbe MOX fuel assemblyand core designsto be optimised and simplified and still satisfy the
safety requirements,though there may be requirementsfor upgradedcontrol rod and boron
systems.

22.3 MOXfiel

assemblyconceptsfor PWRs and BWRs

To make the useof F’uin LWRs as competitive aspossiblethere is not only the needto concentrate
the Pu in the fewest numberof fuel rodsbut alsoin the minimum numberof fuel assembliesto minhnise
the additional costsfor fabrication andtransportation.
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Interfaceeffects betweenIJOa and MOX have very important influencesfor the designof MOX
assembliesfor both PWRs and BWRs. For me latter there are also the water gapsbetweenassemblies
and inner water areas inside assemblies,both of which have important additional influences on the
MOX assemblydesign.
Two assemblyconfigurationshavebeeninvestigatedandtestedin the past [2]:
l

The ‘pLuronium island” assembly.This is an assemblywith the MOX fuel rods located in a
central zoneand enricheduranium rods at the periphery.This conceptappearsmore suited for
BWRs or any reactorhaving largewater gapsbetweenassemblies;

. The “all plutonium” assembly.This is an assemblycomprising MOX fuel rods only. It is more
appropriate for PWRs, where the effect of guide-thimbles on flux and power peaking are
correctedby an adequatechoice of enrichment zoning. New proposals for BWRs USCthis
contlgurationtype, too.
In the centrepart of a MOX rod areathe plutonium contentis selectedhigh enoughto satisfy the
requiredreactivity and bumup. Thereis a tendencyto haverather large areasof this kind. This favours
fuel assemblieswith MOX rods only, where the fissile plutonium content must be lowered only in the
outerrods to avoid the power peakinginducedby the thermal flux of the surroundinguranium fuel and
moderatingwater areas.
Up to now, a significant fraction of MOX fuel assemblieshaveusednatural uranium as the carrier
material. Depleted uranium produceddownstreamof uranium enrichment plants as a waste product
(tailings) with a U-235 concentrationof 0.2 to 0.3 w/o is now considereda more attractive carrier
material andis currently usedin more than 60% of all MOX assembliesfabricated. Owing to their low
tlssile uranium content,uranium tailings offer the opportunityof maximising the plutonium content.
‘Ibere is a generaltendencytoward increasedbumup levels, This is especiallyadvantageousfor the
economicsof MOX fuel assembliesandleadsagainto higher fissile plutonium concentrations.
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show examplesof the designof MOX fuel assembliesin use in German
[3,4] and French [5] PWRs. Figure 2.4 shows me MOX assemblies fabricated for insertion in
GundremmingenB/C. Finally Figure 2.5 shows a MOX assemblywith improved water structure for
future use in BWRs [3,4]. Also undergoing the licensing process are MOX fuel assemblies(FA)
designedby SVEA which give improved inner moderation.
Hexagonal MOX fuel assembliesproposed for WWER-1000 reactors also incorporate three
regions of different Pu content. To achieve a bumup of about 40 MWcUkg, Pu contents of
1.6/4.0/6.3w/o arerequiredin regionsof 66/48/198fuel pins respectively,using U-tails ascarrier [6].
2.2.4 Improvedfiel utilisolion, ml&recycling strategies
The presenttrend is to increasethe tlssile contentof UOz fuel assembliesto reachhigher bumups.
This trend is of interest for me MOX fuel assemblies,too, especially since the fabrication cost is
essentiallyindependentof bumup On the otherhand,as a consequenceof the in situ burning of Pu, the
resourceutilisation only improves slowly with bumup.
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‘Ihe conceptof a closedfuel cycle with reprocessingand recycling implies also the reprocessingof
MOX fuel assemblies[3]. A separatereprocessingcampaignfor MOX would result in the extraction of
poor quality plutonium (low fissile content higher Pt.238 content) from the fuel cycle. Present
intentions,however,are to mix all available plutonium, thereby avoiding such a rapid degradationof
plutonium quality. At the presenttime, the optimal strategiesfor multirecycling have yet to be clearly
defined(reactivity coefficients,limitations on minor actinideproduction,etc.). Additional studiesof the
nuclearconditionsareneededin this context.
The resulting changesin the plutonium inventory of a PWR fuel cycle without and with recycling
up to the third generationas function of time areshownin Figure 2.6 [7.
2.3 Neutron physics
2.3.1 General aspects[21
Within the neutronspectrumtypical of LWRs, Pu-239 and Pu-241 are me only tissile isotopes,
although the other isotopesare lissile for high energy neutrons.Due to neutron-gammareactions in
competition with the fission reactions,the various plutonium isotopes are transmutedinto plutonium
isotopesof higher atomic mass.This coupledchain, containingtwo fissile isotopesseparatedby a fertile
isotope, results in a variation of reactivity with burnup which is much flatter for MOX than for UO2
fuel. As a result, the reactivity of a core containingMOX fuel assembliesdecreasesless rapidly with
burnupthan that of a core containinginitially only UOZfuel, providing betterstretch-outcapabilities.
The variation of the cross-sectionsof plutonium isotopeswith energyis more complex man for the
uranium isotopes.The absorptioncross-sectionsof the main isotopes@‘u-239,Pu-241) are about twice
as important as for U-235 in the thermal energy spectrum,resulting in a relatively smaller reactivity
value for the control rod worth or for the boric acid in a U0a-Pu0~ lattice. In addition,the absorption
cross-sectionsof the plutonium isotopesare characterisedby absorptionresonancesmore numerousand
much more important in the epitbermalenergyrange(0.3 to 1.5 eV) than thoseof the uranium isotopes.
Moderator temperatureand fuel temperature(Doppler) c&flcients are therefore more negative for
MOX fuel than for UO2fuel.
The overlappingof all the plutonium isotopesand all their resonancesmakesthe analysis of UOzPu02 lattices a challenge.
The rather small differencesbetweenthe isotopic compositionof fission products from plutonium
and uranium isotopeshave multiple consequences,
but generallyresult in lower overall fission product
activity.
The fission yield of iodine and its precursorsis slightly higher from plutonium fissions than from
uranium fissions. Besidesthe environmentalimpact, this featuremight be expectedto lead to a higher
propensityfor stresscorrosioncracking andthereforepellet clad interactionfailure. This is balancedby
the bettercreeppropertiesof MOX fuel observedexperimentally.
The tritium fission yield is also increased.Under normal power plant operating conditions, the
environmentalimpact is small for PWRs and negligible for BWRs. It may evenbe nil or beneficiaIif
burnablepoisonshaveto be usedas a result of recycling plutonium.
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Xe-135 is a strongly absorbingfission product, affecting the operationof a LWR in such areasas
the reactivity margin (to allow for reactorstartup within the hours following a shutdown),xenonpeaks,
and power distribution oscillations. It has approximately the same yield from uranium and from
plutonium fissions. However, due to the higher absorption cross-sectionsof MOX fuel at thermal
energies,the reactivity effect and power distribution oscillations are reduced.A plutonium recycle core
is thus more stablewith regardto xenonoscillations thancurrent LWR cores,
The fraction of delayedneutrons[8,9] producedby Pu-239 is only about one-thirdof the fraction
producedby uranhtm isotopes.For Pu-241 the fraction of delayedneutronsis about the same as for
U-235 (seeTable 2.1). Consequentlythe contrast betweenMOX cores with respectto UOz cores is
reducedfor Pu of highly burnt fuels andis of no significancefor control andsafetybehaviour.
The activity inventory of equivalentUOZ and MOX fuel assembliesat the samepower and burnup
is determinedby the fission products.As statedabovethe differencesin fission product yields are small.
For short times after shutdown and in accident conditions, the MOX fuel assemblies(FA) show a
somewhat reduced activity for fission products and actinides. The decay for MOX is less steep,
however, and so the advantagein favour of MOX has vanishedby the time of unloading from the
reactor core. For very long final storage times of burnt FAs or their reprocessingwastes, the
contribution from the decay chains of actinides (such as Am-243, Cm-244, and Np-237) becomes
dominantcomparedto fission products.
Due to its long half-life, Np-237 dominates the toxicity of highly active waste after about
10 000 years, Reactor designswith a reducedproduction of this isotope may be of interest. Some
reduction could be reachedby increasingthe moderationratio of the MOX fuel lattice. As significant
quantitiesof Np-237 result from the decayof Pu-241 via An-241, short out of core times should be
soughtas far as possible,too.
In the closed fuel cycle the activity level in the long term is less than that of the open fuel cycle
becauseof the lower quantitiesof Pu following MOX recycle. Although minor actinldes enhanceme
activity initially, their half lives aregenerallyfairly short andin the long term the plutonium dominates.
A comparablebehaviourcan be found for the decayheat.The storageof burnt MOX-FAs in the power
station leads under very conservativeboundary conditions to a small but not limiting temperature
increasein the storagepond, during tmnsportand at final disposal.
This conclusionon activity and decay heat takes into account CEC studiescompletedin 1982 as
well as actual results, and corrects the misleading conclusionsdrawn in the summary report of me
CEC studieson “Conbol andsafety of LWRs burning F’ufuel” [lo]
2.3.2 Calculational methods
This section addressesin general the question of nuclear data and methods for application to
Pu use in LWRs. The particular emphasiswill be to comment on aspectswhich are of importance in
dealingwith multiple recycling of Pu in LWRs.
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The situation of nuclear data

As a first comment,the nucleardata of all Pu isotopesshould be taken from modem data libraries
such as for examplethe EuropeanJoint EvaluatedFiles JEF-1 or JEF-2 [ll], the US ENDF/E-VI [12]
or JapaneseJENDL-3 [13]. These data were assessedin many internationaldiscussionsand Enalised
following thesediscussions.They havebeencheckedcarefully in applicationscoveringboth LWRs and
fast reactors.Thesedata have beenavailable for sometime from the OECD/NEA Data Bank. In case
other data sets are used in calculations for Pu recycling as in the benchmarks(see Chapter 3)
a comprehensiveassessmentof data differencesis needed,which may subsequentlyhelp to explain any
substantial differencesin the final results and possibly indicate data which would needimprovement
(i.e., uncertainties’reduction).
Similarly detailed attention should be given to the generationof effective group constants,
especiallyif only a few neutronenergygroups are usedin me calculation. Here again fuel isotopesare
me most important ones.The effective group constantsare generatedmainly by using the code system
NJOY [14], also availablefrom the OECD/NEA Data Bank andRSIC.
As a special aspect,Pu-242 should be mentioned.In conventionalLWR applicationsthis isotope
occurs at very low concentrationsand needsno resonanceself shielding treatment. But in multiple
recycling schemesthe concentrationof Pu-242 is increasedand resonanceself shieldingcan no longer
be neglected,asit will thenhave a significantinfluence on k-effective.
As regardsdeterminingthe coolant void coefficient when a large part of me coreis voided,it is in
principle necessarythat the voidedzonesbe.treatedwith a group constantset, generatedwith the harder
weighting spectrumof the voided areas.This aspectis often neglected,and affects the reactivity change
Akvoidcalculated.
Another effect that has to be consideredis the following: the different Bssile isotopes, such as
U-235 or Pu-239 have different fission spectra.lberefore in principle an averagefission spectrumis
needed,necessitatingan iterative procedurein nucleardesigncalculations.K-infinity may changeby up
to 1% while the reactionrateratio (i.e., U-235 fission to Pt.239 fission) can changeup to 5%.
A point worm noting is that me useof appropriatemodelsfor neutronscatteringon Hz0 molecules
is essential. The model used nowadays is that of Haywood [15]. With other simpler models
(e.g.,the heavy gas model), the thermal flank of the neutronspectrumin the thermal energyrangeis not
properly described.
Another important aspectis the treatmentof gadolinium asa heterogeneous
absorberin the form of
rcdlets in the fuel bundle. Here the theoreticaldescriptionis more laborious. The nucleardata usedare
sometimesuncertainand furtherimprovementof the datashouldbe sought.
As a last point, me spatial shieldingvia me Dancoff factor gives non-negligibleeffects, especially
with regardto the questionof how the fuel clad is taken into account,or indeedwhetherit is accounted
for at all.
Many of the aspectsmentionedabovehavebeenthoroughlystudiedin the context of investigations
for the tight lattice Advanced PressurizedLight Water Reactor (APWR). The calculational methods
have beencheckedagainst experimentalresults from me PROTEUS facility at PSI/Switzerland [ 161.
A very comprehensivediscussionof dataandmethodsis given in [17].
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The determination of the space-energydistribution
The methodsused are conventional,with transport methodssuch as S,, collision probabilities, or
Monte Carlo codes.‘Ihese methodsusually are very well tested.Recentlynodal methodshave attracted
increasedinterest [18] for application in LWRs. They are also a very powerful tool becausea reduction
in computing time can be achieved.If thosetools are used, then a detaileddescriptionof the fine flux
reconstructioninside a calculationalmeshhas to be given [ 191.
2.3.3 MOX design issues

The neuuonlcdesignof Pu bearingfuel rods, fuel assembliesandcoreshasto take into accountthe
conditionsgiven by the establishedLWR technology.Changesin dimensionse.g.,of fuel rods, rod cells,
and fuel assembliescould causeincompatibility to existing PWR and BWR systemsand could only lx
realisedin the caseof new reactorsystems.
On the basis of elementarycells the changesin propertiescausedby me Pu contentcan easily and
explicitly be d&cussed.The designof fuel assembliesreflects the needto ensurecompatibility with UOz
fuel assembliesas long as MOX and UO2fuel assembliesare in the samereactor at the sametime. So
the MOX fuel assemblydesigntakes place preferably in a geometric model including more than one
assembly.As the coreshaveto obey many safety relatedand economicboundaryconditionsas well, the
fuel assemblydesignis not independentof the core design.The propertiesof respectivecells cannot
answerthe questionon global corepropertieswhich aremainly dependenton the amountof MOX in me
core.
Plutonium-containing cells
When comparingPu containing cells with similar U02 cells, for given dimensionsof fuel pellets,
canning and lattice pitch, it emergesthat me Pu content causesa hardenedthermal neutronspectrum
(Figure 2.7) and a strongerundermoderationas shown in Figure 2.8, wherek-inilnity is displayedas a
function of tlssile contentand moderationratio. The optimisation of the initial reactivity at a given Pus.
content of the fuel requires a widening up og me lattice, or, to me extent that this is forbidden for
exixting reactors (especially so far PWRs), the changingof me rod/pellet dimensionsas insertion of
some water rods in the MOX lattice. With increasing moderation, however, the conversion ratio
decreases.These two opposite effects favour unchangedMOX lattices as long as no other limiting
conditions ase.g.,a positive void effect at very high Pu contents,arereached.
MOXfuel

assemblies

The neutronlcdesignof MOX fuel assemblieshas to allow for the effects causedby neighbourmg
fuel assemblies[4,5]. As long as IJO2assembliesare in the core theremust be provision made for me
transition from the UOz neutronicspectrumto the spectrumin the MOX fuel rod arcas.The designand
optimisation of me Pu contentin the different types of MOX rods aimed at avoiding too high power
peaking in the area of spectrum transition is normally supportedby calculations with a sufftcient
numberof (thermal)neutrongroupsin a geometryincluding UOZ and MOX rods. Such a geometrycan
be treatedby two-dimensionaltransport calculations using pin cell multigroup cross-sectiondata of
spectralburnupcalculationsor directly with two-dimensionalmultigroup spectralcalculations.
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In the centrepart of a MOX rod area,the plutonium contenthaato be high enoughto provide the
required reactivity [2,4]. It is generally advantageousto have rather large areas of this kind. This
favours fuel assemblieswith MOX rods only, wherethe fissile plutonium contentmust be lowered only
in the outer rods in order to avoid the power peaking inducedby the thermal flux of the surrounding
uranium fuel.
If burnup equivalenceis requiredfor MOX to UOZfuel this has to be assuredby core calculations
for unchangedreload fractions and cycle length. A local power peakingform factor of 1.10 is obtained
by using two to threeplutonium contentzonesin the MOX fuel assembliesfor PWRs.
Two designaspectsmust be balanced:
l

l

within the MOX arear surrounded by uranium rods must be flattened
out by using a minimum of different tissile plutonium contentsand adjustingthe distribution of
the respectiverods;

The power distribution

of the MOXfuel assembly must be adjustedwith respectto
the uranium fuel assembliesvia its averagetissile plutonium content.
The reactivity and bumup potential

Therefore,in a PWR, designstartswith a power distribution study in a macrocell model of a MOX
fuel assemblysurroundedby uranium fuel assemblies.For symmetrical fuel assemblies,the calculation
can be donefor oneeighth of a MOX fuel assemblywith three-eighthsof the uranium fuel assemblies
building a triangle aashownin Figure 2.9.
In MOX fuel, thereis an incentiveto selectthe highestpossibleplutonium concentrationsundera
given power peaking limitation and to use only a minimum number of different plutonium contents.
Thus, in the self-generatedplutonium recycle mode,only one-thirdto one-fifth of all fuel rods in the
reload and the core contahtplutonium, dcpcndingstrongly on the averagecore burnup, the plutonium
composition andthe carrier material.
Phi power reconstructionmethodsexist to include the rodwise results acquiredduring MOX-FA
designinto the core calculationswith a small numberof neutrongroups (e.g., only 2) and coarsemesh
representations(up to 1 box /FA).
The designof the MOX fuel assembliesunder the above mentionedconditions is such that, in
conjunction with unmtxlitied reload strategiesand an unchangednumber of reload fuel assemblies
(with or without U-Gd fuel assemblies),they achieveburnups comparableto uranhtm fuel assemblies
and do not noticeably alter the length of the cycle. Early in life, this designapproachproducesslightly
lower averagelinear heatgenerationratesthan uranium fuel assemblies,togetherwith a somewhatmore
wavy powerdistribution in the MOX-FAs throughoutinsertion,
The sameconsiderationsare valid for MOX-FAs for BWRs and PWRs, respectively[4]. Whereas
in BWRs the MOX-FAs are rather weakly intluenced by the surroundhtgFAs, they arc strongly
influencedby the watergapsbetweenthe FAs and void fraction inside FAs.
The extreme situation occurs when designinga 100% MOX-core. In this casethere is no needto
ensurecompatibility with UOz-FAs. Moreover, there are no constraintson the assemblygeometryand
the rod and cell geometrycan be alteredto optimise the core for Pu use. As long as no other limits are
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reached,one would use approximately the same moderationas in use in normal U-feed LWRs. For
PWRs different Pu contentsin the MOX-FAs are not necessary.However, in a 100% MOX BWR it is
still essential,as a consequenceof the water gaps,to havea Pu variation over the MOX-FA.

MOX-conraining LWR cores
Given MOX-FA designswhich obey the requirementsof designand compatibility with U02-FAs,
the core propertiesare determinedby the core loading pattern and are generallyperturbedto an extent
which reflectsthe MOX content.
A prerequisite for plutonium recycling is the granting of a license for the use of MOX fuel
assembliesin the reactoron the basisof given designrequirements,Therefore,the technical feasibility is
examinedon the basis of realistic and envelopingdesigns.For this purpose,studiesare carried out for
different categoriesof rquirements, as shown in Table 2.2 [4]. On this basis the validated limits of
MOX fuel use are definedin the licensingprocedure.Within theselimits, licensing for individual cycles
is then simply a matter of proving that existing analysescover the caseat hand.
Important cycle characteristicsfor various examplesof PWR equilibrhtm cores with MOX fuel
assembliesare listed in Table 2.3, [4]. The assessmentof the core characteristicsis consideredwith
referenceto the differencesbetweenMOX and uranium equilibrium cycles.With MOX fuel assemblies
in the core, the more negative moderator temperaturecocfftcient and the smaller boron worth are
especiallyapparent.As regardsthe net control assemblyworth for the stuck rod configuration at EOC
in the hot-standbycondition, data dependmore on the loading schemethan on the fraction of MOX fuel
assembliesin the core. Thus, the changefrom the traditional out-in reload patternto a low-leakageone
decreasesthe stuckrod worth enoughto allow a MOX fraction of up to approximately50% without the
needfor more control rods.
Table 2.4, [4], illustrates important characteristicsof an equilibrium core with 31% MOX fire1
assembliesfor a 13OOMWe BWR. Core loadings have been investigatedwith up to approximately
50% MOX fuel and fissile plutonium concentrationsproviding sufficient reactivity to be equivalentto
uranium fuel designedfor an averagedischargebumup of 45 MWd/kg. Especiahy in those casesof
large amounts of tissile plutonium, it is important to mitigate the slightly less favourable neutronic
characteristicsof MOX fuel in comparison to uranium fuel, such as decreasedcontrol blade worth,
burnablepoisoneffectiveness,andincreasedvoid reactivity feedback
Transient and accident analyses for LWR cores containing MOX fuel showed only small
differencescompared with those for pure uranium cores. For the rod drop accident as the limiting
reactivity transient, the positive influence of the reduced control blade worth and the increased
temperatureand void reactivity feedback as well as the reduced number of delayed neutrons are
important. Overall, no significant changesoccur by the introduction of MOX fuel.
Under realistic operationalconditions,the more negativevoid coefticient will even lead to a more
favourablebehaviourduring that transientin comparisonwith a corewithout MOX fuel assemblies.
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23.4 Vetifuafion of pltionium recycle cases
Measures to qualify the calculational methods to bc used in design and modehhtg of MOX
insertionin LWRs take variousforms:
. Performingtheoreticalbenchmarks,e. g., asperformedby this working group,
l

l

Critical experimentsfor realistic fuel configurationsby variousinterestedorganisations,
Special mcasurcmentsand normal core follow for MOX-containing cores, including post
irradiation experimentsase. g., rod to rod relative power and bumup distribution inside FA and
isotopic compositionmeasurements.

Becauseof the commercial implications, completeinformation on theseverification and validation
data is accessibleonly to the organisationsdirectly involved. Only a survey from publishedresults can
be given in a report suchas this.
Theoretical benchmarks
A CEC benchmarkof 1977on MOX pin cell bumup calculationsfor a PWR (SENA) and a BWR
(Carigliano) showedk-infinity variationsof up to about 10% for different codes[20].
Benchmarksrelated to tight lattice reactor concepts[21] covereddifferent moderatingratios and
voiding and suggestthat practicabledesignsarefeasibleup to Pu contentsof about 12 & 1%.
The WPPR has defined a new set of benchmarkscovering different Pu compositionsand higher
Pucontents to be used in future in LWRs. Their improved results, compared to the mentioned
CEC benchmarkof 1977,arepresentedin detail in Chapter3.
As the calculations are basedat most on comparablenuclear data, an experimentalverification
would be of high interest.For better understandingthe relevanceof the calculationsrelatedto voiding,
detailed calculations for reactors (e.g., threedimensional realistic reactor voiding) could be of
significance.
Critical experiments
In relation to early Pu recycling programmes several (clean) crhicals have been measured,
e.g., Battelle criticals [22] and Westinghousecriticals [23], (seeTable 2.5). As they were carried out
using low Pu content and also Pu of low Pu-240 content,they are no longer relevantto the present
situation andto future validation requirements,exceptfor the utilisation of military Pu.
If Pu with large fractionsof the higher isotopesis usedat Pu concentrationswhich arenot too high,
the basic cross sectionsare sufficiently qualified with the relevantcalculation methodsso that there is
no needfor further clean critical experiments.But the measurementscarried out in connectionwith the
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designof an epithcrmal high conversionreactor (HCLWR) have relevance,especiallyin connectionto
the questionof lhnits dueto a positive void coefficient i.e., experimentsin PROTEUS andEOLE [24].
The main questionsrelated to starting large scale MOX use in LWRs that were answeredby
critical experimentsperformedsincethe early 70swere :
l

The spectraltransition from UOZ- to MOX-areas,

l

‘Ihe power distribution in the vicinity of UO&IOX-borders:

l

The reactivity worth of control rods,

l

‘Ihe moderatortemperaturecoefficient of suchconfigurations,

l

The interpretationof local activation measurementsandfission chambersignals,

Theseprograrmneswere carried out at the zero-powerfacilities VENUS, KRIIZ, MINERVE and
EOLE [5,24,25,26,27].
As early as the mid-60s, Belgonucl&ire and the Belgian Nuclear ResearchCentre (SCK-CEN)
started a close collaboration to perform R&D experimentalwork on the use of MOX fuels in LWR
lattices. A full seriesof critical experimentswereconductedin the VENUS critical facility with SS-clad
fuel rods containing a moderate amount of relatively clean Pu (> 80% Pu-239, 17.4% Pt-240)
(seeTable 2.6); fission density distributions were partlculsrly investigated around different lattice
perturbations(water gap, absorbingrods,boundaryMOX-UOz, etc.).
In the early SOS,the same MOX rods were used in another series of experiments devotedto
pressurevesselsurveillancedosimetry,wherecomputedand measuredfission density distributions were
shownto agreewithin a few percent.
At the end of the 8Os,in the context of large-scaleMOX utilisation programmesbeing considered
in various countriesand on the basis of their many yearsof expertisein the subject, Belgonucleaireand
the SCK-CEN resumedtheir collaborationto implementthe VENUS InternationalProgrammes(VIP);
additional MOX rods were made available with up-to-date Pu amounts and isotopic vectors
(Zr-clad about 62% Pu-239, about 24% Pu-240), and also a number of U02-GdaO, poison rods
(seeTable 2.6). A programmewas devotedto Pu recycle in PWRs and anotherone in BWRs. Basic
measurementssuch as critical mass, axial bucklings, radial fission density distributions and detector
responses,were performedin VENUS within mock-up configurationsrepresentingas close as possible
current BWR or PWR assemblies;severalcore loadings were investigatedin detail. Typical ones for
both seriesareillustrated on Figures 2.10 and 2.11,where the measurementsarealso comparedwith the
results of Belgonucl&be computations;(C-E)/E valuesderivedfrom SCK-CEN calculationshave been
presentedat the Tel Aviv Conference[28].
Another VENUS programmeis underway to investigatethe reactivity effects of moderatorvoiding
in MOX zones with different (high) Pu contents;critical masses,axial bucklings and fission density
traverses are measured with and without a central void in the MOX zone, and corresponding
calculationsarebeing performedby all partners,
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The KRIlZ facility is a flexible device for reactorphysicsmeasurementson watermoderatedcores
of full length LWR fuel rods at temperaturesup to 245’C. The programmesKRITZ-2 to KRITZ-4
(as listed in Table 2.7) in the early 70’s weredevotedto Pu recycling in BWRs andPWRs.
KRITZ-3, conductedfor Siemenswith fuel that was later on insertedat KWO (NPP Obrigheim),
refersto various PWR cores.The fuel region in eachof thesecoresis approximatelycylindrical with a
radius of about 30 cm. The fuel rods consistof UO, with a U-235 enrichmentof about 3%. In two of
the cores,the UOz rods in the central assemblywere replacedby U(nat)Oz,PuOarods, someof which
had 2% tlssile Pu and some about3%. The boron contentwas between400 and 1300 ppm. Some more
details aregiven in Table 2.8
The EPICURE programme was agreedin 1987 within a framework of a collaboration between
CEA, EDF and Framdtome, in order to build an exhaustive experimental database related to
Pu recycling in PWRs andconsequentlyto enablethe uncertaintiesassociatedwith MOX fuelling to be
reduced[25].
By meansof the chosenexperimental strategy, most of the main physical phenomenaof such
reactorshavebeenmeasured.Clean core characterisationsenablethe qualification of both nucleardata
libraries and cell codes; mock-up cores allow the investigation of power distributions by means of
fission rate distribution measurements,the qualification of calculations of power maps within
MOX-UO2 assembliesand at the interfacesandthe interpretationof in-core chambermeasurementsin
operatingreactors[29].
K-effective calculations performed with the new CEA-93 library (JEF-2.2 evaluations)and the
APOLLO-2 code show an overestimationby about 300 pcm for the UOa (3.7% U-235 enrichment)
lattice and an underestimationof about750 pcm for the UPuOaclean core (7% Pu).
Calculations of the mock-up configurations are in very good agreementwith the experimental
results (1 standarduncertainty margin: +/-4%) and CEA considersthat the power distributions within
the subassembliesare given to within 1.5% (lo) with the improved calculational scheme(S. transport
theory 99 groups). Nevertheless,the standardcalculational scheme(2 group diffusion theory) gives
4% to 6% discrepanciesat the MOX-UOa interface[30].
Furthermore, specific experimentalmeasurementshave been devotedto study the local voiding
effect in both cleanUOZ andcleanUPuO2cores:
l

l

2-D voided conjIgurarions (308, 50% and 100% of void): reactivity effect and power
distribution measurementsin both UOz andMOX cleanlattices;
3-D voided configurations(simulation of a “bubble”) were plannedin 1994 (7% and 11% Pu
rods).

The last phase of the EPICURE programme will be devoted to temperature coefficient
measurementsin both UOa and MOX clean la&es in order to evaluatethe uncertaintiesrelated to
Doppler coefficient and moderator temperatureeffects. The experimentalprogramme consists of a
comparisonbetweencold and “hot” (about 85°C) cleanUOZ and MOX configurationswith moderation
ratios (moderatorvolume I fuel volume) of 1.2 and 1.5. This will enablewater density effects to be
separatedfrom the temperatureeffects (Dopplerbroadeningeffect andthermal scatteringeffect).
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Typical MINERVE results and an EPICURE core configuration are given in Figure 2.15. The
given EPICURE MOX arrangementis comparablefor exampleto KRITZ-3 Pu-WHl.
As reportedby me conductingorganisationsthe experimentshad beenvery valuable in validating
the calculational procedures.It was stated, that a comparableagreementwas found as for measured
comparableUOaarrangements.
For several years the PROTEUS facility in Switzerland was used for the study of the physics
propertiesof HCLWR lattices. The PhaseII seriesof experiments[16, 311comprisedthe investigation
of very tight and wider lattices fuelled with MOX. In older to provide a more thoroughunderstandingof
the physics of MOX fuelled and well moderatedlattices, a wide lattice with moderator-to-fuelratio
typical for a more conventional LWR was investigated. The high enrichment fuel originally
manufacturedfor HCLWR researchwas also usedin this test configuration.
A large variety of integral experiments,among them the measurementof reaction rate ratios and
k-intinity was performed in a central test zone of 0.5 m diameter and 0.84 m height. All test zone
configurationsconsistedof stainlesssteelclad fuel pins with an outer diameterof 9.57 mm arrangedin
triangular lattices In the tight HCLWR lattices the pitch-to-diameter(p/d) ratio was 1.12. In the wider
HCLWR lattices it was increasedto 1.26. The effectivemoderator-to-fuelvolume ratio (VJVr) of these
lattices was0.48 and 0.95, respectively.
The well moderatedMOX lattice was createdfrom the wider HzO-moderatedHCLWR lattice by
removing every third fuel pin in a central region of about0.24 m diameter.The effective moderator-to
fuel volume ratio of this lattice was thereby 2.07. The comparison of parameters measuredand
calculatedprovide a valuablebasisfor validating calculationsof high enrichmentMOX fuel in LWRs.
In France, within the framework of a cooperation betweenthe French utility EDF, the reactor
designerFramatomeand the French Atomic Commission CEA, an exhaustiveexperimentalprogramme
was undertakenin the centreof the EOLE facility at the CadaracheResearchCentrein Order to measure
tire main fundamental neuuonic parametersinvolved in tight lattice HCLWRs design calculations
[32,33].
Two types of lattices havebeeninvestigated:
. A very tight one,called ERASMUS (Mod. Ratio = 0.5) and,
l

A more realistic one, ERASMER (Mod. Ratio = 0.9) in order to bc representativefor
Framatome’s HCLWR projects

Calculationsarein goodagreementwith the experimentalvalues[34].
Void contigurattonshave also beeninvestigatedin both lattices. The reactivity effect was negative
becauseof me very large effect of axial leakage. Calculations are in good agreementwith the
experimentalresults.
In parallel, in two similar undermodcratcdlattices placedin the zero power MINERVE facility and
in the 8 MWth MELUSINE core, neutronicparametersrelatedto the evolution with irradiation (fission
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products reactivity effect and capture cross-sectionsof the main heavy isotopes)have been measured
[351.

Calculational results show some discrepancieson capture cross-sectionsbut the fission product
reactivity effect seemsto be well estimated[36].
Ongoingexperimentsare devotedto the necessarychangesin MOX designswith higherPu content
and for Pu with degradedcontent of thermal fissile isotopes.In this areathe theoretical results need
further experimentalverification.
Eqveriencewith MOX-containing LWR cores
After the early Pu recycling programmesdepicted in Table 2.9, the initial commercial MOX
insertion in LWRs was concentratedin PWRs. Figure 2.13 gives a survey on the Germanprogramme
(by Siemens)including the starting phaseat KWO (NPP Obrigheim) and the Swiss Plant Beznau-2for
the time interval 1972-1993.
In parallel, 4 test-MOX-FAs bad beeninserted (by Westinghouse)in 1978-81in Beznau-1 and
further 36 MOX-FAs hadbeenloadedin this reactorin the time spanof 1988-1990.
The French programme for the EDF 900~MW PWRs starting with a tirst reload including
16 MOX-FAs in 1987 at St. Laurent Bl is givenin Figure 2.14 (and including 6 plants presently).This
programmeincludesthe insertionof 16 further MOX-FAs in SENA during 1987-1991.
Ten additional900~MW PWRs of EDF arelicensedto recycle the Pu producedby the reprocessing
of spentfuel, dependingessentiallyon the availability of MOX fabricationcapacity.
In Germanythree 18x18 KONVOI PWRs arelicensedfor the irradiation of up to 50% MOX-FAs;
severalBWRs haverequestedMOX insertionlicences [4].
The neutronphysicsexperienceacquiredin thesereactorsis basedon :
l

Start-upmeasurements,

l

In-servicecycle monitoring, and,

l

Specific measurements

The reliability of the design methods is confllcd by measurementsof cycle length, boron
concentrations,reactivity coefficients (such as for coolant temperatureand boron worth), control rod
worth, andpower density distribution.
In addition to the measurementsassuring the shutdown margin, special measurementswere
conductedto investigatethe worth of control assembliesinsertedin MOX-FAs. Starting e.g., from the
KRITZ-3 measurementsfor the insertion of control rods into a UOr- and MOX-FA-arrangement for
fresh fuel as a function of the temperature,further measurementswere conductedto answerthe question
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for partly burnt MOX-FAs directly in MOX-fuelled PWRs via boron compensationandbank exchange
techniques.
No significant increasein the deviationsbetweenmeasurementand calculation were found with
increasingMOX content of succeedingcycles if modem data sets and catculational tools were used.
Table 2.10 gives examples taken from me French measurementson critical boron concentration,
isothermalcoefftcient and severalcontrol bank worth values [5,37].
Regardingme validation of power distributions [4,5], two examplesare given in Figure 2.15 and
Figure 2.16. They cover cycle 5 of the German NPP Grohndein full low-leakageloading measuredby
the aero ball system and me EDF power plant St-Laurent-l with the content of 3x16 MOX-FAs
(cycle 7), measuredby movabledetectors.
A special aspectin the field of validation is that of isotopic composition measurements.Such
measurementshavebeendoneon fuel rods extractedfrom MOX-FAs after 1 to 4 irradiation periodsfor
first and secondgenerationMOX fuel rodlets and for reprocessingbatchesof MOX-FAs irradiated in
GermanPWRs. Includedin thesewereburnup measurements.The calculational results on the basis of
power historiesgive the opportunity to control me building and transmissionrates coveringPu isotopes
and higher actinides,too. The actual cross-sectionsetsare valuable today as they cover the presentday
Pu isotopics to satisfactoryaccuracy.
The task of validation is ongoing, as new MOX-FA designs, higher Pu contents and higher
amountsof MOX-FAs in the coresare introduced Looking forward, the introduction of MOX insertion
in BWRs will also be accompaniedby validation measurements.

2.4 Mechanicalandchemicalpropertiesof MOX fuelandMOX fuel rods
2.4.1 General aspects[2]
Considerableeffort has beendevotedto determineme physical propertiesof mixed oxide fuel for
fast reactors,which has about 20 per cent plutonium content.Thesestudieshave shown that severalof
these properties are poorer than those of UO2. However, these data are overly conservative for
applicationto MOX fuel for water reactors,which has a plutonium contentof 4 to 10%. For such fuel,
the performanceand safety-relatedcharacteristicscan be summarisedas follows:
l

l

l

l

Thermal conductivity is infhrenced by stoichiometry, porosity, ph~tonium content and
irradiation. Correlations have been developedto incorporate the correct input in the fuel
mcdehingcodes;
‘the melting point of stoichiometricMOX (at 5% plutonium) is about 20°C below that for UOz.
Within practicallimits, hypostoichiometrydoesnot havean effect on the melting temperature;
Nuclear self-shielding is more pronouncedin MOX fuel than in UOZ. Hence more heat is
generatedat the peripheryin MOX fuels, mitigating the effectsof the poorer thermal properties
of MOX fuel;
Thermal expansionis about 1% higher than for UOz;
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l

l

MOX fuel exhibits better creeppropertiesthan UOafuel. This is the most likely reasonfor its
betterpellet clad interactionbehaviour;
The homogeneityof the plutonium distribution in the uranium matrix of the pelletsdependson
the fabrication route. It directly affects fission gas release,densiticationand swelling, thermal
limitation underreactivity excursionsandthe capability of the fuel to be reprocessed.

Experience has shown that a properly founded design technology combined with adequate
manufactuting techniquesis adequateto provide for the engineeringand the licensing of MOX fuel
without undueconservatism.
The chemical propertiesof Pu are only relevant at the reprocessingstageof the fuel cycle, where
the solubility of the oxide andthe treatmentof Pu-ninateandits conversionto Pt-oxide is important.

2.42

MOXfabiicdion

[2,38,39,40,41]

MOX fabrication is in principle comparableto UOafabrication. The differencesare causedby the
radioactivity and radiotoxicity of Pu, which is used only in the form of PnOa.Commercial PuOa is
extremely radioactive. It is essentially an alpha emitter, although it is also a producer of neutrons,
X-rays, gamma rays and betaparticles.
Plutonium’s alpha and beta emissionsand its toxicity require it to be handledin gas tight glove
boxesprovidedwith largePlexiglaswindows andsuitablegloves.
The gamma activity builds up continuously after the last purification step of the PuOa at the
reprocessingplant. The main sourceis the decay of Pt.241 into Am-241. This major contributor is
relatively easyto shield,sincethe radiationis at a low energylevel. The only problem stemsessentially
from dustdepositionon equipmentandon the internal surfacesof glove boxes.
Most of the high energyradiation arisesfrom the decayof Pu-236 into Bi-212 and ‘U-208 causing
hard gammaradiation. This sourceis, however,much smaller than the one horn Am-241 and builds up
at a rate five times slower.
Neutron activity increasesslightly with time anddependsmainly on the isotopic compositionof the
plutonium.
The heat generatedby the alpha activity (especially from Pu-238) is somewhathigher during
storageand a gradualdegradationof the easeof fabrication resultsif PuOais storedover long periods.
The problemsof gamma andneutronactivity and heatgenerationincreasewith increasingbumup of the
irradiated fuel from which the Pu has been separated.With the trend toward very high discharge
burnups,the MOX fabrication plant must be heavily shieldedwith automaticprocessequipmentwhich
minimises operatorinvolvement both for operationsand maintenanceto control the dose to the plant
operators.
Plutonium is usually transferredfrom the reprocessorto the fuel manufactureras PuOapowder. If
plutonium oxide is storedfor too long beforeproceedingwith fuel fabrication, an extra processingstep,
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Am-241 separation,may bc required unless the MOX fabrlcahon plant has been designedwith the
necessaryadditionalshielding. It consistsof dissolution,purification andreconversionto PuOa.
Proper shieldinghas to be taken into considerationat all stagesof the MOX fuel cycle; althoughit
is usually not a limiting featurefor LWR fuel.
Until 1981 MOX fabrication for use in LWRs started from sinterable UOz powder of good
flowability. In most cases,F’uOawas deliveredas powder calcincd from precipitatedoxalate with very
fine particles or was prepareddirectly from plutonium/nitrate solutions. Mechanical blending of such
powdersgave a homogeneitywith PuOz particle sizeswhich preventhot spots in the MOX. Such fuel
met me requirements of operation and exhibited excellent irradiation behaviour. Results from
reprocessingof suchfuel showeda residualinsolubility in pure nitric acid.
Thereforenew powder preparationroutesweredevelopedto meet the new solubility specifications.
The OCOM and MIMAS methcds (see Figure 2.17) avoid pure PuOz particles by co-milling or
micronising a master-mix of about30% Pu, which is men blendedwith pure UOa at the final Pu content
to achievecompletehomogenisationof the mixture. ‘Die COCA processavoids the master-mix anduses
the final Pu contentat the milling step. The Short BinderlessRoute (SBR) useshigh energycc-milling
of PuOs and Integrated Dry Route (IDR) UOz at the final Pu content to achieve complete
homogenisationof the mixture (seeFigure 2.17). Alternative routeshavebeendevelopedwhich produce
mixed oxide powders directly from a blend of F’u and U nitrates, e.g., the German AuPuC process
(Figure 2.17) or the RussianGRANULAT process.Theseroutesarenot presentlyusedon the industrial
scale,however.
An important aspectof MOX fabrication is the treatmentof isotopic variations in the sourcePu.
Differences in the isotopic makeup of me Pu would cause unacceptablevariations in the physics
performanceof MOX assembliesunless special measureswere in place. There are several different
approachesto this question, The approach adopted in the Hanau plant involves characterisingthe
isotopic makeupof various F’uOr lots andblendingpreciselythe samequantitiesfrom eachlot to make
up all of the MOX powderrequiredfor a particular batch of MOX assemblies.This ensuresthat all the
MOX assemblieshavethe sameRu isotopic mix. The approachadoptedin the MELOX plant is similar,
but involves the solution of a set of simultaneousequationsto determinethe appropriateblendingratios
to attain the desiredPu isotopic makeupin me final product. This has the advantagethat fewer F’uOz
lots needto be available at any one time. The solution that has beenadoptedfor the Sellatield MOX
plant (SMF’) involves pairing batches of Pu0~ to obtain equivalent nuclear performance. In this
instance,the isotopic makeupof the final productis allowed to vary within carefully definedlimits.
It is not appropriatein this reportto dwell on the details of fuel pelleting and fuel rod and assembly
fabrication,hut some important points are worth noting :
l

An appropriate heat treatment may be necessaryfor assuring me requisite low hydrogen
contentsof the fuel pellets;

. In the absenceof forced cooling the heat generationin powdersplacesrestrictions on the batch
hold times beforepressingsincethe heatdestroysme lubricant;
l

Dust buildup on the inside of the glove boxes challengesthe plant shielding (since it is
addltional to the bulk source)andincreasesmaintenancedoses;
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l

l

l

The fuel rod fabricationalsohasto be donewithin glove boxes(Figure 2.18);
Particular issuesin fuel rod fabrication are contaminationof the weld areaand confirmation of
the correctPu content;
The useof multiple Pu contentlevels in the assemblyplacesconstraintson manufacture.This is
especiallyimportant for BWRs.

2.4.3 In-core behaviour of MOXfiel
The designof MOX fuel rods follows the procedurefor UOr mechanicalfuel and rod design.The
small perturbation in rhermo-mechanicalpropertiescausedby the content of PuOz as mentionedhi
section 2.4.1 are included. The less homogeneousstructure of the fuel by embeddedmaster mix
particles in the UOz matrix is of no relevanceas long as the MOX particles are small enoughto avoid
local hot spotsin the inner part of the pellet aswell as on its surface.
The structuredeterminesthe fission gas releaseand the dimensionalbehaviourduring irradiation.
As the power histories of MOX fuel rods tend to have a higher power at high bumup due to the less
steep fall-off in reactivity with bumup comparedwith UO2 fuel rods, somewhathigher fission gas
releasesare calculated.The rod designhas to take care of this effect by proper designof the plenum in
the rods.
The modelsusedfor the rod designhaveto be qualitled by appropriateexperimentaldata.
The irradiation behaviourof MOX fuel has been investigatedin detail by surveillance of many
MOX fuel assembliesin the different spent-fuel pools. In addition, irradiation progmnunes with
pathfinderMOX fuel rods in specialcarrier fuel assembliesand with special MOX test rods in test rigs
in selectednuclear power plants as well as in test reactorswere performedfollowed by regular postirradiation examinations(PIES)in the spent-fuelpool andin hot cells [42,431.
Investigationsof MOX fuel rods show that the overall rod dimensionalbehaviouris similar to UOr
rods. This is becauseidentical cladding tubes were used for the rods examined and the MOX fuel
densitybehaviourwas found to be similar to UOr fuel up to burnupsof 50 MWd/kg.
UnderstandIngthe density behaviour of MOX fuel requiresconsiderationof its structure. On a
microscopic scale, the fuel structure appears heterogeneouswith MOX agglomeratesuniformly
distributed. Contributions of the high local bumup in the MOX (master mix) particles, the matrix
swelling rate related to the matrix bumup and the developmentof the porosity sum up to the global
dimensionalbehaviourof the MOX fuel.
Density measurementsshow a similar dimensional characteristics of OCOM (as well as
comparableMIMAS- and COCA-type MOX fuels) and AUPuC types of fuel. This results from the
superpositionof two-dimensionalproceases:the delayeddcnsification and swelling of the matrix due to
the low bumup andthe swelling of the MOX agglomerates.
An analysis of the fission gas releaseshowsthat temperaturehas a stronginihtence. The highest
gas release always occurred at the highest tempcramres. Under steady-stateconditions, this was
concludedfrom the power history of the MOX fuel rods. Transient test conditions are better suited to
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quantitatively investigatethe effects. MOX and U02 fuel showedsimilar fission gas releaseat similar
temperatures.This can be understoodfrom the fact that the fission gas is always releasedvia the U02
matrix. The remaining gas in the bubbles of the MOX agglomeratesseemsto be concealed,even at
intermediate temperatureswhere the agglomeratesare characterisedby large bubbles within the
agglomerates.Only at high temperatures,when releasechannelsin the UOz matrix are formed, is the
fission gasableto leavethe fuel via thesechannels.
Transient-testedMOX fuel shows a dimensionalbehaviourcomparableto that of UOZ fuel. The
transient fission gas releasewas also found to be similar to that in UOz fuel operatedat the same
temperature.
The tight enclosureof MOX agglomeratesby the UOz matrix and the implantation of fission
products and fission gasesinto the UOa matrix also prevent the instantaneousreleaseof the fission
productsinto the primary coolantin caseof fuel rod defectsand are consideredto be the reasonfor the
similarity in defectbehaviourof UOz andMOX fuel.
In conclusion, a comparison of MOX and UOz fuel shows that both types of fuel, in spite of
different structure and hencelocal bumup, have similar dimensionaland fission gas releasebehaviour.
Therefore, it is justified from a technical point of view to also use similar models for design
calculations.
Ongoingtestingof MOX fuel is neededas a consequenceof the following reasons:
l

Small changesin pellet density and diameter as well as canning dimensions and material
propertiesinfluence the bumup behaviour;

. Phumedchangesin the MOX fabricationtechnologyareto be investigated;
. Higher Pu contentsareto be included at actualPu compositions;
l

An increasein bumup is planned.

24.4 Reprocessingaspects
In the reprocessingof MOX fuel, gcod solubility of plutonium in pure nitric acid is important. The
actual fuel fabrication processes(AUPuC, OCOM, MIMAS, COCA) alreadywarrant this property for
the as-fabricatedMOX condition (> 99%) [431.
To determinethe solubility behaviourof plutonium from irradiated MOX fuel rods, fuel samples
wereexaminedin Germanyfrom one-,two-, three-and four-cycle AUPuC and OCOM MOX fuel rods,
respectively.The contentof tissile plutonium was approximately3.2% and the bumup of the samples
was in the range of 3 to 46 MWdkg. The solubility tests performed in pure nitric acid yielded high
plutonium solubilitics (> 99,8%) comparablewith that of UOZfuel.
Similar experimentswere conductedin France.They showedthat irradiation in LWR reactorsled
to the eradicationof most of the homogeneityflaws of the plutonium in the testedMOX fuels. The final
solubility of plutonium was consequentlyvery good (> 99.97%) and had no effects on the process
conditions.
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The feasibility of reprocessing MOX fuel as manufactured today was demonstrated on
semi-industrialscale at APM (2.1 t in 1992). and thenon the industrial scalein the CogemaUP2 plant
of La Hague(4.7 t in 1992)in conditionssimilar to thoseemployedto reprocessUOafuel.
In total 16 MOX-FAs fabricatedby OCOM and AUPuC processesburnt in four different PWR
plants in Germany have been reprocessedunder commercial contracts by Cogema. The analyses
performed during me reprocessingoperations confirm the good solubility of the plutonium in the
operating conditions (solubility better than 99.95% with respect to the plutonium content before
irradiation).
The technological options selectedby Cogema for reprocessingMOX fuel in UP2-800 were
accordingly conikmed. This industrial-scalereprocessingof irradiated MOX fuels opensthe way to
multiple recycling of plutonium in reactors.
2.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter deals with the neutron physics aspectsof Pu recycling in PWRs and BWRs. In
addition, some engineeringaspectssuch as the mechanicaland chemical propertiesof MOX fuel are
also discussed.Calculational resultsarc comparedwith experimentalfindings from critical experiments,
fmm experimentsperformedin commercialpower reactorsandrecycling experience.The agreementfor
first pass recycling is fully satisfactory. Multiple recycling is discussedin the context of a new
benchmark The results show an improvementover the first such exerciseof the EuropeanCommunity
of severalyears ago, but are not fully satisfactory yet. Calculations on the basis of new nuclear data
sets show improved results (seeChapter 3 for details). Takhtg accountof the more recentnucleardata
sets and more sophisticatedcalculational methodsonly, the deviationsin k-infinity are less than 1% at
zero irradiation and about 1.5% at a burnup of 50 MWd/kg.
Some of the principal conclusions-essential for multiple recycling - areas follows:
1. Regarding nuclear design calculations, modern methcds incorporating rigorous resonanceselfshieldingand modernnucleardata libraries such as JEF-2, ENDF/B VI or JENDL-3 are essential.
Some dataimprovement,e.g., higherplutonium isotopedata in the resonanceregion,etc., might be
needed:
2.

Appropriateandwell testedcalculationmethodsarewidely availableandshouldbe used;

3,

The interaction of neighbouringUOz and MOX elementsshould be investigatedin more detail to
obtain a clearerunderstandingof the resultsobserved;

4.

The optimal control of high bumup LWR cores (which may include burnablepoisons)should be
examinedfurther;

5.

Additionally, questionsof material damagein the caseof high bumup needto be clarified as well
asother engineetingconstraints;

6.

Sophisticated(three-dimensional)core calculations are recommendedto study the void effect and
could also be the object of a future benchmarkexercise,possibly in relation with the analysisof an
experimentto be madeavailableto the internationalcommunity;
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7.

At present,it appearsthat plutonium recycling in high burnup LWR corescan be performedtwice
without modifying currentLWR designs:

8.

Future experimental verification related to maximum plutonium content in the case of degraded
plutonimn isotopic compositionarc neededin cleanlattice configurationswith different modcratorto-fuel ratios and for possiblevoid experimentswith different leakagecomponents.A co-ordinated
internationaleffort in this field would behighly beneficial;

9.

For unchangedlattices the limit on Fu contentis in the range 12 ? 1%;

10. Changesin the lattice in the senseof higher moderationcan be foreseento minimise the buildup of
higher a&tides and to.increasethe limits on Pu content;
11. Multiple recycling of plutonium with high bumup (e.g., 50 MWdIkg) can have limitations due to
considerationssuch as me buildup of F’u-238 and Pu-242 or me existenceof positive reactivity
feedbackeffects on completecoolant voiding at high Pu contentsor the increaseof the buildup of
higher actinides(Am, Cm, etc.). A specific future benchmarkin this field could help in obtaining
an internationalconsensuson theselimitations.
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u-235: “d = 0.01668 f 0.00070 n/f
m (WC)

U-238: v., = 0.0460 i: 0.0025 n/f

Relative Yield

0.188 * 0.024
0.407 * 0.010
0.026 + 0.004

Pu-239: vd = 0.00645 zt 0.00040 n/f
3OUP

7% (set)

Relative Yield

Relative Yield

F’u-241: v,, = 0.0157 f 0.0015 n/f

II

isotope
U-235
U-238
h-239
h-240
h-241
h-242

Delayed neutron
tiactions 6
0.0164
0.0022
0.0029
0.0054
0.0051

Table 2. I Delayed neutron yield and hanrf-life data [81[91
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Areas
coreCharacteristics

Reactivity Coefticients
Control Rod Worth

Thermal Hydraulics
Systems Dynamics

Control Rod Worth

Fuel Rod Design

Fission Gas Pressure

Fuel Rod Failure Limit

FA Structure Design

Table 2.2

Safetyevaluatinsrelated

to MOX fuel assembly licenses

(number /%)
Loading scheme

Reload MOX and uranium
fuel assemblies
MOX fuel assemblytype
Fissile Pu content (wt%)
U-235 content (wt%)
Uranium fuel assembly
U-235 emicbment wt%

2.0/2.6/3.9/5.0

MOX batch (MWd/kg)
MOX fuel
assembly(MWd/kg)
initial baron concentration
@pm)
Reciprocal boron worth,
BOC @pm/% Ap)
MTC at EOC (pa/K)
maximum

Net con1101red worth at

Table 2.3 Equilibrium

fuel cycles for kwge
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PWRs with MOX

MOX fuel assembly loading (number /%)

264/31

Loading scheme

low leakage

Reload
MOX fuel assembly
average fissile plutonium content (wt%)
average U-235 content (wt%)
Uranium fuel assembly
average U-235 enrichment (wt%)
Cycle length. including

40
3.26
0.80
96
3.4

coastdown (days)

0

136
3.4

296

MOX fuel assembly burnup
MOX batch (MWd/kg)
maximum MOX fuel assembly (MWdkg)

298

45.2
41.3

BOC hot excess reactivity (W Ap)

1.3

1.1

BOC cold shutdown margin (% Ap)

1.4

1.3

MCPR
uranium fuel assembly
MOX fuel assembly

1.35
1.50

1.38

Maximum linear heat rate
uranium fuel assembly (W/cm)
MOX fuel assembly (W/cm)

412
399

Table 2.4 Equilibrium

NAME

FUEL
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fuel cyclefor a .krge BWR with and without MOX

LATlTCeTYW

mcHllNcs

RADIAL

SAVING/CM

BUCKLING

IN Td2

Batelle ’
ClitiCal

2 w/o PuOz inU02
7.65 w/o Pu-240

hiangular

0.85

‘I

2 w/o PuO2 inU02
23.50 do pu-240

ili~gUl?lI

0.85

quadratic

0.69

8.37

69.6 f 1.0

“

0.69
0.75

7.468.37
f 0.09

68.7
90.0 f* 0.8
0.9

0.9758

6.95 f0.11

104.72 f 0.86

6.50 f 0.15

107.11 f 1.2

1.0607

6.76 f 0.17

98.4 * 1.2

1.38

6.46 f 0.13

50.3 f 0.3

Westinghouse’
ClitiCal

2 w/o Pi102 inU02
7.65 w/o Pu-240

“

I‘

“

0.9758

1

I

0.69

UOZ with 2.72 w/o
U-235

II
0.9758

1

Table 2.5 Bat&e and Westinghouse criticals

1 UNC-5211, [22].
2 WCAP-3726.1,
[23]
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II

4/o
3/l.
2i2.7
213.1
1.7613.2
0.715
0.714

AN-304
hcdoy-800
AN-304
AN-304
AM-304
AN-304
Am-304

u nat.

1.08%
2.70%
3.08%
3.17%
5.04%
4.37%

3.310

zircaIoy

3.30%

0

0.4A4.4
0.319.7
0.3h.4
0.614.8

ZiidOY
ZiidOY
ZiicaIoy
ziicdoy

0.35%
0.28%
0.25%
0.58%

ZimIoy

0.035 3

3.5/o-

I.2

4.1 or 4.04%
3.cm
2.00%
2.00%
1.79%
u nat.

0

14.30%
9.70%
5.40%
4.80%

F
E
D
D

0

Table 2.6 VENUS fuel inventory

U-235 enrich =

U-235 /(U-235

Pu co”tc”t

Puo* / (UOI + PuO2) wt%

=

Pu isotopic composition
A
B
C
D
E
F

=

+ U-238) w-t%

(Pu-238 / h-239

I F’w240 I h-241

/ Pu-242)

0.08/80.65/17.41/1.42/0.45
0.01/92.43t7.29/0.24/0.03
0.0/95.72/4.10/0.17/0.01
1.23/63.2~23.67/7.68/4.20
1.34/61.10/24.12/8.67/4.77
1.27/61.88/23.50/8.95/4.40
Decay of Pu-241 into Am-241

is not accounted for the indicated Pu isotopic composition

3 rods containing 7.2% Gdzo, (Cd&h I UOz + Cd&).
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II

KRlTz-1

20 210

I

KRITZ-2

a uniform U rod core

20,245
20,230

KRrlz-4
I

KRrl7r3

1 BWR cores containing

20,230

PWR cores with U or U and Pu with or without control rods

20,245

BWR cores with U and BA (= Burnable Absorber)

20,245

BWR cores with U and BA with or without void in the central
assemblv

Table 2.7 Survey on KRITZ experiments

1. U-WHl

II
II
I

2. u-CR1
3. Pu-WHl
4. Pu-CR1

1

II

at Studsvtk/Sweden

22.0
229.0

small

uoz

none

19.9
243.4

small

uoz

AgCdIn rods

I

I
I

21.2
223.2
24.5
225.7

I

small

I

I

UO2PuO2
I

small

II
none

I
uoptlo2

I

AgCdIn rods
I

II

5. u-wH2

27.4
228.7

large

uo2

tlOtK

6. U-CR2

21.3
220.8

large

uo1

thick B&Y rod

Table 2.8

Informalion about the cores in KRITZ-3
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I

66

II
StLaurent
31,cycle5
boron
:oncenmation
; mm)

St Laurent
B2, cycle 6

3ravehes
3. cycle 8

‘ critical

i sothermal
‘ xefticient
[,pcm (“C)l

‘ mm01 bank
\North (46)

II

all rods out
R in
GG’ in

-27
-20
-14

all rods O”t
R in
GG in

+0.7
-0.3
+1.5

-0.8
-0.9
-0.6

+0.2
co. 1
-0.5

-0.4
-1.0
-3.3

-0.1
-0.5
-0.7

R
Gl
G2
Nl
N2
SB
SC
SA + SD2
SDl(SA+SD2in)
N2-l(SA+SD2in)
GG in

+2.8
-5.2
+O.l
+4.2
+I.1
+5.1
-4.3
+1.9
-6.4
+7.9
+4.1

-2.5
+2.5
+3.2
-0.6
+0.6
44.1
-1.1
-0.7
+4.5
+4.9
-6.4

+3.4
+11.2
+2.1
+2.9
+4.3
+5.9
+4.2
+1.3
+7.1
+6.8
+4.1

+2.3
+1.3
+1.5
+4.7
+3.4
+0.8
+3.8
+7.0
+3.1
+3.1
-0.2

+1.5
+2.4
+1.7
+2.8
+5.3
+4.0
+0.6
+2.4
+5.4
+5.7
-0.1

Table 2.10 Validation

0
+l
-14

of MOX-insertion

’ GC = gray control banks (Cl + G2 + Nl) at zero-power position.
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-5
-11
-6

+32
+21
+24

in French PWRs

0
-2
-2

-

=I

Chapter 3

ANALYSIS

OF PHYSICS BENCHMARKS
FOR PLUTONIUM
IN PWRS

RECYCLING

3.1 Introduction
The recycling of plutonium in PWRs in MOX fuel assembliesis a technologywhich is now well
establishedand many countrieshavemany years’ experienceto draw on. As discussedin Chapter 2, it
is fair to say that witbm the constraintsof current fuel managementschemes,dischargebumups and
plutonium isotopic vectors,physics methodsare available, which can be consideredto be mature and
fully proven.
The validity of present methods cannot be assumedto extend outside the current constraints,
however,and further validation will be requiredto demonstratethat both the basic nucleardata and the
calculational methodsremain adequatefor the more challengingproblems that are expectedto arise
within the next decade.The challengesto existing physics methodswill come from high burnup fuel
managementschemesand feed plutonium with lower fractions of the tlssile isotopes Pi-239 and
Pu-241.The effect of boththesechangeswill be to increasethe total plutonium loading necessaryin the
MOX fuel. ‘Ibis will increasethermal neutron absorption and drastically alter the thermal neutron
spectrum.
Unfortunately, experimentalvalidation will not be forthcoming for the new situation for several
years,yet it is important to havesomeindication of what level of developmenteffort will be requiredto
addressthe possible shortcomingsof presentphysics methods.Faced with this situation, the WPPR
agreedthat a set of benchmarkexerciseswould be a valuable meansof making progressin the interim
period before any practical results become available from in-reactor irradiation experience. As
mentionedin Chapter2, a set of three benchmarkswere devisedand solutions submitted from a large
numberof contributors.It was hopedthat a comparisonof the results would give valuable insights into
the likely requirementsas regardsimproving the nucleardata and methods.While acceptingthat such
benchmarkscould not possibly identify the ‘true’ answer,it was anticipatedthat a consensusview on
the most probableanswerswould emergewhich would be helpful in guiding future work
This chapterpresentsa detailedanalysisand critique of the results of the three PWR benchmarks
and presentsthe principal results in a convenientsummary form. Because of the large number of
participants and tbe complexity of the physics solutions, it is not practical to presentthe full set of
results.Thesehave,however, beencompiled in separatevolumes,[l] [2], for the benefitof thosewith a
detailed working interest, which are available on requestfrom the OECD/NEA. These also include
working papersthat will be of valueto specialistsinterestedin analysingthe results in detail.
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3.2 Objectives of PWR MOX benchmarks
Three benchmarkswere devisedfor MOX in PWRs. The first two arc simple in&rite array pin cell
problems designedto allow intercomparisonof infinite multiplication factors as a function of bumup.
‘the first suchpin cell problem,dcsignatcd‘BenchmarkA’ comprisesa pin cell with plutonimn of a low
isotopic quality (i.e. a low fraction of the thermally fissile isotopesPu-239 and Pu-241). It is expected
that such plutonium will becomeavailablefor recycle at somefuture date, when MOX fuel assemblies
are themselvesreprocessed.The quality of plutonium recoveredfrom PWR spentfuel decreasesduring
each recycle, the rate dependingon the dischargebumup of the reactor fuel cycle and on the ratio in
which MOX assembliesareco-processedwith UOz assembliesin the reprocessingplant.
The particular isotopic composition specifiedfor BenchmarkA representsa hypotheticalcase of
the fifth recycle of plutonium for a scenarioin which the MOX assembliesare blended with UOa
assembliesin a ratio which reflects that which will arise in a self-generationrecycle mode in a PWR.
The total plutonium contentis 12.5w/o (6.0 w/o tissile) andthe isotopic vector is asfollows:
PIP238 1 Pu-239 1 Pn-240 1 Pn-241 1Pn-242
4% 1 36% 1 28% 1 12% 1 20%
The poor plutonium isotopic quality in Benchmark A demands a high concentrationof total
plutonium in order to compensatefor neutron absorption in Pu-240 and Pu-242 isotopes. The high
plutonium concentrationposesa severechallengeto existing nuclear data libraries and lattice codes,
which was the driving force behindthe specification.
The other pin cell problem,designated‘BenchmarkB’ specifieda plmonhnn isotopic vector with a
higher fissile fraction that is representativeof commercial PWR MOX recycle at the presenttime. The
total plutonium contentis 4.0 w/o (2.8 w/o tissile) with the following isotopic vector:
Pn-238 1 Pn-239 1 F’u-240 1 Pu-241 1 Pn-242
1.8% 1 59% 1 23% 1 12.2% 1 4.0%
This problem was intendedto act in the form of a ‘control’ to show whetherme spreadof results in
the more challengingproblem could be attributedto the poor quality plutonium vector or to underlying
differencesin the nucleardataand methodswhich also apply to today’s situation.
The final problem, designated the ‘Void Reactivity Effect Benchmark’, specifies a more
complicated geometrycorrespondingto a supercellconfigurationof a 30x30 array of PWR fuel cells,
with reflective boundaryconditions.The central 10x10 region (seeFigure 3.1) consistsof either UOaor
MOX rods (with tbrce different plutonium contents),the configurationof which alternatesbetweenfull
moderatordensityand completevoidageof the moderator.In every casethe outer part of the macrccell,
which consists entirely of UOr pincells, is assumedto bc fully moderated.This supercell is a.n
idealisationof a seriesof experimentsthat were recently carriedout in the VENUS experimentalreactor
at Mol, Belgium, as part of the VIP-O international collaborative programme. The intention was to
specify a problem in which it would be possible to comparethe void reactivity defect calculated by
variousnucleardatalibraries and codes.
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The void coefficient is a very important parameterin any water reactor.It determinesthe reactivity
feedbackassociatedwith steamformation, which for inherentsafety should always be negative(i.e. an
increasein void decreasesthe corereactivity). At the high plutonium concentrationsexpectedwith poor
plutonium isotopic quality, it was known that the void coefticient in mixed U02/MOX lattices becomes
much smaller in absolutemagnitudeand at somepoint would becomepositive. Calculating the point at
which the void coefficient changessign is a difficult problem, as thereis a delicatebalancebetweenthe
opposing effects of moderationand absorption and the plutonium resonancesalso play a significant
complicating role. Ensuring that the void coefficient inherent in the MOX regions of a PWR core
remainsnegativewill be an important constraintdeterminingthe limits to multiple recycle in PWRs, as
it may prove unacceptablefor licensing to have regions in the core wherethe inherentvoid reactivity
feedbackis positive.
The void ccefftcient issue first arosein connectionwith studiesof tight lattice PWRs which were
carried out some 10 yearsago. It doesnot normally causeany concernfor standardlattice PWRs, with
the modestplutonium concentrationsrequiredin the context of single recycle. With multiple recycle,
however,thepcor plutonium isotopic makeupdemandshigh plutonium contentsand assuringa negative
void coefficient becomesan important factor.
For a full specificationof the void reactivity effect benchmark,refer to Volume 3, [2]. Section 3.4
providesa detaileddescriptionanddiscussionof the void reactivity effect benchmark
3.3 lnfmite lattice benchmarks
A completespecification of the two infinite lattice benchmarkproblems, designatedBenchmarks
AandB,canbefoundinVolume2,
[l].

3.3.1 Partkipants,

methods and data

A total of 14 solutions were contributedfor BenchmarkA and 13 for BenchmarkB, representing
12 institutions from 9 countries,A full list of all the contributorsis providedin Table 3.1. It identifies
the codes and nuclear data libraries used by the various contributors and where necessarymakes
pertinent remarks. The acronyms for the institutes or organisationswill be used to identify each
contributorthroughoutthe chapter.
The two CASMO-3 solutions were withdrawn as the cross-sectionlibraries used were not suited
for high plutonium fuel asspecifiedin the benchmark
As canbe seenmost convenientlyfrom Table 3.1, most of the contributorsto BenchmarksA and B
used deterministiclattice codes.Theseare the usual tools used for nuclear designapplicationssuch as
calculating reactivities and irradiation depletioneffects. Somecontributorsused Monte.Carlo methods,
which provide a useful cross-checkon the methods,but which cannotcarry out depletioncalculations
and are thereforerestricted to the zero bumup step. The Monte Carlo codesare also restrictedin that
nucleardatatabulationsareonly usually availablefor a limited set of materialstemperatures.Table 3.1
highlights wherethe temperaturesavailabledid not coincide with the benchmarkspecifications.
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ANL
BEN
BNFL
CEA
ECN
EDF
Hitachi
IKE-1
IKE-2
JAERI
PSI-1
PSI-2
Siemens

Studsvik

U.S.A.
Belgium
U. K.
France
Netherland
France
Japan
Germany
Germany
Japan
Switzerland
Switzerland
Germany
Sweden

VIM
LWRWIMS
LWRWIMS
APOLLO-2
WIMS-D
APOLLO-1
VMONT
CGMRSYST
MCNP 4.2
SRAC
BOXER
CASMO-3
CASMO-3
CASMO-4

Table 3.1 Summary

ENDFIB-V
1986 WIMS
1986 WE-AS
JBF-2.2 CEA 93
JEF-2.2 SCALE
CEA 86
JFNDL-2/FNDF/EbIV
JEF- 1
JEF-2.2
JENDL-3.1
JEF- 1
ENDF/E-IV
J70
JEF-2.2

infinite
69
69
172
172
99
190
224145
infinite
107
70
40
70
70

300 K. Zinxloy,

no depletion

300 W6CQ K, no depletion

Zircaloy. withdrawn
withdrawn

of participants in pin cell benchmarks

At this stageit is appropriateto draw attentionto someof the special physics aspectsthat needto
be accountedfor in the MOX benchmarkcalculationsand to highlight aspectswhich parttcipantstook
particularcareto model rigorously:
The relatively large thermal absorptioncross-sectionsof plutonium reducesthe thermal neutron
flux considerablycomparedwith uranhtm, while the flux at higher energiesis less drastically affected.
The result is that the neutronspectrumin a MOX assemblyis much harderthan that in a UOZassembly
and the resolvedresonanceshave a much higher impact on the calculation of group cross-sections.In
addition, the unresolvedresonancesand the thresholdreactionsin the MeV range also require mom
careful attention.Some of the contributors usedcodeswhereresonanceself-shieldingin all plutonium
isotopesis treatedrigorously, and this has an important bearingon the results,as will be seenlater.
The energyper fission values to be used were definedin the benchmarkspecifications,with five
isotopesonly contributing to energyrelease.Only six of the participants used the specifiedvalues and
only the EDF and CEA solutionsomitted the energyreleasefrom other isotopes.The other participants
calculatedme energyproductionaccordingto their normal designmethods,which accountfor all fissile
contributions.The effect is that the EDF and CEA solutionshave a slightly stretchedeffective burnup
scales.
Most participants took account of (n,2n) reactions by lowering the absorption cross-sections
artificially. The effect increasesthe multiplication factor by about0.2%. A rigoroustreatment,however,
involves modifying me actinide chains explicitly and shows that artificially reducing the absorption
cross-sectionsintroducesfor higher burnupsa systematicerror dueto the higher levels of Np-237 which
build up. ‘the influence of the fission productspectrumis of the sameorder.
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3.3.2 Rest&

Figures 3.2.A and 3.2.B show compilations of k-infinities for BenchmarksA and B respectively
from the variousparticipants.Tables 3.2.A and 3.2.B list the samedata. These are me principal results
of the benchmarks.The spreadof results at zero irradiation is 3.1% for Benchmark A and 1.3% for
BenchmarkB. There is also somespreadin the slopeof k-intinities versusburnup. The corresponding
valuesfor 50 MWd/kg are4.9% and 2.9% respectively.
Detailed comparisons(both tabular and graphical) of the burnup dependenceof the actinidesand
fission products number densities, absorption rates, fission rates, neutronsper fission and neutron
spectraaredisplayedin Volume 2, [l].
3.3.3 Discussion

Multiplication factors
Referringto Figure 3.2.A, it can be seenthat thereis a disappointinglylarge spreadof k-infinities
for Benchmark A (approaching 3.1% at zero burnup), although it is encouraging that there is
substantial agreementas to the slope of k-infhrity with bumup. Some of this spread is, however,
straightforwardto accountfor.
Not all current lattice codesare able to representresonanceabsorptionsin the higher plutonium
isotopes.This is becausehistorically the absoluteconcentrationsof the higher plutonium isotopesin
both U02 and MOX fuels have always beenlow enoughthat self-shieldingin them was less important.
As explainedearlier,the purposeof BenchmarkA was to test codepredictionsin a challengingsituation
wherethis no longer applies.Thus Benchmark A specifies 3 w/o absolute of Pu-242, for which selfshieldingcan by no meansbe neglected.In view of this, it is not surprisingthat someof the results are
systematically in error. For the conditions of Benchmark A, the effect is estimatedto be worth a
systematicbias of about 2.5% in k-infinity, so that the codepredictions in which higher isotope selfshieldingis not applied shouldbe increased by this amount.The solutionsprovidedby BEN and BNFL
(both LWRWIMS) fall into this category.From Figure 3.2.A, it is apparentthat if thesecontributions
are correctedupwards by 2.5%, or if only thosecodeswhh rigorous higher isotope self-shieldingare
included,the spreadof resultsis considerablynarrowedto about0.9-1.5%dependingon the burnup.
Consideringthe solutionsincorporatingrigorousself-shielding,the 0.9% spreadin k-imTnitiesmost
probably arisesfrom underlyingdifferencesin the nuclear data libraries. Other physical effects could
contributeto this spread,suchasthe variation of shielding factorswithin the fuel pin, or the variation of
thosefactorswith bumup. Theseeffectshavebeencalculatedwith APOLLO-2, the resultsof which can
befound in Volume 2, [l]. Thereis a clear tendencyfor solutionsbasedon a commondata library to bc
very close,for examplePSI-l and IKE-l (both JEF-1) as one sub-group, CEA, ECN, IKE2 and STU
(all JEF-2) as a secondsub-groupand HIT and JAE (both JENDL) as the third. This suggeststhat
differencesin the lattice codemethodsareless important man the nucleardataevaluations.
In respectof the 1.5% residual spread,it has to bc said that if this was representativeof the
uncertaintyon the lattice calculations,it would be unacceptablefor designand licensing applications.
Current nuclear design methods typically claim uncertainties on reactivity of about 0.2%, with
occasionaloutliers of up to 0.5%. A concertedeffort will clearly be necessaryto resolvethe outstanding
differencesand this will necessitateexperimentalvalidation, The situation is particularly unsatisfactory
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becausethe reactivity of MOX fuel tends to increaseonly very slightly as the plutonium content
increases,an effect which is greatly exaggeratedin the BenchmarkA situation becauseof me low fissile
fraction of plutonium. Thus, any attempt to increasereactivity by loading a higher fissile plutonium
contentis to a large extentopposedby the increasedabsorptionfrom the evenisotopes.This meansthat
any uncertaintyin the reactivity predictionswill translateinto a disproportionatelylarge spreadin the
plutonium concentrationneededto achievethe specifiedlifetime reactivity.
The codesand libraries give better agreementfor the more conventionalMOX fuel specified for
BenchmarkB (seeFigure 3.2.B). The samegrouping of solutions as in benchmarkA is also visible in
Table 3.2.B.
The IKE-2 solution was carried out with a fuel temperature33.2”C lower than specified, a clad
temperature 20.6”C higher than specified and a moderator temperature 5.9”C lower. Sensitivity
calculations with APOLLO-2 indicate that the combinedeffect of thesetemperaturedifferencesis that
the MCNP k-intinity is too high by 93 and 85 pcm for BenchmarksA and B respectively,so that the
correctedk-infinities are 1.1298 for Benchmark A and 1.1840 for Benchmark B. The sameproblem
arosewith the ANL solution, which was carried at room temperature;the figures quotedin Volume 2,
[l] with the detailedresults werecorrectedusing the IKE-2 results.
The problem of different models of energyreleasementionedin the previous section affects the
bumup scale becauseof the omission of the contributions of fissionableisotopes,mainly Pt.238 and
Pu-240. The effect is nearly independentof burnup. The stretchingfactor for the results of CEA and
EDF is about 1.03 and 1.01for BenchmarkA and B, respectively.Sensitivity calculationsof CEA (see
Volume 2, [l]) gavecorrectionvaluesof -392 pcm and -196 pcm for benchmarkA and B respectively
in order to make the resultsof CEA andEDF at 50 MWd!kg comparablewith the others.
Reactivity

change with bumup

The reactivity changewith burnup in BenchmarkA is moderatelyconsistentbetweenthe various
contributionswith a spreadof 2.5% Ak at the highestburnupstep.When only the results from the codes
which aremore establishedin terms of commercial MOX experienceare included,the spreadreducesto
about 1.5% Ak. There is a tendencyfor those contributions in which Pu-242 self-shielding was not
modelledto have the highestreactivity swings (e.g., BEN and BNFL). This may be attributable to the
higher levels of Am-243 which this implies, since Am-243 has higher absorption cross-sectionthan
Pu-242. This is borne out by the absorptionrate plots (seeVolume 2, [l]), which shows that both the
BEN andthe BNFL solutions havethe highestabsorptionratesin An-243.
For Benchmark B the spreadof Ak, at 2.2%, is only slightly smaller than that of BenchmarkA.
This implies that the bulk of the discrepancy arises from inherent differences in the depletion
characteristics,probably deriving from nuclear library differencesand differencesin the resonance
calculationalmod&.

One-group fluxes

The one-groupfluxes also show discrepancies,spreadsof approximately7% and 4% applying to
BenchmarksA and B respectively.This may stem in part from the fact that not all contributors were
able to use the specifiedMeV/tission values,becausesuch a facility is not normally providedin lattice
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codes. It is surprising that differences exist even for those contributions in which the specified
MeV/tission valueswereused.
Absorption rates
The normalisationof the flux in the cell accordingto the usual condition ‘total absorptionin cell
equal to unity’ ensuresthat the error in the absorptionrate is equivalentto the error in k-infinity, but
with the oppositesign. Consequently,the macroscopicabsorptionratesof individual isotopesin the fuel
can be usedto correlatethe differencesin k-infinity to individual isotopes.Actinides with a significant
configuration to the absorptionrates (> 1%) having spreadsworth noting at zero irradiation or at
5OMWd/kg are: U-235, U-238, Pu-238, PI-239, Ru-240, F’u-241, Pu-242, Am-241, An-243 and
Cm-244. The largestdiscrepanciesare for F’u-242,consistentwith inappropriatetreatmentof the 2.7 eV
resonancein some of the solutions, in which me bulk of me F’u-242 absorpttonsoccur. Naturally,
BenchmarkA showsby far the largestdiscrepancy,dueto the high absoluteconcentrationof Pu-242.
Relatively large spreadsare also noticeablefor U-238 in both benchmarks.Sincethe U-238 crosssectionsarewell known, it is likely that me resonanceabsorptioncalculationalmethodsareresponsible.
The mean absorptionrates for the principal fission products also show spreads.The absorption
ratesare for me most part lower man 1% but the spreadof valuesare often nearly as large as the rates
memselves.There is the potential for thesespreadsto contribute to an uncertainty of up to 1% in
k-infinity, and this may arise from a combinationof uncertaintiesin the nuclearcross-sections,fission
yields anddepletionmodels.
Fission rates and neutronsperfission (v)
The variations in fission rate causedifferencesin k-infinity, the largest being for PI-239, Pt.241
and U-238. The reasonfor the differencesseenin U-238 may be due to both the use of fission spectra
which areinappropriatefor the actualcomposition andthe inadequatecross-sectiondata.
For both benchmarkslarge variations in v for the minor actinides and differencesin the percent
rangeareseenfor the main actinides.The spreadson U-238, Pu-239 and Pu-241 are sufficient to cause
uncertaintiesof the orderof 0.1% Akin k-infinity.
Number densities
The discrepanciesin numberdensitiesare in most caseshigher than those Seenin reaction rates.
The principal actinides all fall within 10%. except for F’u-242, for which it is about 20%. ‘fhe
concentrationsof Am-243 and the Cm isotopesshow similar deviations.The spreadfor Am-243 must
partly be due to the self-shielding issue, as discussedearlier. The minor actinides also show large
variations.Overall, the situation is not acceptable,especiallyfor BenchmarkA.
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3.3.4 Conclusions - infinite cell benchmarks A & E
The setof resulting multiplication constantsas a function of burnup showslarge fluctuations of up
to 4.9% and 2.9% for the pin cells of benchmark A and B, respectively.The solutions with higher
dispersionare calculatedby commercially establishedcodes,which are mainly applied and verified for
uranium fuel. If thesesolutions are not included, the spreaddecreasesto 0.9 % at BOL and 1.5 % at
50 MWd/kg. Most participants,whoseresults representthis narrowerband, appliednew data basesand
refined resonancecalculationsfor the generationof shieldedresonancecross-sections.The situation is
similar to the one encounteredat the OECD/NEA meetings on High Conversion LWR benchmarks
investigatingthe behaviourof water moderatedMOX fuel [3]. The main resulting recommendationsof
thesemeetingsarevalid for the presentbenchmarkalso andarethe following [4]:
l

l

The calculational methodshave to take into account resonanceshielding, and should include
mutual shielding,over the whole energyregion for the fuel and cladding nuclidcs andthe major
fission products;
Basic nucleardata of sufficient quality areneeded,in particular for U-238 and the Pu isotopes,
but alsofor higher actinidesandfission prtxiucts.

One part of the spreadin the results of the presentbenchmarksoriginates from differencesin the
applieddata. Solutions, in which the new data basesJEF-2, JENDL-3 and ENDF/B-V are used, show
characteristicdiscrepanciesfor instancein the specific reaction rates, which should be correlatednot
only to differencesin cross-sectionsof specific isotopesbut also in cross-sectionsin specific energy
regions. The energy integrated reaction rates provided in the benchmark do not give sufficient
information to make a detailed evaluation in this respect possible. Energy dependentreaction rates
would help in identifying where data from evaluations need improvement and also in refining the
methodsfor calculatingweighting spectraand weightedcross-sections.
The large uncertainty relatedto the minor actinide production is worthwhile mentioning as a byproduct of this benchmark Its origin stemsboth from differencesin the cross-sectionbasesand from
inadequateresonanceshielding calculations (neglecting the mutual shielding effect). This appears
clearly in the differencesof the Pt.242 numberdensitiesandits successorsAm-243 andCm-244.
A supplementarybenchmark,aimed at clarifying the appliedcross-sectionprocessingmethodsfor
usersof JEF-2 and JENDL-3 evaluateddata libraries, was inhiated at the meetingin November 1994.
Details arereportedin Volume 2, [l] [5].
3.4 Void reactivity effect benchmark
A complete specification of the void reactivity effect benchmark problem can be. found in
Volume 3, [2]. This benchmarkspecifiesa supercellconfiguration of a 30x30 array of PWB fuel cells,
with reflective boundaryconditions.The central 10x10region (seeFigure 3.1) consistsof either UOz or
MOX rods (with three different plutonium contents) whose configuration alternates between full
moderation and complete voidage of the moderator. In every case the outer part of the macrocell,
consisting entirely of UOZ cells, is assumedto be fully moderated.The configurations with UOa rods
(3.35w/o U-235). MOX rods of high enrichment(14.4 w/o total Pu), MOX rods of medium enrichment
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(9.7 w/o total Pu) and MOX rods of low enrichment (5.4 w/o total Pu) in the central 10x10 subassemblyaredesignatedUOa,H-MOX, M-MOX andL-MOX respectively.
3.4.1 Participants,

methods and data

Eighteensolutions were contributedto the void reactivity effect benchmarkfrom 12 institutions
representing8 countries,of which 5 contributionswerebasedon Monte Carlo codes.A summaryof the
codesand nucleardata libraries usedis provided in Table 3.3, togetherwith the acronymsidentifying
the contributors.

*NSTrroTE

COUNTRY

CODE

DATA

BAstiLIBRARY

NO OF

aEMARKs

GROUPS
ANL

BEN
CEA-3
CEA-4
CEA5
CEN
ECN
ENEA
Hitachi
IKE-1
IRE-2
IPPE
JAW-1
JAW-2
JAW-3
JABRI-4
Siemens
Toshiba

U.S.A.
Belgium
France
France
France
Belgium
Netherland
IdY
Japan
Germany
Germany
Russia
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
&WY
Japan

VIM
LWRWIMS
APOLLO-2
ECCO-52lERANOS
APOLLO-l
DTF4iDGT-3.5
MCNP4.2
MCNP-4.2
VMONT
CGMIRSYST
MCNP-4.2
WIMSlD4
SRAC
MVP
SRAUPM
SRACIMOSRA
CASMO-3
MCNP-4.2

ENDF/B-V
1986WIMS
JEF-2.2CEA 93
JEF-2.2CEA 93
ENDFIBV + JEF-I CEA 86
MOL-BR2
JEF-2.2SCALE
JEF-1
JENDL-2/ENDF/B-N
JEF-1
JEF-2.2
FOND-2WIMSIABBN
JENDLd.1
JENDL-3.1
JENDL-3.1
JENDL3.1
J70
JENDL-3.1

Table 3.3 Summary ofparticipants

infinite
ZiiCd0y
69
172l99
19681172
99
40
172
infinite
190
224160
infinite
withdrawn
107
infinite
107
107
70
withdrawn
infinite

in void reactivity effect benchmark

The resultsobtainedwith CASMO-3 andWIMS/D4 were withdrawn.
3.4.2 Results
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 give k-infinities for me cennal 10x10 sub-assemblyconsideredin isolation as
an infinite lattice, for the fully moderatedand fully voidedconfigurationsrespectively.Thesek-inflmties
are an useful indication of the underlying agreementof me nuclear data libraries and tine-group flux
calculationaJmethods,without complicationsarising from neutronleakageto and from the 10x10 subassembly.The bottom line in both of thesetablesgives the arithmetic averagesof all the contributions,
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display the same information in graphical form, while Figure 3.5 shows the
correspondhrgvoid defects, being the differencein k-infinity betweenthe fully moderatedand fully
voided situations.
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Referring to Table 3.4, the low k-infnities for the MOX configurations(when comparedwith the
UOa configuration),reflect the increasedthermal absorptionin MOX assemblies.Comparingthesewith
the correspondingvoided k-infinities from Table 3.5, it canbe seenthat the k-intlnity for the UOz lattice
decreasesconsiderablyin the voidedsituation, correspondingto a negativevoid reactivity defect.While
the same is true for the L-MOX and M-MOX cases,the negativedefect is smaller in magnitude,the
H-MOX case has a higher k-iniinity in the voided case, correspondingto a positive void reactivity
defect. The reasonfor this is not difficult to understandwhen it is consideredthat the H-MOX case,
consisting of 14.4 w/o total plutonium with no moderatorresemblesa fast reactor more than a water
reactor,so that it is no surprisethat k-infinity has a high value. In the fast reactor-likespectrum,all the
plutonium isotopescontribute to fissions and k-infinity increasesalmost linearly with total plutonium
content.In contrast,in the fully moderatedsituation only the odd plutonium isotopesarefissionableand
k-intlnity increases much more slowly with increasing plutonium content due to the increasing
contribution of absorptionin the evenisotopes.
Tables 3.6 and 3.7 list k-infinity valuesfor the whole macrocell for the fully moderatedand voided
casesrespectively.Figures 3.6 to 3.8 show the k-intlnities and void defectsin graphical form. Since the
macrocell volume is largely composedof UOapins and only oneninth of the pins arein the central subassembly,the overall k-infinity variesconsiderablylessbetweenthe variousconfigurations.A particular
point to bearin mind is that only the central 10x10sub-assemblyis subjectto voiding and that thereis a
significant source of thermal neutronsinto the voided sub-assemblyassociatedwith the surroundhtg
fully moderatedUOaregion.
Although the all-UOa macrocell showsa negativevoid reactivity defect,the averagesfor the three
MOX casesall show positive void reactivities.This shouldnot be takento imply that the contribution of
MOX assembliesto void reactivity will be positive in the situation of a real reactor, exceptwith high
plutonium contents.There is no possibility of the situation in a reactor arising whereone assemblyis
fully voided while its neighbours are fully moderated.In the artificial situation modelled in this
benchmarkthe role of thermal neutronsleaking from the fully moderatedregioninto me voidedregionis
crucial. In a fully moderatedMOX assembly,the thermal neutron diffusion length is such that the
boundaryeffect from leakagefrom the UOz to the MOX region extendsover at most two or threerows
of fuel pins. In the voided case the thermal neutron diffusion length increasesso that the transient
thermal neutroncurrent extendsthroughoutthe 10x10 sub-assembly.The effect of voiding is therefore
to couple the central MOX rods more strongly to the UOa regions which are rich in thermal neutrons.
‘Ihe central MOX rods are thereby able to contribute more effectively to the overall multiplication
factor in the voided condition.
This result has been analysedextensively and a full account of several different approachesto
understandingit, is includedin Volume 3, [Z].
Figure 3.9 shows a typical fission density traverse for one of the macrocell cases (a diagonal
traversefor a macrocell with H-MOX rods in the central 10x10 region). The spreadof values in the
voidedregion is large, reflecting the severeinterfaceeffect betweenthe fully moderatedUOa region and
the fully voided MOX region that is challengingto calculate.
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3.4.3 Discussion
The multiplication factorsof the intlnite cell lattices show spreadsof up to 4% (Tables 3.4 and 3.5
and Figures 3.3 and 3.4). If the outlying solutions are omitted me spreadreducesto about 1% for the
moderatedcells and2% for the tinmoderatedcells. The reasonfor the latter may in somecasesbe partly
dueto deficienciesin the spatial coupling methcdsor in approximationsinherentwith cylindricising the
squarecells. The fact that thereis a significant spreadfor the moderatedcells is indicative of differences
in the nucleardatalibraries. There is a clear tendencyfor solutionsbasedon the sameevaluatednuclear
data set to be very close; as exemplified in the caseof solutionsbasedon JEF-2.2 in Volume 3, [2], the
overall deviationsarereducedto half. That the spreadis due to the nucleardata setsis reinforcedby the
observationthat evenme Monte Carlo solutions have a significant spread;for the Monte Carlo codes
mere are no concernsover approximationsin the pincell homogenisationor in the transportmethod,so
that the spreadsare directly attributableto the nuclear data. Thus, for example, the JEF-2 evaluated
datasetyields larger k-infinities than the averagefor the UOz fuel and lower k-inflmties for MOX,
whereasIENDL-3 showsthe oppositetendency.
It should be borne in mind, however,that in the voided situation the unresolvedresonanceselfshielding becomesmore important becauseof the shift in the spectrumto higherenergies.Neglectingthe
self-shieldingin this energyrangeresultsin a k-infinity too low by about 1.5%. The main contributoris,
as might be expected,U-238.
The multiplication factors for the whole macrocell,given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, reflect the spreads
seenon the infinite lattice results for uranium cells, since uranium rods make up a fraction 8/9 of the
volume in the MOX configurationsand theserods are fully moderatedin all cases.The Monte Carlo
methods are particularly valuable referencedatapoints,as they allow an exact representationof the
strong spatial dependenceof the flux spectra in the vicinity of me voided/moderatedboundary.
Deterministic methods which rely on homogenisingpin cells are particularly questionableat this
boundary, especially if zero current is assumed at me pin cell boundaries in generating the
homogenisationspectra.
The fission densitycurves, of which Figure 3.9 is a typical example, show satisfactoryagreement
for the fully modcratedcases,but show apparentlyhighly discrepantresults for the voided casesas
plotted. This is to someextent an artefactof normalising eachcurve at the centrepin, which although
convenientfor presentingthe results, transfersthe spreadsentirely to the UOZ region. In reality, the
power distribution errors will be much smaller, as the spreadreally appliesto the voidedregion. Since
the fission rates are very small in the voidedregion, the absoluteerrors on fission rates mere are within
10%. As might be expectedthe largestdeviationsactually occur at the MOX pin which borderson the
UOzregion. It is in this location wheretransportand homogenisationerrorsaremost significant with the
deterministic methods.The Monte Carlo cc&s again provide a useful reference,since they are not
subjectto such errors and the spreadof results from me Monte Carlo codesis indicative of that in the
underlying nucleardata.
The flux spectra of the central MOX pins show marked depressionsin die voided casesat the
resonanceenergies.The thermal spectraof the central pins are also very highly depressed,but thoseof
the comer and edgepins are much closer to those of me adjacentUOZ rods due to the neutroncurrent
from the latter [2].
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3.4.4 Conclusions
The objective of the void reactivity effect benchmark was to compare the performanceof the
nucleardata libraries and codespresently available on a problem involving the calculation of the void
reactivity effect in a mixed UOdMOX macrocell. The spreadof k-intimties for the fully mcxierated
infinite lattice amountsto somewhatgreater than l%, which is consideredexcessiveand should be
improved. Solutions obtainedwith the same nuclear data libraries tend to be groupedtogether,which
indicates that the differencesin the libraries are largely responsible.The voided configurations show
larger spreadswhich are probably partly the result of using approximatehomogenisationand transport
methodsat the voided/moderatedboundaryandpartly dueto differencesin higherenergycross-sections,
which assumea greaterimportancein the voided situation.
Overall, however, there is substantial agreementas to the trend for the void reactivity effect to
becomemore positive as the plutonium contentof the MOX regionincreases.The intinite lattice results
show that the inherentvoid reactivity of MOX assembliesbecomespositive somewherebetween10 and
14 w/o total plutonium content,at least with the isotopic composition assumedhere.
Similar results were obtainedwith the hybrid UO2/MOX macrocell, which are dominatedby the
propertiesof the moderatedUOapins which make up the bulk of the macrocell.The sametrend towards
more positive void reactivity effects as the plutonium content of the MOX regions increaseswas
established.Becauseof the artificial nature of the problem, with a fully voided MOX sub-assembly
adjacentto a fully moderatedUOZ driver region, positive void reactivity defectswereobtainedevenfor
the L-MOX case, a result which would not occur in the more realistic case of more uniform void
distribution.
Following a detailed examination of the results, it is recommendedthat the differencesin the
actinidecross-sectionsin the JEF-2.2 andJENDL-3.1 nucleardatalibraries shouldbe evaluatedclosely
to explain the differencesseenin the Monte Carlo calculations.
3.5 Benchmark analysis-Overall conclusions
When the WPPR proposedthis set of benchmarkexercises,it was expectedthat good agreement
betweenthe various solutions would be obtained. This expectationis not completely fultilled, even
thoughthe spreadsare smaller than thoseseenin an earlier seriesof benchmarksperformedsomeyears
ago.For all the benchmarksthe spreadin k-intinity after removing outlying solutionsis in excessof 1%;
this value would be unacceptableif it was representativeof the uncertainty on lattice design
calculations. Furthermore, this spreadtranslatesinto a much larger spreadin the plutonium content
neededto achievea given reactivity lifetime.
This meansthat thereis still needfor improvement in both methodsandbasic nucleardata and also
for betterexperimentalvalidation. The spectralshift towardshigher energieslinked with high plutonium
content and/or moderator voidageincreasesthe signiticanceof effects as inelastic slowing down and
absorptionin the resolvedand unresolvedresonances.The muhirecycting of plutonium emphasisesthe
contribution of higher plutonium isotopes to neutron capture and increasesthe importance of the
uncertaintieson the minor actinidecross-sections.
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In the absenceof experimental data, benchmark exercisesare a very useful tool to compare
methodsand/orbasic nucleardata,evenif they do not providethe ‘true’ answer.For future work within
the framework of the WPPR, the following issuesshouldbe addressed:
l

l

Comparisonsbetweenthe most recentevaluateddatafiles in the simplest scenariopossible;
In connectionwith the void reactivity effect benchmark more realistic conditions should be
considered,such as an extensionof the voided region beyond me limits of the MOX subassembly.

As a final point, it is notedthat the designof MOX fuel assembliesneedsthe use of the best (that
normally meansthe newest)nuclear data basesand the application of very detailedand sophisticated
spectraandassemblycodes.‘Ihe useof codesonly verified for UOz fuel shouldbe avoided.
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Table 3.2.A k-infinities
Contributor
Burnup
MUWkB
0.0
10.0
33.0
42.0
50.0

for Benchmark

A

ANLI

BEN

BNFL

CEA

ECN

EDF

HIT

IKE1

IKE2

JAE

PSI1

STU

1.1324
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

1.1044
1.0400
0.9645
0.9405
0.9208

1.1043
1.0398
0.9645
0.9405
0.9208

1.1334
1.0707
0.9974
0.9716
0.9497

1.1313
1.0746
1.0057
0.9821
0.9622

1.1217
1.0593
0.9863
0.9626
0.9433

1.1396
1.0777
1.0081
0.9633
0.9625

1.1306
1.0688
0.9949
0.9705
0.9507

1.1308
0.0090
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

1.1336
1.0718
1.0028
0.9799
0.9610

1.1304
1.0686
0.9974
0.9743
0.9554

1.1336
1.0747
1.0055
0.9827
0.9641

’ ‘l%eoriginal ANL result for 300 K is 1.1591 f 0.0011. It has been converted to the required ~mperatures using the
resultsof IKE? for rcan temperature (1.1586 f 0.0011) and for ken&mark conditions (seeVolume 2, [l]).
* the original ANL result for 300 K is 1.2117 + 0.0010. It has been converted to the required temperamres using the
resultsof IKE? for room temperature (1.2182f0.0011) and for benchmark conditions (seeVolume 2, [I]).

Table 3.2.8 k-infinities
Contributor
Bumup
MWd/kg
0.0
10.0
33.0
42.0
50.0

ANL ’

1.1785
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

for Benchmark

B

BNFL

CEA

ECN

EDF

HIT

IKE1

IKE2

JAE

PSI1

STU

1.1805
1.0923
0.9893
0.9541
0.9254

1.1896
1.0953
0.9876
0.9496
0.9175

1.1838
1.0972
0.9953
0.9604
0.9312

1.1744
1.0824
0.9730
0.9367
0.9070

1.1926
1.1026
0.9956
0.9586
0.9280

1.1849
1.0936
0.9851
0.9483
0.9178

1.1847
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

1.1872
1.0967
0.9931
0.9579
0.9289

1.1839
1.0929
0.9870
0.9522
0.9241

1.1830
1.0947
0.9909
0.9560
0.9269

I
Contr.

I

I

1 Code

1 Data

I
t

Fuel Type
UO?

10

Ii-MOX

M-MOX

L-MOX

1.2124f.0012

1.1671f.0011
1.1623

1.1428+.0008
1.1427
1.1496
1.1447

1.2054
1.2131
1.2107
1.209-1

I

1.2255
1.2166f.0007

1.

1.2131f.0008
1.2237

Average

1.3656

I

1.2163

1.1733

1.1511

Table 3.4 k-infinity pin cell moderated

Contr.
I ANL
BEN
CEA3
CEA4
CEAS
CEN
ECN
ENEA
HIT
IKE1
1 IKE2

Code
I VIM
LWRI""-WlMS
APO1 .LO2
ECC052
APOLLO1
DOT35
MCNP4
MCNP4
1 VMONT
I CGM
I MCNP4
SRAC
MVP
SRACPIK
M~SRA
-h4CNP 42
Average

Data
ENDFBS

H-MOX

uoa
0.6215~t.0006

L-MOX

1.2850~.0007 ,I .1..-vOi.0006
n-a
1.25 92
1.0217
I

WIMS
JEF22CEA
I JEF22C :EA
1 ENDFBCEA
1 MOLBRZ
I JEF22
I JFFt
I JENDL2
I JFFt
_-.
_
I JEF22
JENDL31
JENDL31
JENDL31
JENDL31
JENDL31

Fuel Type
1
M- .MOX

1.28. 79_
1.2850
1.2860
1.2465
1 1.2863f.0008
I 1A.L”““.,..Y”II
,LLI)I InIll
I
1 ,7*1
_._.".

0.6500
0.6444
0.6234
I
0.6211
1 0.638Oi.0006
II
n-.--_WI1
^“.O‘IL
*^.^
II
I

1.2712
I

0.6264
0.6228i.0003
0.6264
0.6264
0.6236f.0013

I

1.0398

I
I
(
1 0.7495f.0018

I
1.0051
1 1.0427kOOO4
1.0216+.0013
I

1.0324

I

0.7595

1.0284

I

0.7573

1.2741

1.0331

0.7650

1.0280f.0003

0.7598rt.0005

1.0331
1.0331

0.7651
0.7650

1.0369i.0013

0.7657f.0011

1.0324

0.7618

1.2748

Table 3.5 k-infinity pin cell voided
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1-.-..017s
1.0441

1.2669&.0004
1.2741
1.2741
1.2783h.0013

0.6282

I
I

0.7616f.0011
0.7574
n".. 71CA
.""
0.7738
0.7637
0~7370
0.7696f.0006

C0ntr.

Code

Datm

Average

uoa

I

1.3661

Table 3.6 k-infXty

COIW.

Code

Data

H-MOX

Fuel Type
1
M-MOX

1

L-MOX

1.3430

1.3396

I

1.3387

Fuel Type
1
M-MOX

1

L-MOX

macrocell moderated

uoz

I

Table 3.7 k-infinity
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H-MOX

macrocell voided
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D

Supercell configuration

Figure 3.1
of a 30x30 array of PWR fuel cells for the void reactivity effect benchmark
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Benchmark A: k-infinity
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Chapter 4

PLUTONIUM

RECYCLING

AND WASTE/RADIOTOXICITY

REDUCTION

4.1 Introduction
A major concernin shapingthe future of tire nuclearpower industry is the ecologically acceptable
managementof waste. As said previously, even in countries which have developedextensivenuclear
power generationfacilities, no uniquestrategyhasemergedfor the managementof spentthermal reactor
fuel. Generalpublic acceptanceof final disposal of high-level radioactivewaste is increasinglyrelated
to me awarenessof the very long-term envlromnental issues associatedwith the radiotoxicity of
componentsof the waste- specifically long-lived fission productsand long-lived man-madetmnsuranic
elements(tmnsuranics).
It is then very relevant to addressthe issue of radiotoxicity flows in considering plutonium
recycling. In what follows we will recall different scenariosfor the useof plutonium andthe tmnsuranlc
elementinventories, as dischargedfrom presentmermal reactors. Flows and working inventories of
radiotoxicity will be discussed next and, ilnally, some relevant issues related to the recycle of
tmnsuranicsandthe potentialfor wastevolume reduction.
4.2 Different scenariosfor the we of plutonium
Different scenarios(which are not necessarilyexclusive) can be envisionedfor the managementof
spentfuel from thermal reactors(Figures4.1 to 4.3):
l

Direct andfinal disposalin an engineeredrepository;

0 Long term storage,leaving openthe option for reprocessingat later times;
l

Immediate reprocessingto separatethe fuel (recovereduranium and plutonium and later on
othertransuranlcelements)from the fission productsfor re-fabricationinto fuel for reactors.

In this last casedifferent scenarioscan bc developedaccordingto whetherthe transuranicelements
other than plutonium are treatedas wastesor separatedfmm fission products and recycledin reactors
for transmutation. The reactors in which plutonium (or eventually other transuranic elements) is
recycledcan be thermal or fast reactors.
Among thermal reactors,LWRs and HWRs have beenusedor considered[ 1, 2,3,4]. LWRs with
different moderatorto fuel ratios can be envisaged[5, 61. Among fast reactors,different types of fuel
can be consideredfor the core (oxide, metal, possibly nitride) with their specific fuel cycles [7, g] and
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with specific valuesof the conversionratio, accordingto the prevalentfunction assignedto this type of
reactor (breeding or burning plutonium [9]). In Figure 4.4 three possible scenarios using MOX
recycling in PWRs are illustrated [5], with or without multiple recycling and with or without the use of
MOX-fuelled fast reactors.
In Figure 4.5 a rationale for the use of plutonium in fast reactorsis illustrated, showing both the
PUREX reprocessingstrategyandpyrometallurgy-basedoption. This last schemeforms the basisof the
benchmarkson Pu recycling in fast reactors(seeChapter5).
4.3 Thermal reactor discharged transuranic elementsinventories
The fuel throughputs differ for the different types of thermal reactors, and, for each reactor,
dependingon annual feed rates (and load factors) and dischargeburnups. Some typical examplesare
givenin Table 4.1.
However, from the physics point of view, when consideringplutonium, it is of interestto specify
the five Pu isotopes,which have different physics properties.As an example, Table 4.2 provides the
isotopic composition of dischargedPu accordingto the bumup of UOz fuel in a PWR.
As has beenindicated,me problem of the use of plutonium cannotbe viewed as independentfrom
the managementof the othertmnsuranics,if the goalsof optimum use of resourcesare to be coupledto
the reductionof wastes.
It is then necessaryto considerthe inventoriesof the other transuranicelementspresentin the spent
fuel. These elementshave different physics characteristicsand may be classified according to four
families:
l

Neprunium:
Theisotope237 is mainly formed from U-235 (by neutroncaptureand beta decay,
and, to a lesserextent, from U-238 by (n,2n) reaction.Its short-termproductionis independent
of me eventualrecycling of Pu. Subsequentto dischargeneptunimnis formed from decayof Pu241 to Am-241 to Np-237. Its half-life is extremelylong;

. Americium241, generatedby the beta decay of Pu-241 which has a relatively short decay
period (- 14 years): Its production is thereforegreaterin the fuel cycle than in reactors.As a
strong alphaand gammaemitter, its presencepenalisesreprocessingand MOX fuel fabrication;
since its production is mainly related to delays betweenreprocessingand fabrication, early
fabrication into MOX fuel has beneficialconsequences
on its managementsincein current fuel
cycle downstreamdesigns,it is in part associatedwith plutonium (after plutonium separation
during reprocessing),in part isolated(in the caseof removal of americium from plutonium), and
in part mixed with other americium isotopes(containedin currentreprocessingwaste);
l

Am-242andAm-243,producedby irradiation of isotopeshigher than Pu: Am-242 by neutron
capturein Am-241 (andhencethe quantitiesarenegligible); Am-243 createdfrom betadecayof
Pu-243, which has a very short half-life of - 5 hours. They thereforedependon the Pu grade
andthe irradiation conditions;
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also producedfrom successivecaptures and beta decays from
plutonium through americium. Spentfuel comprisesless than 0.01 % of curium (Cm-242, Cm244 and Cm-245). The half-lives of Cm-242 and Cm-244 are short but their presenceevenin
small amountsgives rise to strongradiation andheatsources.
Curium and heavier nuclides,

l

Table 4.3 gives some typical vahresfor minor actinides dischargedfrom U02 fuel with various
burnupsin PWRs [5].
4.4 Flows and working inventories of radiotoxicity
As regardsthe nuclear waste management,radiotoxicity flows per unit of energybenefit derived
from fission reactors and working inventoriesof radiotoxicity per unit of installed capacity are of key
interest. One must consider the Mow, outtlow and working inventory of radiotoxicity from the
macrosystemshownin Figure 4.6.
Becausethe radiotoxicity varies with the ageof the material subsequentto discharge,it is helpful
to divide the radiotoxicity contributionsinto severalcategories:
l

Those inflows and oufflows from the Figure 4.6 macrosystemwhich apply for geologic time
scaks, including:
- the radiotoxicity of the uranium ore as an inflow,
- the radiotoxicity of the long-lived fission productsas an outflow, and,
- the radiotoxicity of any unuseduranium as an outflow;

l

Those which apply for societaltimes scales(- 500 yearsor less):
- this includesfission productswith half lives lessthan severalhundredyears;
andfinally:

l

Those radiotoxicity flows associatedwith the man-madetransuranicswhich are created as a
neutronicconsequenceof subjectingthe uranhunto interactionswith neutrons.

Sekimoto [lo] has considereda macrosystemsuch as Figure 4.6 in the steady-state. He shows
that the increasein me earth’s radiotoxicity burdendueto long-lived fission products per unit of energy
is a little more than cancelledby the reductionin the earth’s radiotoxicity burdenwhich occurs because
the uranium ore is removed from its crust and fissioned to create the energy in the first place.
Figure 4.7, [lo] shows the radiotoxicity flows associatedwith the uranium ore required for one year’s
operationof a 3 GWth fast reactorandme fission productsproduced.Three casesare considered:
l

Only the uranium is withdrawn from the earth’scrust (the practical case);
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l

The uranhtm,andthe thorium which is in secularequilibrium with it is removed,and finally;

l

The radium aswell as thorium which is in secularcquiIIbrium is removedwith the uramum~

In all cases,on geologic time scales,a radiotoxicity of a little over lo6 Annual Limit on Intake
(ALI) units are removed from the earth’s crust in order to supply the uranium neededfor one year’s
worth of 3 GWth reactor operation.Figure 4.7 [lo] showsthat the long-lived tlssion products created
and returnedto the earth’s crust after fissioning that uranium is a little less than lo6 AL1 units. Thus,
me year’s worth of 3 GWth energybenefit would be “free” in terms of long-term ecologicalimpact if
the short-lived fission products and the unconsummatedactimdes(uranhrm and transuranks) are not
returnedto the earth.
If one wished to exploit me opportunity for the benefit of fission energyfree of net long-term
ecologicalimpact (as measuredby radiotoxicity legacyfor geologic times), one would have to find a
way to avoid returnhrgactinidesand short-lived fission products fmm the nuclearpower macrosystem
(seeFigure 4.6) to the earth’s crust.The approachesfor avoiding their return arelimhed in number:
a)

For the actinides:to retain them in working inventory until they are fissioned is the only option
available;
this appliesto:
l
l

b)

any unuseduranium, and
any manmade transuranics:

For me short-lived fission productstwo optionscan be.considcrcd:
l

l

sequesterthem in a storageinventory (suchas a geologicalrepository)for severalhundredyears
until they have decayedto stableisotopes,or;
transmutethem into stableisotopes.

Whicheverof the aboveapproachesis taken,one can view them as a strategyof “hold-up actinides
in working inventory until such time as their energycontent has been extracted”. A quantification actinidesthroughrelatedbenchmarks- of options a) andb) is given in Chapter5.
4.5

Sequestering

of short-lived

t&ion

products

Consideringfirst the short-lived fission products,which compriseabout 3 w/o of LWR spentfuel,
Figure 4.8 i showsthat within threehundredyears, all short-lived fission productswill have decayedif
not to stable isotopes,at least to a level below that of the long-lived fission products.For short times
after discharge(i.e., several decades),however, me short-lived fission products are three orders of
magnitudehigherin toxicity than are the long-lived fission products and comprisea significant fraction
of the radioisotopichazardof spentnuclearfuel.

’ Figure4.8appliesto LWRspentfuelafter33MWd/kgaverage
bumups.
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Slessarev,et al. 1111have shown that their total nansmutatlon into stable isotopesin a reactor
would require more neutronsthan are physically available. If separationtechnologieswere developed,
transmutationof specific short-livedfission products would be neunonlcally feasible. Alternately, their
rapid decayvls-a-vis geologic time scalesmakessequesteringin an interim storageworking inventory
an attractiveoption. Containers,engineeredstructures,warning signs, and evensocietal institutions for
stewardship- all capableof lasting severalhundredyears- arewithin the realm of demonstratedhuman
achievement.Stewardshipof this sequesteredinterim storageinventory will comprise a cost per unit of
energybenefit which is only just now being quantified.
4.6 Recycleof unuseduranium
The unuseduranium represents96 to 97 w/o of LWR spent fuel. Moreover, the tails horn the
enrichmentprocessalso comprisea very large massof unuseduranium. It is clear from Figure 4.7 that
if this unuseduranium were returnedto the earth’s crust, it would essentiallyreplace that which had
beenremovedin the first place, and me radiotoxicity from the long-lived fission products would then
constitutea small but none-the-leasnet positive ecologicalimpact on geologictime scaleradiotoxicity as
the price of having extractedthe fission energy.
To the extentmat me unuseduranium can be held in working inventory for later recycleto ultimate
destructionby fission, its radiotoxicity will not becomea contributorto geologictime scaleradiotoxicity
return to the earth’s crust as a result of deriving the energybenefit from fission. Moreover, becausethe
uranium can be chemically separatedfrom the transuranicsand fission products, it can be put into a
relatively benign form for interim storageprior to eventualfissioning.
4.7 Recycle of transuranics
Considering next the radiotoxicity due to the man-madetransuranic elements(which comprise
about 1 w/o of the actinide content of LWR discharge fuel), Figure 4.8 shows that the initial
radiotoxicity rivals that of the short-lived fission products and that the very long-term radiotoxicity
exceedsthat of the long-lived fission products.This is becausethe half lives of many of the actinidesare
of the geologictime range.In the caseof the transuranicsthen, their return to the earth’s crust would
more than double the long-lived fission product radiotoxicity burden applicable for geological times.
Alternately, if they are not returnedto the earth’s crust but insteadare retainedin working inventory,
recycled and fissioned, they can be consumedin tens to hundredsof years and will produce fission
productswhich add to the short-lived fission product inventory destinedfor interim storagefor several
hundredyears.They will also contribute to the long-lived fission product radiotoxicity returnedto the
earth’s crust - but still sum to a reducedlevel relative to that drawn from the earth with the original
uraniumore.
To the degreethat the technologyfor recycle allows a leakageof transuranics into the waste
product for return to me earth’s crust vis-a-vis retentionin working inventory, the transuranicswill add
incrementallyto the geologictime scaleradiotoxicity of the long-lived fission products.lhis leakageis a
function of recycle technologyand is one of the focal points of the Working Party’s benchmarking
exercisefor fast reactors(seeChapter5).
The extent to which recycledtransuranicscan be fissionedcompletely is a function of the neutron
spectrumof the reactor,andagainis a focal point of the benchmarkexercises;however,it is well known
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that the neutrOninteractionpropertiesof the actintdesdictate that while thermal recycle will work for a
while, a fast spectrumwill be ultimately requiredduring the final stagesof the multiple recycle.
4.8 Neutron interaction properties of plutonium and other transuranic elements
In the present section the major neutron interaction characteristics of F’u isotopes and other
transuranicswill be given with respectto a) the neutroneconomyin a reactorand b) the fission/capture
cross-sectionratio, related to their transmutationpotential, in view of waste/radiotoxicity reduction
during recycling
4.8.1 The neutron

economy

A way to evaluatethe impact on the neutroneconomyof the introduction in a neutronflux of a
particular isotopei, is to establishthe neutronconsumption(or production) Di per fission 1111,in the
processof full utilisation of that isotope,down to completefission (i.e. of the initial isotope and all the
isotopeseventually formed from it by neutroncapture,etc.).
For a fuel made up by I isotopes, the fuel neutron consumption (or production) is defined as
follows:

(E,= fraction of tissions dueto isotopei),
The condition of positive coreneutroneconomyis given by:
-Dsw,+(CM+L)>O
where CM are parasitic captures (structures, fission products, etc.) per fission and L the neutron
leakageper fission.
Di varies from isotopeto isotope, accordingto the neutronspectrum.Since a specific reactorcore
type is associatedwith a specific neutronspectrumandflux level, it is possibleto evaluatethe impact of
the introduction of different isotopesin that specific reactortype; Dt vahtesare given in Table 4.4 for
Pu isotopes and minor actinides in different reactor types. Since the CM+L term is approximately
0.3 neutrons/fissionin most reactor types, values of Table 4.4 can help to evaluatethe impact of the
different F’u isotopes on the neutron economy of a specific reactor type, chosen for recycling. The
greater ease with which total transurantc composition can be achievedin a fast versus a thermal
spectrumreactoris reflectedin the much more negativevalue of Dmu displayedin the last column of
Table 4.4.
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4.8.2 Thefission/capture rados
If Pu recycling in reactorsis to be optimised both horn the core performancepoint of view, and
also with the objective of reducing the wastes and their radiotoxicity, then this means essentially
minimising the productionof heavierisotopes.
This last objective is clearly related, from a physics point of view to the fission/capturecrosssectionratios; the more favourably fission competeswith capture,the more efficiently one avoids the
productionof heavierisotopes.
Table4.5 gives typical fission/capture values for actinides in different neutron spectra. These
ratios are maximum for hard fast neutronspectra.A lower minor actinide production is then expected
from Pu recycling in a fast reactorwith respectto a thermal (e.g.PWR) reactor.
However it would be possibleto envisageoptimising the situation for thermal reactors.It has been
indicatedthat in the caseof PWRs, taken again as example, decreasingof the fuel-tomoderator ratio
reducesthe buildup of minor actinides(seeTable 4.6). This showsthat a reactorwith a high moderating
ratio, although far from equalling the performance of a fast spectrum reactor, is better than a
conventionalPWR at reducingactinidesat the first Pu recycling. This tendencyresults from the lower
initial Pu content,despitethe lower fission/capturecross-sectionratio valuesin this type of spectrum.In
fact, the tendencyobtained at the first recycling can be changedif multiple recycling is considered
(seeTable 4.7) even if at each cycle the Pu coming from MOX spent fuels is diluted with fresh Pu
coming horn UOZ spentfuels.
The productionof minor actimdesin MOX fuelledLWRs is also sensitiveto the bumup and to the
initial quality of the recycled plutonium. Table 4.8 gives some typical exampleswhich show a clear
trendof an increasein the heaviestnuclei buildup with burnup.
4.9 ConcIusions
The objective of waste/radiotoxicityreduction has to be accountedfor when evaluating different
plutonium utilisation strategies.
From the physics point of view, the major issues relate to the characteristicsof the neutron
spectra of the different reactor types. There is a general consensusacknowledgingthe favourable
characteristicsof fast neutronspectra.The analysisin Chapter5 is significant in this respect.
Multirecycling of plutonium in thermal reactors (see Chapter2) can produce a significant
increaseof minor a&rides andthen an increaseof the potentialradiotoxicity source.This is a practical
nearterm option for extracting further energyfrom the actinidesandit doesnot precludethe subsequent
further recycle in a fast reactor to reversethe trend of toxicity buildup. Moreover, what mattersin the
long term is what radiotoxicity is actually returnedto the earth’scrust.
Someoptimisation could be envisaged(i.e. with respectto the light water moderator-to-fuelratio)
but further work would be neededto identify limitations arising from minor actinide buildup during
plutonium multirecycling. However, in order to keep the ratio of minor actinides/plutoniumas low as
possibleand achieveashigh a bumup aspossible,self sufficient fast reactorsarestill the bestoption.
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Single recycling in PWRs followed by multiple recycling in a burner
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Figure 4.4 Recycling scenarios for MOXfuel
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Figure 4.7 Expected change along the time of the incinerated toxicity measured by Annual Limit on Intake
of (a) natural uranium (uranium only, uranium + thorium and uranium + thorium + radium) fed
to the 8 GWth soft-spectrum fmt reactor per year and (6) thorium (thorium only and thorium +
radium) fed to the 3 GWth hard-spectrum thermal reactor per year. The amounts of the
additionally charged nuclides are the equilibrium amounts to each parent (uranium or thorium)

UOI.
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Table 4.1 Dischargedfuel

IIBum

(MWdkg)

contentfor

different types of reactors

Pu-239

1

Pu-240

1

Pu-241

F'n-242

1.2

67.3

25.5

4.5

1.5

33

1.8

51.9

22.5

11.1

5.6

42

2.1

54.5

22.8

11.7

7.0

55

4.0

50.4

23.0

12.3

9.1

65

4.8

47.5

23.8

12.1

10.5

7.9

Table 4.2 Plutonium isotopic composiiion front spent UOI fuel in n PWR (after 5 years’ decay)

Table 4.3 Pu and minor a&aides from spent lJOI fuel in a PWR (kgflwhe)
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(after 5 years’ decay)

11

NEUTRON SPECTRA

I

hu

1

DA - Values

- 1.19

for some important

1

_ 1.33

1

- 0.077

1

- 0.38

1

- 0.58

Table 4.4
TRU-nuclei and for stamizrd LWR discharge in different neutron spectra
and neutron jlrmx I$ (n/cm%)

LSOTOPE

LIGHT WATER REACTOR
MOX FUEL

FAST NEUTRON REACTOR

Np 237

0.03

0.19

Pm238
PI-239
Pu-240
PU-241
PI-242

0.20
1.90
0.02
2.90
0.04

1.60
3.00
0.60
5.00
0.33

Am-241
Am-242
Am-243

0.02
5.00
0.01

0.15
4.60
0.12

Cm-243
Cm-244
CDG245

8.70
0.12
7.00

16.50
0.57
9.00

Table 4.5 Fission/capture

cross-section radio for some
actinides
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Under Moderated PWR

:MOX 42 MWdk

Fast Neutron Reactor
(after 5 years decay)

Minor actinides production

II

Table 4.6
in PWRs and FBRs (kg/TWhe: single recycling

VmNf=3.0

VmNf=2.0

I

of plutonium

I

in PWRs)

V,Nf=l.l

Case I: Multirecycling with dilution

Table 4.7
Pu consumption and minor actinide (MA) production during multi-recycling
with different moderator-to-fuel ratios (burnup = 55 MWd/kg)
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in PWRs

II

BURNUP (MWdikg)

Np-237

Am-241

Am-243

Cm-244

Cm-245

MOX 1st

42

0.6

8.2

4.3

2.0

0.3

MOX 1st

55

0.5

7.5

4.9

2.7

0.5

MOX 1st

65

0.5

8.6

5.1

3.3

0.7

MOX 2nd

65

0.5

12.5

7.3

3.1

0.8

MOX 3rd

65t

0.5

13.0

8.4

4.0

0.9

Table 4.8
Minor actinides production in PWRs - vatitions with burnup and successive recycling (kg/TWhe)
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Chapter5
PLUTONIUM

RECYCLING

IN FAST REACTORS

5.1 Physics of plutonium recycle
As discussedin the previouschapter,in a macrosystemsense,the nuclearpower enterpriseis one
in which uranium ore is mined and refined at some expense.of energy - thereby producing both a
uraniumproduct and a wastestreamof milling by-products(seeFigure 5.1). Then, the uranium product
is convert& by fission into electrical energy,(in excessof that reqircd for the mining/refining), with
the accompanyingunavoidableproductionof wasteheat and wasteradioactivefission products and the
releaseof neutronsin excessof thoserequiredto sustainthe chain reaction, Although only uranium is
fed into the system,parasitic (non fission) captureof neutronsgives rise to a systemworking inventory
which contains not only uranium, but also man-madetransuranic isotopes- i.e., the macmsystem
working inventory contains a full spectrum of natural and man-made actinidc elements. Complete
extraction of 200 MeV for every uranium atom fed into the system would imply that only fission
productsleavethe systemas an oufflow. Incompleteextractionof 200 MeV for everyuranium atom fed
into the systemwould give rise to a buildup of actinide inventory inside the system.This is indeedme
current world macrosystemsituation (as illustrated in Figure 5.2); less than 200 MeV per U atom has
beenextractedup to now and no a&tides have yet beenreturnedto the earth’s crust, but rather they
remain in storagein working inventory. This situation gives rise to contemplationof how to proceed:
either to consign the existing actinide inventories to the waste stream from a “once-through”
macrosystem(see Figure 5.3) or recycle and extract further fission energy from the inventories of
uranium and transuranicsand sendfewer actinidesandmore fission productsto waste.
5.1.1 Multiple recycle
As discussedin Chapter 2, technologyfor recycle of plutonium in current-generationlight water
reactorshasbeenwell establishedby a 20 year developmentprogramme,and commercial MOX recycle
has begun on several national power grids. When commercial MOX recycle in LWRs becomes
widespread,its effect will be to retard the rate of net production of transuranic mass per unit of
macrosystemenergybenefit by recycling and fissioning a greaterfraction of the transuranicsproduced
upon in situ neutroncaptureon the U-238 in LWR fuel.
As shownin Chapters2 and4, multiple recycleof MOX in a thermal spectrumreactoris probably
limited to two or threecycles, owing to the inexorablebuildup of highermassisotopesof plutonium and
minor a&tides. Such higher mass isotopes (particularly the even mass number thresholdfissionable
ones- F’u-240,F’u-242)act as absorbersin a thermal spectrumand their buildup upon multiple recycle
leadsto ever increasingenrichmentrequirementswhich leadsamong other effectsto a positive coolant
void cceffkient if the enrichmentreaches10 to 12%. In the end,after two or threeMOX recyclesin an
LWR onecreatesa macrosystemworking inventory of transuranicscontaininga high fraction of higher
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mass number isotopeswhich are unsuitablefor further thermal recycle; an inventory which therefore
requiresalternatemeansfor ultimate disposition. ‘Ihe two choicesare consignmentto waste or further
recycle in some other system whose physics favour fission over parasitic capture of the higher mass
act&rides.
From the viewpoint of the goal to extract the full energy content of the earth’s endowmentof
uranium ore andto sendonly fission productsto waste, such an existing a&ride mass inventory would
be viewed as an intermediateproduct. It would not yet have foregone any fraction of the energy
potential of the original uranium ore becausethe fissions which would haveoccurredup to then arejust
a step along the way to full fission of every uranium atom. The U-238 and transuranicsin such spent
fuel would still be available for future fission consumption;the only thing which would have been
discardedup to then areexcessneutrons.
Fast spectrumreactorsare well suited for still further extraction of energyfrom such transuranic
inventories.As shown in Figure 5.4, all transuranicsare fissionablein a fast neutronspectrum.Thus, in
a fast reactor their further multiple recycle could achievetotal fission destructionof the macrosystem’s
uranium feedstream-leaving only fission productsfor returnto the earth’scrust.
In the past, fast spectrumreactorshavebeendesignedto exploit their favourableneutroneconomy
and to consumethe uranium feedstreamat a rate in excessof energyneedsso as to build up an excess
of transuranicsin working inventory - in this way, they behavelike LWRs. However, (in contrast to
LWRs) the core geometriesand compositions(i.e., the “loadings”) of fast spectrum reactors can be
adjustedso as to wasteeither more or fewer neutronsover a very broad range.At a given power rating
if more neutronsare wasted- (diminishing the neutroncaptureson U-238), the recycle system would
not be tissile self sufficient, and an external feed of transuranics would be required along with the
U-238 feed in order to sustain the transuranicfissile working inventory of the fast reactor closed fuel
cycle. Alternately, if at the fixed Rowerrating, fewer neutronsare wasted and are insteadcapturedon
U-238 then the reactor system would become a breederand generateexcesstransuranic mass, the
systemwould becomemore than fissile self sufficient and transuranlcmass would build up inside the
system (perhapsas working inventory of additional reactor systems).The feedstreamto the breeder
would requireno transuranlcsandwould consumeU-238 in excessof that neededfor fission.
Using the ability to adjust the neutron utilisation as discussedabove, the loadings of each fast
reactorplant can at eachrecycle reloadingbe variously configuredto producetransuranlcconversion
ratios lying anywherebetween0.5 and 1.5. Such a range of available transuranic conversionratio
provides a means for life-cycle managementof the global transuranic inventory. As illustrated in
Figure 5.5, it provides the meansto extract the full energy potential from the earth’s endowmentof
uranium ore; to hold constant (Conversion Ratio = 1) or to increase (Conversion Ratio > 1) the
deploymentof fast reactorclosedfuel cycle plantson a regional basisin responseto power demand;and
eventuallyto decreasethe numberof power plantsdeployedand to close the nuclearpower era out in an
ecologically-soundmanner by using burner (ConversionRatio < 1) core loadings to consume the
working inventoriesof decommissionedsibling units.
As regardsto wastereturnedto the earth’s crust in such a regime,in all scenariosand at all times,
the transuraniccontentconsignedto the waste stream would be maintainednearly zero (recyclelosses
only) SOthat the global transuranicinventory would be containedentirely in the working inventoriesof
power-producingfast reactor closed cycle power plants and would eventuallybe totally transmutedto
energyandfission products.
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5.1.2 Thermal reactor/fast reactor symbiosis
The fast reactor closed fuel cycle requires that the initial transuranic working inventory be
providedfrom an externalsource.It haslong beenenvisionedthat the fissionablematerial for this initial
working inventory would come horn inventoriesof tmnsuranics built up from thermal reactors, after
severalthermal recyclesmake the transuraniccomposition unsuitablefor furtherthermal recycle.
The tramuranic material generatedin the thermal reactor segmentand suppliedto the fast reactor
segmentof the symbiosiscould be usedin eitherof two ways:
As initial working inventoriesfor a growing number of fast reactorswhich operatein a fissile
self sufficient or breedermode:

l

. Or alternatelyas annualfuel feedstockfor a fixed numberof fast reactorswhich operateas net
consumersof tmnsuranicsin the burnermode
i.e., a symbiosis of LWRs and fast &r&r reactorswould more than simply retard the rate of
net transuranicproductionper unit of energybenefit; the ratio of fast burnersto LWRs would
be adjustedso as to decreasethe inventory of transuranicscontainedinside the macrosystem.
In the current world situation with inventoriesof excesstransuranicsamountingto a mass of some
900 000 kg of transuranicsworldwide, the initial decadesof a fast reactor/LWR symbiosiscould likely
employ fast reactorsas hurriersin order to work off the excess.At a later stage,when both the excess
plutonium and the U-235 reserveshave beenexhausted,the fast reactor loadings could be converted
over for tissile self sufllcient or breedermodeof operation.Then U-238 tails left over from enrichment
operationsand the remaining 96 w/o of unuseduranium presentin the reservesof LWR spent me1
representsan enormousfuel stockpile for future fast reactorenergygeneration.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the potential near-termsymbiotic system in which the spent fuel from the
thermal reaCtOrenterpriseis viewed as feedstockfor a fast burnerreactorcycle. As shownin the figure,
an additional technologicalelementis requiredfor a symbiosis: a recycle technologyis neededwhich
can recoverthe a&ride contentof the LWR spent fuel and transform it into a suitable feedstreamfor
the fast reactorclosedfuel cycle. Two alternativescanbe considered:
l

l

The first is the aqueousPUREmRUEX recycle technology which is well establishedand is
alreadycommercially deployedin largecapacityplants;
The secondis the PYR@recycle technologyfor which scientific feasibility has beenestablished
andwhich is undergoingengineeringdevelopment.

5.2 Fast burner reactor physics benchmarks
5.2.1 Recycletechnology options
The overall structureof the Working Party’s logic as it pertainsto symbiosis of fast reactorswith
the current generationthermal reactorfuel cycle is illustrated in Figure 5.7. First, for the near-term,me
fast reactorswill be burners and will rely on an annual feedstreamof transuranicsand uranium from
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LWRs and/or alreadyexisting stocks of excesstransuranics.Given that transuranics(TRU) are to be
extracted from LWR once, twice or nice through spent fuel, then if they are extracted by
PUREXfIRUEX technologieswhereinthe Pu and minor actimdesreport to separateproduct streams,a
choice exists whetherto sendall transuranics(TRU) to the fast reactor or to return the Pu to mixed
oxide (MOX) recycle in LWRs and sendonly the minor actinidcs(MA), to the fast reactor. Alternately,
if the TRU is extractedfrom LWR spentfuel by PYR0 technologies,only the fmt option is available.
Thus, three relevantfast reactor transuranicbumup options exist, severalof which arethe subject
of the Working Party’s Fast ReactorBurner Benchmarkexercise:
l

l

l

Oxide-fuelled fast reactorwith fast reactorPUREX recycle and minor a&tide feed horn LWR
PUREXfIRUEX processing;
Oxide-fuelledfast reactor with fast reactor PUREX recycle and transurunic feed from LWR
PUREXfIRUEX processing;
Metal-fuelled fast reactor with fast reactor PYRQ recycle and transurmic feed from LWR
PYR0 processing.

In all threecases,the fast reactorsystemcomprises(as shownin Figure 5.8):
.

A reactorof specifiedpower rating, capacity factor, andconversionratio;

.

An external feedstreamgeneratedfrom the recoveryof TRU or MA containedin LWR spent
fuel (which otherwise would have itself been consignedto waste) plus any required U-238
feedstreamalso recoveredfrom the spentLWR fuel;

.

A rccyclc/refabrlcationfacility for recycling fast reactor spent fuel. This recycle plant is of
specified partitioning fractions and dwell times wherein the fast reactor discharge fuel is
processedto separatefission products from the actinidesand wherein the recoveredactlnides
(i.e., TRU plus uranium) are blendedwith the fee&ream from the thermal reactor cycle to
make fresh assembliesfor returnto the fast reactor;

.

A waste materials streamleaving the fast reactor systemfor ultimate disposal,This contains
fission productsplus any unrecoverableactinides;

.

A wasteheatstreamdissipatedto the environment,and;

.

An electrical power output to the grid.

The fast burner reactor cycle is viewed as being interposedbetweenthe LWR system and the
geologic Repository with a goal to fission a greaterfraction of the uranium ore originally mined and
now residingin LWR spentfuel in the form of unuseduranium and transuranicisotopes.To the degree
that multiple recycle in the fast cycle can transmute the uranium and transuranicswhich leave the
thermal cycle into energyand fission products,it servesto diminish the amount of actinides sentto the
Repositoryper unit of energybenefit from the macrosystemasa whole.
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5.2.2 Issues, goal9and grouna’mlesfor the burner benchmarks
Oncethe thermal rating (or electrical rating) of the fast reactorpower plant (600 MWe in the case
of thesebenchmarks)and the plant capacity factor (0.80 or 0.85 in the caseof thesebenchmarks)are
specified,men the numberof actinideatoms consumedby fission per year is totally specified,i.e., me
amountof energybenefit (kWe hours/year)is totally specifiedandthe “issues” reduceto:
What is the rate of reduction of the TRU or MA mass inventory from LWR spent fuel
inventories- which would otherwisehavebeendestinedfor ultimate disposalin the Repository
-expressedin units of:

l

l

mass,
curies,
watts,
radiotoxicity hazard?

What is the rate of buildup from the fast reactor fuel cycle of the waste stream which is now
destinedfor ultimate disposalin the Repositoryfrom the fast reactor fuel cycle - expressedin
the sameunits as above?

. What is the net rate per unit of energybenefit from the symbiosis cycle - (output from fast
cycle minus input from thermal reactor)/energyfrom fast cycle-expressed in the sametits?
And, finally:
. What are the safety and operating characteristicsof me fast burner reactor power plant in
contrast to the standardbreederdesigns- i.e., how are the fast reactor’s safety prop&es
impactedby the TRU or MA burning mission?
Given that the energyextraction per year (and, therefore,the number of actinide atoms consumed
by fission per year in the fast reactor) is already totally specified, the first issue is directly and
exclusively dependenton the conversionratio to which the fast burnerreactoris designed.The lower me
conversionratio below one, me smaller will be the amountof fuel recyclefrom the closedfast cycle, and
the greaterwill be the rate of reductionof the LWR spentfuel transuranicinventory, for all units used
to expressit.
For me secondissue,the massesof fission productssent to wasteare fully specifiedby the energy
benefit.The massesof actinidessentto wastedependon the product of working inventory times recycle
fraction per annum times (1 - recovery fraction) of the chemical recycle process. The isotopic
distribution
of the actinide mass sent to waste dependsstrongly on conversionratio (the lower the
conversionratio, me larger the fraction of LWR feed material vis-a-vis fast reactorrecycle material is
presentin the dischargedfuel for processing).Moreover,becauseof thresholdfission effects,it depends
strongly on neutron spectrum, and finally, it dependsin subtle ways on neutron cross sections,
interactionbranchingratios, decay constants,averagedischargebumup, and out-of-reactordwell time
(both beforeand afterprocessing).
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The third class of issue is dependentnot only on fast reactor conversionratio but also on neutron
spectrum in the reactor core. The neutron spectrum is dependentstrongly on both composition and
leakage/absorptionratio, so it is controlledby the choiceof MOX vs. metal fuel, the choiceof meansto
disposeof excessneutrons- leakagevs. in-coneparasitic absorption,and the blendingratio of external
feed to recycle feedin freshfuel fabrication- i.e., on conversionratio.
The fast burnerreactorbenchmarkexercisehasasits two goalsto:
l

l

investigatethe impact upon the four issuesenumeratedaboveimpartedby the selectionwhich is
made among the three fast reactor system deploymentsshown in Figure 5.7 - and to do it
parametricallyin core conversionratio, and to;
ascertainthe degreeof spreadin technical predictions which is achievedamong participating
organisations- eachusing its own set of cross sectionsandcomputationaltools.

As regards to groundrules, the Working Party intends that the reactor designs used for
benchmarkingshouldbe legitimate designswhich meet all relevantdesignrequirementaand constraints
i.e., the parameterstudieson conversionratio shouldemploy reoptimisationand not be simply a partial
derivativeoff a previously-optimiseddesign.
All recycle/refabricationfacility representationsshould usepartition fractions betweenrecycle and
waste streamsand dwell times which are realistic, best current knowledgevahtes.Since the integrated
toxicity of the materials sentto the ultimate disposaldependdirectly on the recyclepartition fractions, a
key conclusion of the study dependscritically on the realism of the partition fractions used in the
benchmark
The “figure of merit” mass and toxicity flow results in Issues 1 and 2 should be normalisedto a
measureof benefitsuchas electricalenergybenefitreceivedwhich otherwisewould have beenforegone;
e.g.,
l

(LWR TRU Mass Reduction)/MWe year of fast reactor-generated
energy,

l

(Net Ci to Waste)/MWe yearof fast reactor-generated
energybenefit,

l

others,

And, the studiesshouldaddressboth the asymptotic state(after multiple recyclesin the fast cycle)
and the startuptransientprior to achievingthe asymptoticstate.
5.2.3 The physics design offast burner reactor cores
The physics of a Pu-burner fast reactor core is defined by the relations which characterisethe
neutron balance in a fast reactor core and the related variations of the main reactivity coefficients
(Na-void reactivity effect, Doppler coefficient,reactivity loss per cycle). Since the Pu-burning function
is directly related to the increaseof the Pu contentin the fuel (and the correspondingreductionof the
U-238 content),the internal breedinggain (IBG) will becomemore negative(i.e., the conversionratio

will becomeless than 1). Theoretically, plutonium without uranium fuel types can reachthe maximum
Pu consumption(- 110kg/TV&e). However, an increasinglynegativeIBG will causethe reactivity loss
percycle @k/cycle) to becomelarger (i.e., it will causeshorterirradiation cycles).This has on the other
hand beneficial effects, i.e., decrease,on the positive Na-void reactivity effect (ha). Finally a lower
U-238 contentmeansin principle a smaller Dopplerccefticient (Akn). Studiesperformedin me frame of
the IFR programme in me U.S.A. and of the CAPRA project in France have demonstratedthat me
cautious resorting to poisoning, in which the excessreactivity linked to the increaseof the fuel Pu
content is compensatedby the introduction of a neutron absorber, is a valid option to reduce the
penaltiesrelated to short in-pile fuel residencetime. Since neutron spectrum hardeningthrough the
introduction of absorbersdeterioratesboth &a and Ako, neutron spectrum soften@ by introducing
moderating materials can help together with heterogeneouscore arrangementsto restore acceptable
valuesof the &JAkr, ratio, andto keepreasonablevaluesfor Ak/cycle.
In summary, the physics of Pu-burner fast reactor cores is determmedby a delicate balanceof
parametersin coreswhereleakage(or reflector)propertiesplay an increasinglyimportantrole.
5.2.4 Burner benchmark

specifilrlions

Two benchmarkfast burner reactor systemswere specified;the first basedon oxide fuel and me
PUREX recycle process;the secondbasedon metallic alloy fuel and the PYR0 recycle process,Both
are for burner core designsand both use similar strategiesto lower me conversionratio well below
unity: the uranium content in the reactor is reducedboth by removing blanket assembliesand by
increasingthe enrichmentof the driver fuel up to the limits of the fuel’s irradiation data base. The
neutronswhich otherwisewould have beencapturedon uranium are purposelywastedby dramatically
increasingthe coreleakagefraction
The two benchmarks span the range of possibilities for fast burner reactor recycle in an
intermediatetime interval prior to widespreadcommercialisationof fast tissile self sufficient or breeder
reactor designs.In the caseof the oxide benchmark,the feedstreamfrom the thermal reactor cycle is
stronglyskewedtoward heavierplutonium isotopes;as shownin Table 5.1, me Pu-239 and Pt.240 are
each present at about 40% and me Pu-241 and Pu-242 contentis high. Moreover, the Np-237 and
Am-241 contentis also high This feedstreamis characteristicof a scenarioin which the plutonium has
beentwice recycled (threetimes burned)in a thermal spectrumLWR, and in which during the thermal
cycle PUREX reprocessingstep, the Np and Am had been set aside, not recycled to the LWR, but
insteadsavedfor the fast reactorfeedstream.

Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 pu-242
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39.1

Table 5.1 Ode

26,l

13.0

14,3

Am-241
1.3

cores: plutonium isotopic compostin’

* P&J + F’uratiofor innerandoutercores:28.28%,40,64%(mass)
In the case of the metal-fuelled benchmarks,the feedstreamfrom the thermal reactor cycle
representsLWR once through fuel with about three years of cooling prior to injection into the fast
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reactorclosedfuel cycle. A pyrometallmgical technologyto reduceLWR spentfuel and producea fast
reactor metallic feedstreamcontaining ah transuranicsadmixed together(pu + Np + Am + Cm) has
beenassumed.The plutonium isotopic vector andindeedthe whole transuranicvectorwith the exception
of the presenceof Cm is skewedmore to the lighter isotopesman is me casefor me feedstreamto the
oxide benchmark
The neutronbalancesof thesefast burner core designsare quite different horn me conventional
fissile self-sufficient or breederdesignsto which the neutroninteraction cross-sectiondata sets and me
calculational methods have been extensively verified as a part of the historical fast breederreactor
developmentprogram. It was anticipatedthat me variability in technicalpredictionswould exceedthat
which has beenfound in previous NEACRP sponsoredbenchmarkson traditional breederdesigns.It is
clear that transport corrections will be substantially larger for these high leakage cores, and that
threshold fission in even-mass number isotopes could be influenced by differing slowing down
treatments in the cross section generation and leakage in the full core calculations (similar
considerationswere found in the recentIAEA benchmarkon low sodium void worth cores).One of me
goals of the benchmark activity, as stated above, is to assessthe variability among participants’
solutions which arises for burner cores whose neutron balanceis substantially altered from that of
traditional designs.
The oxide-fuelled

benchmark

The oxide benchmarkis a 600 MWe (1500 MWth) burner reactorwhich operateson a 125EFPD
cycle at 80% capacity factor; one fifth of the core is refuelled per cycle. As shown in Figure 5.9, the
core is of a homogeneouslayout with two radial enrichmentzonesand no radial blankets.Axially, the
core is about a meter high and has no axial blankets.The conversionratio is near0.5. The beginningof-life compositions are specified as shown in Table 5.2. The compositionsrepresentdischargefrom
LWR after two MOX recycles.The oxide-fuelledbenchmarkis specifiedin detail in Volume 4 of the
Working Party Report.
The requestededits include the beginningof life eigenvahreand neutronbalance, spectralindices
and safety coefficients.Also requestedare the composition and eigenvaluechangesafter a single burn
cycle. Decay heat and isotopic contributions to toxicity (using specified toxicity factors) are also
requested.
The metal-fuelled

benchmark

The metal-fuelledburner benchmarksare basedon a 600 MWe (1575 MWth) configuration.The
benchmarkspecificationsaredescribedin detail in Volume 4 of me Working Party Report. As shownin
Figure 5.10, the core region containsdriver assembliessurroundinga central reflector/absorberisland.
The active core height is only 45 cm, roughly half the height of conventional fast reactor designs,
Axially, the model has no axial blanketsand has a 15 cm reflector region below the core followed by a
shield region.The fuel pins extendabovethe active coreregion with a 70 cm upper fission gasplenum.
Three rows of radial shieldingsurroundthe active core, a singlerow of steeland two rows of absorber,
This pancaked,annular geometrygreatly enhancesneutron leakagegiving a low conversionratio of
roughly 0.5.
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The cycle lengthis one yearwith an 85% capacity factor. In addition to mass flow characteristics,
the toxicity of the fuel cycle inventories,fccdstream,and dischargedwaste stream are evaluated.The
oral ingestioncancerdosemeasuredevelopedby Cohenis usedto quantify theseradiotoxicities. Shown
in Table 5.3 are the specified toxicity data for converting mass to toxicity for heavy metal and most
important fission productisotopes.
Three metal-fuelledbenchmarkcaseswere specified- starting with a simple physics benchmark
andprogressingto benchmarksof more complexity andrelevanceto the issuesidentified above.
The firs? benchmark is a metal-fuelledBOL Core wherethe Beginning of Life (BOL) loading is
specified, and is irradiated for a single cycle. In this sense,it is similar to the oxide benchmark. A

d&led reportingof the BOL neutronbalance,BOL eigenvshte,neutronflux energyspectrum,and onegroup collapsedcross sectionsfor the transuranic isotopeswas requestedof participants. Requested
depletion reporting include the eigenvaluechange and mass increments for a single depletion step.
Particularfocus is placedon the detailedisotopic massflow of the nansuranicisotopesand the resulting
radiotoxicity flows into and out of the reactor.The radiotoxicities associatedwith thesemassflows are
evaluatedat decaytimes of 1, 10 lOI, ld, 104,105,and lo6 yearssubsequentto discharge.
of the burner core design for a Once-Through
fuel cycle. Fresh assembliesare fireledwith a mixture of depleteduranium and transuranicsfrom LWR
spent fuel; and each participant determines the enrichment (LWR TRV /Total Heavy Metal)
requirementfor an equilibrium three-batchcycle (equalparts blend of fresh, once-burned,and twiceburned material). Mass flow characteristicsare evaluatedin a manner similar to the first benchmark
case.In addition, selectedsafety parametersare reported:the delayedneutron fraction, fuel Doppler
coefficient, sodium void worth, bumup reactivity swing, and decay heat level. The decay heat is
evaluatedat decaytimes of 1 hr, 1 mo, 1, IO, IO’, ld, and lo4 years.
The second benchmark

evaluates the petionnance

‘Thethird benchmarkevaluatesthe Multiule Recvcle performanceof alternativecore designswith
a parametric variation in conversionratio. Fresh assembliesare fuelled with a participant-determined
blend of fast reactor recycle material and makeup transuranic feed coming from LWR spent fuel.
Specifiedex-coreprocessingintervals andrecoveryfactors to be used areindicatedin Table 5.4. In the
fuel refabrication, transuranicsrecoveredfrom the fast reactor recycle are fully consumedin the
blending,and the LWR Once-Throughtransuranicsareusedonly as requiredfor make-up.Roughly 5%
of the rare-earth fission products are recycled in the fast reactor PYR0 fuel cycle. Mass flow
characteristicsare evaluatedin a mannersimilar to the first two benchmarkswith a focus on the impact
of conversionratio on the rate of drawdownof the toxicity representedby the thermal LWR transuranic
inventory. The safety parametersare evaluated with a focus on their changesasa function of conversion
ratio.
Detailed reporting of all participant’s results and analysesof the trends in performanceand in
variability among participants for the oxide and metal fuelled benchmsrksare provided in Volumes 4
and 5, respectively, of the Working Party Report. Salient features and conclusionsare summarised
below.
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5.3 Assessmentand conclusionsfrom BOL benchmarks
Six solutions were submitted for tie oxide-fuelledBOL benchmarkas shown in Table 5.5. Five
solutionswere submitted for the metal-fuelledBOL benchmarkas shown in Table 5.6. Tables 5.7 and
5.8 show eigenvalueand neutron balance results for the oxide and metal benchmarks,respectively.
Variability of several percent Ak in predicted BOL cigenvalue for cores of specified geometry and
composition are observed, and no patterns of consistent clustering of participants solutions are
discernible.Table 5.9 (oxide core) showsthat the transport correction, which is of the order of half a
percentAk, is inconsistentlypredicted.
Tables 5.10 and 5.11 display the bumup reactivity loss for the oxide and metal cores,respectively;
spreadsof up to 1% Ak/kk’ out of a burnup swing of around 6% (metal), 8% (oxide) total reactivity
loss areobserved.
A general characterisationof the results displayed in detail in Volumes 4 and 5 is that the
calculational predictions of thesehigh leakage,fast burner reactor core designsdisplay unacceptably
large variability among participants; much larger than that experiencedin benchmarks on more
traditional designs.
Curiously, radiotoxicity flows relevant to the deployment of fast burner reactors as a waste
management measure display less variability among participants than do operating and safety
parameters- so long as consistentcurie-to-radiotoxicityconversionfactors are employed.Tables 5.12
and 5.13 for oxide at dischargeand at a million years cooling and Table 5.14 for metal at discharge
illustrate this result.
The causes for the variabilities among participants’ solutions are analysedin some detail in
Volumes 4 and 5. It is clear that for high leakagecores, hvo- and three-dimensionaltransport codes
should be used - and are now available. These should tend to reducethe broad variabilities in core
leakageprobability (seeTables 5.7 and 5.8). However,no broadcharacterisationof a principal causeof
the large variabilities has been found; a followon effort making use of transport solutions and of
sensitivity coefficients of reactorparametersto crosssectionlibrary valueswould be useful.
Basedon the large variabilities amongparticipantspredictionsof core performance,it is concluded
that design and deploymentof high leakagefast burner reactors will likely require supporting critical
facility measurementsto lower uncertaintiesin core operating and safety performance predictions.
Alternately, tie relatively less variability in predictedtoxicity flows suggeststhat the secondgoal of the
benchmarkexercisecan alreadylead to useful characterisationof trendsfor fast reactor/thermalreactor
symbiosis asa wastemanagementmeasure.
5.4 Assessmentand conclusions regarding radiotoxicity reductions in the net waste stream from a
fast burner reactor/LWR symbiosis
Two participants @‘NC and US) provided solutions for the Once-Through metal-fuelled
benchmark and oneparticipant (US) providedresults for the multiple recycle metal-fuelledbenchmark
Detailed analyses of the performanceresults for these benchmarks are given in Volume 5. The
discussionherefocuseson differencesin safety parametersand differencesin net toxicity flows caused
by the parametricvariation of the conversionratio.
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The recycle metal-fuelled benchmarkevaluatednet toxicity flows when a fast burner reactor is
usedto consumetransuranicsfrom the LWR cycle. Three 600 MWe reactorswere considered- having
conversionratios near 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. An external feedstreamof transuranicsfrom once through
LWRs was used for makeup to the closed fast burner reactor cycle wherein the transuranicswere
multiply recycled to eventualtotal fission destruction.In all cases,the uranium recoveredduring fast
recycle is set aside for future use, the recoveredtransuranics are blended with the LWR TRU
feedstreamplus makeup U-238 and returned to the reactor, and the fission products plus the small
amountof TRU loss from the recyclechemistry is sentto the Repository.(In the caseof the CR=1 core,
the externalfeedstresmis depletedU only.) Transuranicsleavethe fast reactorcycle andenterthe waste
stream only to the extent of carryover to waste in the PYR0 recycle step. The net waste flow to the
Repository is comprised of the difference between the waste stream from the fast cycle and the
feedstreamenteringthe fast cycle from the LWR - which otherwisewould havegoneto the Repository.
The recycle segmentof the fast reactor fuel cycle was specified to include a one year cooling
interval followed by a six month chemical separationperiod,followed by a six month refabricationtime;
the total ex-core interval between discharge and re-insertion is two years (see Table 5.4). The
pyroprocessingtreatmentlooses0.1% of the transuranicsto the wastebut returns99.9% to the core for
further fission consumption;5% of the rare-earthfission products are also recycled; all other fission
productsgo to the wastestream.Uranium is separatedfor interim storageuntil it canultimately serveas
feedstockfor the fast breederreactor cycle after the symbiosis with thermal reactors ceasesowing to
unavailability of U-235 for furtherLWR deployment.
The neunonic performancecharacteristicsof the three recycle casesof differing conversionratio
areintercomparedalong with the US solution of the Once-Throughbenchmarkin Table 5.15.
As expected,the CR = 0.5 core consumesthe externaltransuranicfeedstockat the quickest rate
(255 kg/y); the consumptionrate of the CR = 0.75 design is roughly half that rate, and the breeder
design has a net transuranic production of 10 kg/y. Note that at the 600 MWe power rating me
maximum feasibleconsumptionrate (at roughly 1 g/MWth day) is 490 kg/y. Tbis rate would require a
reactordesigncompletely devoid of U-238 in orderto precludein situ productionof transuranics.
The transuranicconsumptionis replenishedby the externalfeed of LWR transuranics.None-theless the majority of the mass annually loadedinto the fast reactor comes from recycle of &t reactor
spentfuel material since the averagedischargeburnup is only -10% of the initial heavy metal, and the
rest is availablefor recycle.For example,in the CR = 0.5 design,the bumup of transuranicisotopesis
slightly greaterthan 10%. but still 86% of the transuranicreload material comes from the recycled
inventory. As shown in Table 5.15, the total heavy metal mass flow rate throughthe recycle equipment
increasessignificantly for the CR = 0.75 and CR = 1 configurations becausefertile material from
externalzonesmust be recycled also.
The burner (CR = 0.5) configuration requires a higher enrichment (increasehorn 26 to 30%
TRU/HM) as comparedto the Once-Throughcase;this is attributedto a buildup of Pu-240 as a result
of multiple recycle.On the otherhand,the bumup swing is significantly lower (4.3% Ak as comparedto
5.3% Ak) in the recyclecase,becausePn-BKl is a superiorfertile material. The enrichmentrequhement
steadilydecreasesto 22.5% asthe conversionratio is increased,andthe reducedenrichmentrequirement
of the CR = 0.75 and CR = 1.Odesignsimproves the internal conversionratio, and reducesthe bumup
reactivity swing from 4.3%Ak in the CR = 0.5 recycle caseto roughly 3.5%Ak.
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Variations in the safety parametersresult from the parametric variation of conversionratio. The
Doppler coefficient increasesin magnitude from -1.35 x 1O-3Tdk/dTin the CR = 0.5 design to
-1.80 x 10-3Tkd/dTin the CR = 1.0 design;this changeis attributedto the higher U-238 concentration
in the reducedenrichmentfuel andblanket zones.In a similar manner,the lower enrichmentrequirement
for the Once-Throughburner design leads to a significantly higher Doppler coefficient. A significant
increase in the sodium void worth (overO.5%Ak&k’) is observedbetween the Once-Through and
recycle results; this changeis causedby the buildup of the thresholdfissionablePu240 upon multiple
recycle. The sodium void worth valuesgiven in Table 5.15 are for the driver regionsalone;the blankets
are assumedto remain flooded.Thus, the void worth is slightly reducedin the CR = 0.75 and CR = 1.0
designas the blanket power fraction increases.Isotopic changesbetweenthe designslead to but small
variationsin the delayedneutronfraction.
The inventoriesandmassflows for the recyclebenchmarkwereconvertedand expressedin toxicity
units using the conversiondata of Table 5.3. The toxicity inventoriesand flow rates at severalpoints in
the fuel cycle are summarisedin Table 5.16. r The CR = 0.5 recyclecasecan be usedto illustrate me
interpretationof the toxicity flow data.
Within the reactor,the BOEC inventory hasa total toxicity of 225E7, andthe EOEC inventoryhas
a total toxicity of 23OE7.The toxicity of the fission products componentincreasessignificantly during
the burn cycle as more fission products (FP) are formed. Alternately, the TRU toxicity of the in-reactor
inventory is relatively constant due to the competing effects of total inventory reduction of TRU
(burnhtg) and a temporary TRU isotopic mass fraction increaseof short-lived highly toxic isotopes
(e.g.,Cm-244).
Roughly one-third of the TRU inventory,and one-halfof me FP inventory are dischargedfrom the
reactoreachyear for recycle processing.As shownin Table 5.16, howeverthe vast majority (99.9%) of
the TRU toxicity, 63.2E7, is recycled back to the reactor: and only 6.32E5 of it is dischargedto the
waste as a result of the 0.1% TRU loss during PYR0 chemical operations.Thus, the short-lived FP
component(1.48E7)comprises96% of the dischargewastetoxicity (1.54E7).
The feedstreamcomprisedof LWR transuranicsand uranium (which otherwisewould have been
sentto waste)has a toxicity of 3.51E7 and is totally dominatedby the toxicity of its TRU component,
The LWR/fast burner reactor symbiosis thus leads to a net reduction of toxicity flow into the
Repositoryby abouta factor of two (from 3.51E7to 1.54E7)as a result of transmutingthe transuranics
from the LWR spentfuel into energyandfission products.Thefast burner reactorfed by TRVfrom the
LWR cycle producesa negativenetflow of toxicity to the Repositoryper unit of energy benefit. While
this short term payoff is useful, the major payoff occurson the longer time scale.
The feedstreamtoxicity is dominatedby the TRU componentmost of which are very long-lived
isotopes,whereasthe waste stream toxicity is dominatedby the short-livedFP component.As a result,
the size of the net toxicity balance - toxicity of the fast reactor waste stream as comparedto the
feedstreamcomprisedof LWR transuranicswhich otherwisewould have beensentto waste- depends
significantly on when the comparisonis madebecauseit is alteredby radioactive decayover nmc. The
time-dependenttoxicity of the fast reactor waste vis-a-vis its feedstreamfor the CR = 0.5 case is
comparedin Figure 5.11 for decay times up to a million years; Figure 5.12 shows the components
comprising the total toxicity of Figure 5.11. As shown in thesefigures, the toxicity of the fast reactor
waste stream decaysby three orders of magnitudeover the first 500 years due mostly to short-lived
’ Note that these toxicity values only included the isotopes for which toxicity data are Listed in Table 5.3
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fission product die away. In contrast, over the same time period the toxicity of the TRU-dominated
feedstreamfrom LWR spentfuel would have decayedby less than one order of magnitude.So, when
viewed at 500 years, the net result of LWR/fast burner reactor symbiosis as comparedto burial of
LWR spent fuel is a IWO orders of magnitude reduction in long-term toxicity - much larger than me
factor of two reduction at discharge.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 display the componentsof me toxicity flows for the CR = 0.75 and 1.0
cases,respectively.Just as for the CR = 0.5 case,the CR = 0.75 burner, achievesa net reduction of
toxicity flow at all times subsequentto discharge.That is not the case for the CR = 1.0 fissile self
sufficient casebecauseof the absenceof TRU in its feedstream.None-the-less,if one were to take credit
for using LWR transuranicsto createthe initial working inventory for the tlssile self sufficient fast
reactor rather than sending them to me waste Repository, then a benefit is, of course, realised
immediately.
Figure 5.12 showsthat the toxicity attributableto the short-lived fission products falls below that
of the long-lived fission products within 500 years. Moreover, it shows that in the very long-term the
outflow of toxicity attributable to long-lived fission products is actually less than the infiow due to
uranium. This means that in the overall nuclear macrosystem, if no transuranics were lost to the
waste, then subsequent to a 500 years waste sequestration period of short-lived fission products a
negative net flow of toxicity to the earth’s crust would result from deriving energy from nuclear
power. Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 show that a factor of 15 smaller TRU loss rate to the waste stream
(less than the 0.1% used in this study) would be sufficient to achieve net negative toxicity flow
subsequentto 500 yearsnot only for the burnersbut for the tlssile self-sufficient designalso. Although
such an improvementis known to be chemically achievable,further testing will be requiredto seeif it
can be accomplishedin a practical engineeringsenseat the commercial scale.
In summary, the toxicity inventory and flow data from the fast burner reactor benchmarkreveals
severalfeatures:
1. For an LWR once-throughor severalMOX recycle fuel cycle, the toxicity in me waste streamis
dominatedby the TRU componentat dischargeand this componentmaintains its toxicity for many
thousandsof years.In contrast,by interposinga fast burner fuel cycle betweenthe LWR and the
Repositoryand multiply recycling the transuranicsback to the reactor,their contribution to waste
toxicity is reducedby two ordersof magnitude,the short-livedFP dominatethe fast reactorwaste
streamtoxicity andtheseshort-livedFF’ toxicity decayaway in severalhundredyears.
2.

Thus, a symbiosis wherein LWR dischargesupplies feedstockto fast burner reactors yields a
toxicity outtlow from the fast reactorcycle to the waste streamwhich is significantly lower than
the inflow of toxicity from the LWR (which otherwise would be destinedfor waste). For the
CR = 0.5 the toxicity is reducedby roughly one-half the introduction rate each year, and for me
CR = 0.75 design,the toxicity is reducedby roughly one-fourtheachyear.

3.

Moreover, after 500 years,the short-livedfission productsfrom the fast burner cycle decayaway
and becauseof the absenceof significant transuranic mass in the waste stream, the toxicity
reductionvis-a-vis disposalof the LWR fuel is not just a factor of two, but rather is two ordersof
magnitude.
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4.

A factor of 15 reductionin the recycle loss rate (of TRU) to the waste stream’ from fast recycle
would be sufficient to enablethe fast reactor/LWR symbiosis to produce a net negativeflow of
long-term (> 5OOy)toxicity to the earth’s crust as the overall legacy of nuclearpower - i.e., more
toxicity removedin the ore thanis returnedin the long-lived radioisotopescontainedin the waste.

5.

The results obtained in the oxide-fuelled benchmark and in the first case of the metal-fuelled
benchmarkshow similar trendsas far as radiotoxicity inventory at the end of a single burnercycle
is concerned.This fact indicatesthat with the samehypothesisof high efficiency in the transuranic
recovery at reprocessing(e.g., 0.1% loss to the waste stream), most of the conclusionsderived
from the metal-fuelled multiple recycle benchmark (including the effects of the parametric
conversionratio variation) areapplicableto oxide-fuelledfast burnercoresas well.

’ vis-i-vis

the value of 0.1% used in these benchmarks.
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Figure 5.7 LWRlfast burner symbiosis options

Figure 58 LNR multiple recycle burner core benckmwk
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Nuclide

Cell calculation
inner zone

U-235
Pu-238
U-238
F’u-239
PI-240
h-?A1
Pu-242
Am-241
Fe
Cr
Ni
MO
0
Na
MO

3.268-E-05
3.015B04
1.304E-02
2.097E-03
1.426E-03
6.913E-04
7.573E-04
6.913E-05

U-235
Pu-238
U-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
h-242
Am-241
Fe
CI
Ni
MO
0
NC+
Mll

2.743E-05
4.247E-04
l.O95E-02
2.953E-03
2.008E-03
9.736E-05
l.O67E-03
9.736E-05

Cell calculation
outer zone

1.728E-02
4.973E-03
3.627E-03
4.360B04
3.672E-02
l.O38E-02*
4.153E-04

1.728E-02
4.973E-03
3.627E-03
4.36OE-04
3.684E-02
l.O38E-02*
4.153E-04

Homogenised
atomic density
9.409E-06
8.683E-05
3.754E-03
6.037E-04
4.105E-04
1.99OE-04
2.18OE-04
1.99OE-05
1.23 lE-02
3.541E-03
2.583E-03
3.105E-04
l.O57E-02
7.389E-03
2.957E-04
7.899E-06
1.223E-04
3.152E-03
8.503E-04
5.782E-04
2.803E-04
3.071E-04
2.803&05
1.23 lE-02
3.541E-03
2.583E-03
3.105E-04
l.O61E-02
7.389E-03
2.957E-04

Fe
Cr
Ni
MO
NE3
Mll

2.662E-02
7.662&03
5.588E-03
6.717B04
l.O93E-02
6.398E-04

Fe
Cr
Ni
MO
Na
Mll

7.987E-03
2.299E-03
1.676E-03
2.015&04
1.863E-02
1.920&04

* 0. fch the voidedcell

Table 5.2 Oxide cores: &mix number demi&s
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Imtope

Toxicity Factor CLXi
Acmms

Fb-210
Ra-223
Ra-226
AC-227
Th-229
Th-230
h-231
u-234
U-235
U-236
U-238
Np237
Pu-238
h-239
l%24o
h-242
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
cm-242
cm-243
cm-244
cm-245
cm-246

Half-rife Years
AM) ‘slim

455.0
15.6
36.3
1185.0
127.3
19.1
372.0
7.59
7.23
7.50
6.97
197.2
246.1
267.5
267.5
267.5
272.9
267.5
272.9
6.90
196.9
163.0
284.0
284.0

Toxicity Factor CD/g

DAUGHTERS

22.3
0.03
1.6OE3
21.8
7.3E3
7.54E4
3.28E4
2.46E5
7.04E8
2.34E7
4.47E9
2.14E6
87.7
2.41E4
6.56E3
3.75E5
433
141
7.37E3
0.45
29.1
18.1
8.5E3
4.8E3

3.48F~4
1.99E.5
3.59El
8.58ES
2.72El
3.94E-1
1.7s1
4.71E-2
1.56E-5
4.85E-4
2.34E-6
1.39E-1
4.22E3
l.%El
6.08El
1.65EO
9.36E2
2.8OEA
5.45El
2.29E4
9.96E3
1.32E4
4.88El
8.67El

SHORT-LIVEDFISIONPR~DUCIS
St-90
Y-90
a-137

29.1
7.3&3
30.2

16.7
0.60
5.77
LONG-LI”RD

T&9
I-129
a-93
a-135
c-14
Ni-59
Ni-63
SII-126

mION

0.17
64.8
0.095
0.84
0.20
0.08
0.03
1.70

2.28E3
326E5
4.99E2

~ODUCIS

2.13E5
1.57E7
1.5E6
2.3%
5.73E3
7.6E4
100
l.OE5

2.28E-3
l.l5E-2
2.44E4
9.68E4
8.92E-1
6.38E-3
1.7oEo
4.83B-2

Xx toxicity fw&xa ax ccastructcd using the methodolqy desaibcd by Bernard L Cdm, “ES&s of the ICRP Publication30 and
the 1980 BEIR Repat on Hazard Assessments of High Level Waste”, Health Pay&. a, No.2, pp. 133.143. (1982) with the
fohving data:
. ICRP Publication 30, Pat 4.1988.
. BWllI,19@.
The factas in the table stand fcr the fatal cancer doses per gram isotope injected orally. They denote the hazard of the material
rather than the risk because they do no( include any account of path way attenuation processes, but simply assume oral ingestion.

Table 5.3 Radiotmic@v dala
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REACTORSEGMENT

OF CYCLE

Cycle Length

365 days

Capacity Factor

85%

Power Rating

157.5 Mwtb

Core Driver Refuelling

93 per cycle

Blanket Refuelling

94 per cycle

RECYCLE SEGMENTOF CYCLE

Cooling Interval

365 days

Chemical Separation

done on day 1 of second year

Blending & Fab.

done on day 184 of second year

Re-insertion into reactor

done on day 1 of third year

FACTORS

% to Product

% to waste

All TRU isotopes

99.9%

0.1%

Rare Earth Fission Products*

5%

95%

0%

100%

CHEMICAL

PARTlTIONINC

(excluding Y, Sm. and Eu)

All Other Fission Product!.*

* Recommend for Benchmark purposes, recycle zero fission products and send all to waste. ANL solutions are provided for
recommended and for fission product recycle casesin the benchmark volume.
Table 5.4 Fuel cycle assumptions
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Organisation

Basic Data

CEA

J. C. Gamier
F. Varaine

CFCllTCiLIV

PNC

T. Ikegami
T. Yamamoto
s. ohki

JENDL-2
JENDL-3.2

18

TOSHIBA

M. Kawashima
M. Yamaoka

JENDL-3.1
JENDL-2
FSX(J3.1)
vIwLB(J2)

70
70
COditlUOUS
continuous

CRUX
FASTMUG’Y
MCNP-3B
vml

Russia

A. M. Tsibulia

FOND-2
ABBN-90

26

SYNTES, MMK,
CONSYST-2.
CARE

Switzerland

S. Pelloni

JEF2.2

30

NJOY. MICROR.
MICROX-2,
PSD, 2DTB.
OREIET

U.S.A.

0. Pabniotti

ENDF/B-V

1 SLAROM.
PERKY,
TWOTRAN.
ORIGEN2

VARI3I), NUTS.
TWODANT.
ORIGEWRA

Table 5.5 Synopsis of contributions,
Organisation
CEA-France
AEA-UK

basic da@ and codes used in solving the oxide benchmark.

Authors
G. Rimpault. &
I. DaSalva - CL%
P. Smith AEA Technology

Number of
Energy Groups

Basic Data
IEF2.2

1968 --f
HEX-Z Finite Diff.

I

S. Ohki &
T. Yamamoto

JENDL-2

70+

Japan

S.Ohki&
T. Yamamoto

JENDL-3

70+18

Russia

A. Tsibulia

I

K. Grimm and
R. Hill

Table 5.6 Participating

counbia

Flux Solution

RZ Finite Diff

I

I

ABBN-90
(from FOND-2)

26+{

ENDF-V

2082 -3
230+{

and organisations
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RZ Finite Diff.

18

for the

l7
6

21
9

BOL metal-fuehd

HEX-Z Nodal

HEX-Z Nodal

benchmark

Table 5.7 k-effective and critical bahnce at beginning of life: oxide

European

Japan

Japan

Russian

United States

JENDL-2

JENDL-3

1.098

1 .G92”

1.102

1.101

Fissions
per Core Absorption

0.589

0.592

0.600

0.599

HM Captures
per Core Absorption

0.376

0.374

0.370

0.366

structure captures
pcrCoreAbmption

0.034

0.033

0.030

0.033

Coolant captures
per Core Absorption

0.001

0.001

O.rml

0.001

0.585

0.601

0.616

0.612

0.026

0.027

0.014

0.030

1.034

1.040

1.342

,OL Eigenvalue

1 .x3”

OL Neutron Balance

core Leakage
per Core Absorption

0.623

Model Leakage
per Model Absorption
IOL Eigenvalue
lmup

1.012

Swing, %a

fansuranic Inventory
:a!& (EOIJBOL)

-5.1
0.944

1.040
-5.8

-5.8

0.944

-6.2

0.944

0.943

a)Eigenvalue using nodal diffusion and nodal transport theory are 1.078 and 1.100. respectively
‘) Estimated eigenvalue with mesh corrections applied is 1.085.

Table 5.8 Metal core: comparison of reference core neutronic characteristics
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-5.9
0.944

Sodium Void Whole Core
ANL

0.531

0.117

-0.002

PNC (J2)

0.525

0.148

-0.007

PNC (J3.2)

0.526

0.139

-0.004

Toshiba (52)

0.180

Toshiba (J3.2)

0.029

PSI

0.285

IPPE

0.734

o.OQ3

-0.002

Table S.9 Oxide core: transport effects at beginning of life in % of Aklkk’

Ornnnisation

I

BOLEOC

I

BOL-EOC

ANL

7.61 (20.5%)

12.85 (20.1%)

CEA

7.90 (20.3%)

13.27

PNC (J2)

8.03 (23.1%)

13.60 (25.0%)

PNC (J3.2)

7.91(23.5%)

13.39 (25.2%)

PSI

7.79 (27.6%)

13.06 (28.7%)

Table 5.10 Oxide core: reactivily loss in % of Ak.fkk’ (’m p armthesis fiston

Bump

Swing, %Ak

Tramuranic Inventory

Table 5.11 Metal core: burnup reactivity loss
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products conlri6ution)

II

11 Am-241

1.69 E + I

I

1.75 E + I

I

7.48 E + 7

II

II

Am-242m

I

8.58 E + 6

I

8.65 E + 6

I

7.79 E + 6

II

II
II
II

Am-243

I
I
I

2.75 E + 6

I

2.70 E + 6

I

3.83 E + 6

II

1.62E+8

I
I

1.61 E + 6

I
I

2.07 E + 8

I

4.50 E + 6

II

I

cm-244

7.33 E + I

I

1.33E+8

u

Cm-245

I
I

5.15E+4

II

I
I

l.O3E+4

I

2.29 E + 4

R

2.44E+8

86OE+6

I
I

2.56 E + 8

8.80 E + 6

I
I

2.44E+8

11 Pu-239

I
I

II PIP240

I

2.39 E + 7

I

2.39 E + 7

I

2.44E+7

11 Pu-241

I
I

7.48 E + 7

I
I

7.50 E + 7

I
I

7.32 E + 7

Tc-99

I

3.55 E + 3

I

3.64E+3

I

11 I-129

I

2.35 E + 3

I

2.69 E + 3

I

Cm-242
cm-243

11 F’u-238

11 h-242
1

1.95 E + 6

1.69E+4

2.05 E + 5

1,74E+6

1.99 E + 5

a-135

2.36 E + 3

2.4OE+3

TOtal

6.17 E + 8

6.55 E + 8

Table 5.12 Oxide core: radiotoxicities at cooling time 0
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8.59 E + 6

1.99 E + 5

7.90 E + 8

11 Th-230

1

1.24E+3

1

1.25E+4

11 U-233

1

1.95 E+ 3

1

1.94E+

11 U-234

1

424E+2

(

4.23Ec2

11 U-235

1

1.93E+l

1

1.92E+

11 U-236

I

3.81E+2

1

3.78E+2

I

11 Tc-99

1

1.37E+2

1

1.41E+2

1

11 I-129

1

2.25 E+ 3

1

2.57E+

11 ‘h-135

1

1.74E+3

1

1.78E+3

1.21 E + 5

TO&I

*

CEA took

into

account

an extra

0.3%

1
3

1

3

1,36E+3

1

-*
.*

1

.*

1

This

will

Table 5.13 Oxide core: radiotoxicities
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1.44E+3

~11

I
I

2.10E+3

11

4.81E+2

11

I
I
I

1.92E+

I
I

1
1
-*

l.l3E+5
of U as a loss.

1

affect

the comparison

1

II

3.87~+2
8.37E+

1

this isotope.

at cooling time one million years

II

1.45E+3

11

l.llE+3

11

1.20 E + 5
for

11

Isotope

Europe

Japail
JENDL-2

Japan
JENDL-3

Russia

United
states

BOL Uranium
EOL Uranium
Np-237

Pu-238

29.3

45.8

2.99FA

2.99F.4

2.97Ed

2.98E4

2.99FSl

2.35E8

2.51E8

2.52E8

2.45E8

2.47E8

Am-243

3.52El

3.52E7

3.52E7

3.48E7

3.53E7

Cm-242

5.37E7

5.39E7

5.37E7

5.32E7

5.35E7

Cm-244

1.96E5

1.93E5

1.91E5

1.88E5

1.91E5

1.92E5il%
1.06E8

1.15E8

l.llE8

1.13E8

1.15E8

1.13E8

l.l3E8*1%
1.4OE6

4.51E6

7.23E6

6.41E6

5.44E6

6.22E6

5.96E6*15%
6.16E6

5.12E6

5.72E6

5.78E6

5.89E6

5.83E6

5.79E6+1%
9.14E5

1.89E8

1.04E8

9.00E7

8.73E7

8.73E7

BOL
EOL

5.36E7*0.4%
1.84E5

BOL
EOL

3.51E7iO.58
5.42E7

BOL
EOL

2.46E8&2%
3.16E7

Am-242111 BOL
EOL

2.98J?hO.3%
1.89E8

BOL
EOL

36.8t23W
3.32E4

BOL
EOL

Am-241

30.2

BOL
EOL

Pu-242

30.2

BOL
EOL

Pu-240

48.6

BOL
EOL

Pu-239

30.7

BOL
BOL

Mean Value

1.12E8*35%
3.33E8

4.13E8

4.12E8

4.08E8

3.54E8

3.79E8

IOL Tmnsuranics

3.93E8*6%
7.32E8

iOL Transuranics

1 ME9

9.84E8

9.64E8

9.COE8

9.31E8

9.68E8+6%

‘u-241 + Am-241

5.79E8

5.78E8

5.81E5

5.77E8

5.83E8

5.80!3&0.4%

‘u-239 + Pu-240

8.89E7

8.91E7

8.89E7

8.8OE7

8.88E7

8.87E7?0.4%

‘u-241 + Am-741
Np-237

1.16E5

1.16E5

1.16E5

1.16E5

1.17E5

1.16E5*0.3%

Table 5.14 Metal core: comparison

of reference
toxici@
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characteristics

Doppler Cocfticient,
TdWdT x IO-’
Sodium Void Worth *
%Aklkk

-1.46

Active Core
Above-Core Plenum
Total
* for voiding of flowing

-1.35

-1.51

-1.80

0.80
-0.77
0.03

0.61

1.10

1.00

-0.80

-0.73
0.37

-0.73
0.27

-0.19
sodium in the drivers only.

Table 5.15 Recycle benchmark neutronic performance

characteristics comparison

BOEC Invenkxy. CD
Uranium
Transuranics
Short-lived FP
Lang-lived FP
EOEC Inwaxy,
CD
Uranium
Transuranics
Short-lived FP
Long-lived FP
Recycled Feed. CD/y
Transuranics

* includes toxicity of equilibrium

daughters (e.g., Pb-210). w h’ICh are dumped in the mill tailings.

Table 5.16 Comparison of toxici@flows
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(all toxicities in Cancer Dose, CD)

Chapter 6
PLUTONIUM

FUEL WITHOUT

URANIUM

6.1 Introduction
Over the past 30 yearsmany different fuel matrices have beeninvestigatedfor plutonium fuels in
various countries,including ceramic, metal, molten salt and others. Almost invariably, thesedifferent
fuel matrices incorporateduranium as well as plutonium, in order to benefit from the production of
Pu-239 from U-238 captures,which addsto the energyoutput for a given initial plutonium loading.
Consequently,investigationshaveconcentratedmainly on fuels such as (F’u,U)Oa, (Pu, U)C, (Pu, U)N,
PuAJ/Zr and so on. More recently, es-weaponsplutonium has become available for destruction/
degradationwhich, combinedwith increasingstocks of civilian plutonium has shifted the emphasisto
that of burning plutonium in reactorsas a meansof mhtimising the risks of proliferation. Consequently,
new conceptsand technologiesare expectedto be evaluatedand proposedfor the effective bumhtg of
plutonium in reactors.
From this perspective, the most effective way is adopting plutonium fuel without uranium.
Although a considerableamount of researchand developmenton fuels with uranium has been carried
out, past work on non-uranicplutonium fuels is very lhnited. A plutonium fuel basedon a non-uranic
carrier must fit in with a practical fuel cycle technology,have good irradiation performanceand be
capableof being manufactnredeconomically.
This paper summarisesthe presentstatusof and the major issuesassociatedwith the researchand
developmentof plutonium fuels with a non-uraniccarrier,concentratingin particularon the physics.
6.2 Researchand developmentstatus of plutonium fuel without uranium
6.2.1 Summary of existing reactor studies
This sectionbriefly summarisesexisting reactor studiesand fuel studiesof plutonium fuel without
uranium.
Canada
Theoretical studies for the CANDU reactor type have been performed. So far, no tests of
manufachtrabilityor irradiation performancehavebeenmade.
The potential for disposition of weaponsplutonium in the CANDU system has been studied, [ll,
ZrOa andBe0 having beenconsidcrcdas inert matrices.The calculationsshow a plutonium annihilation
rate of 2.5 kg /EFPD in a 680 MWe CANDU.
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The lack of U-238 in the fuel and consequentincreasein the Doppler coefficient is not expectedto
be a problemin the CANDU design.From the safety analysisperspective,in the currentdesignthe only
accidentthat can quickly introducean amountof reactivity closeto prompt critical is a LOCA, and this
is dealt with by two diverseshut down systemswithout much help from the negativefuel temperature
coefficient.For fuels without U-238 the coolantvoid reactivity is in any eventreducedto close to zero
so that the problemis dealt with.
For the current natural uranium fuelled designsthe fuel temperaturecoefficient is calculatedto be
about 4.10d WT. For the Pu without U fuel, the main effects with increasingfuel temperatureare
a decreasein n for Pt.239 due to an increasein the effective thermal neutron temperatureand an
increasein reactivity dueto Doppler broadeningof the Pu resonances.The net effect is calculatedto be
slightly negative:a fuel temperaturecoefficient of about-2.10” WT. This value has not beencontInned
experimentally,but it is not expectedthat significant redesignof the control systemwill be required.
Additionally, the TMJ-233 fuel cycle has been studied in the CANDU system, the purposeof
which is to avoid the productionof plutonium andthe higher actinides,121.

An extensiveprogrammeof researchand developmentinto non-uranicfuels has beencarried out
andcontinues.
In the 197Os,a neptunhtmtransmutationprogrammewas carried out in the CELESTIN reactors
with the aim of producing Pt.238 for pacemakers.Initially the neptuniumwas in the form of Np-Al
alloy plate, and was later substitutedby NpOz/MgO. From 1973 to 1976, 26 target elements,each
containingapproximately700 g of neptunium,were fabricatedat Cadarache.Thesewere thenirradiated
in the CELESTIN reactorsfor approximately100 days in a flux of 2 to 3.10h n/cm%. The conversion
rate of neptuniuminto plutonium was around6% with a Pu-238 isotopic abundancegreaterthan 90%,
r31 EL [41.

In the heterogeneous
conceptof the ACTINEAU experiment,which is designedto demonstratethe
feasibility of minor actinide (Am and Np) incinerationin PWRs and to study the metallurgic behaviour
of rods, the following matrices are selectedbasedon cross-sectionsand material properties:MgA1204
and Al203 as referencematerials, and CeOx,YzO~and Y&50,2 as alternatives,131.The experimentis
scheduledto take placein the OPERA loop of the OSIRIS reactorin 1996,[4].
New theoretical and experimentalwork for fast reactors is in progress for cores with Pu fuel
without U to enhancethe Pu consumptionup to the theoreticallhnit (- 100 kgfIWhe). The studies
carriedout in this field in the frame of the CAPRA programme,[5], have beenexploratory in character
insofar as questionsof principle had to be answeredconcerningthe safety of these cores, a priori
characterisedby the absenceof a Doppler effect before starting more detailedevaluations.The most
notable result is that clearly there is no impossibility as regards safety (stability, flow transients,
reactivity transients, core accidents) provided that a fuel design, meeting a certain number of
constraints,can actually be put forward. At the presentstageof the studies,somepromising genericfuel
families havebeenproposedbut no clear anddefinitive choicehas emergedsincea specific experimental
validation programmeis needed.
One important lessondrawn from the studieswas that the low Doppler effect does not pose any
problem for flow transientsinsofar asit is compensatedby the low sodium void effect resultingfrom the
very high dilution of the uranium-freefuel in the core. However,to achieveacceptablebehaviourin the
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reactivity transients besidesrequiring fuels with considerablemargins as regards melting, it seems
indispensableto find anotherprompt negativereactivity feedback.The studiesshowedthat to a certain
degree,axial thermal expansionof the fuel could ensurethis function, or that certain neutron absorber
materials such as tungsten for example could restore a Doppler effect but important uncertainties
remain in the estimation of its absolutevalue. The studiesrevealedthat theseabsorbermaterials have,
as expected, a very negativeimpact on the sodium void reactivity and that only materials with a
moderateneutronabsorptioncross-sectioncould be tolerated.For thesetwo situations, the rqulrement
was to find a fuel solution in which any power rise would instantaneouslyput either the expansionor the
Doppler reactivity effect into action. This supposesexcellentthermal coupling betweenthe Pu and the
other constituentelementsof the fuel. Moreover for the expansioneffect, the designof the fuel must
allow the latter to expandfreely within its cladding.
In a process for which the implementation of a structural Doppler effect is desired, massive
introductionof an absorberstructural elementwould result in considerableincreaseof the positive core
sodium void reactivity: to restoremargins as regardsthis value, it seemsadvisableto considersmaller
sized cores.As a consequence,two possibleroutesfor further investigation(they can be mixed) seemto
be either a large core in which an efficient axial expansionof the fuel is required or a smaller core in
which a Doppler effect from structuralmaterialsis sought.
Severalreferencefuel candidatesare:
. “cermets” like Pu02 - Cr or PuOz alloy basedon (Cr. V, W) or W;
l
“cercers”like PuO2- MgA1204or MgO, or;
l
solid solutionslike (Pu, rareearths)Or or Pu (rare earthsor Zr or Ti) N.
Experimental researchand developmentwork is under way and two irradiations have been
launchedin 1994/1995:
- in the PHENIX reactor - [6] to study inert matrices such as MgO, MgA1204,TiN,
Cr, V, Nb andW, and also cercerssuch asUOz - MgO andUOZ MgAl204.

l

MATINA

l

TRABANT

- in the BFR reactor - where one pin is made of fuels without uranium:
pu02 - MgO and (Pu, Ce)Oz.

Fabrication,dissolution and sodium compatibility testshavebeencarried out for most of the inert
matricesmentionedabove,[7].
Germany
A study has been carried out in which cerium was substituted for uranium in some PWR fuel
assemblies,[S], with the intention of reducingthe buildup of plutonium. In this study, tlssile plutonium
production was comparedbetween(U, Pu)MOX fuels and (Ce, Pu)MOX fuels taking me portion of
MOX fuel assembliesas a parameter.It was pointed out that the Doppler coefficient was negativebut
was too small in magnitude.
The utilisation of (‘Dr, Pu)Or fuel in a standardPWR has beeninvestigatedin collaboration with
Brazil and it has been concludedthat nearly the same performanceof the reactor could be expected
using (Th, Pu)02 fuel as for UOa fuel in a standardPWR, [9]. It is noted that the developmentof
(Th, Pu)Oz fuel technologyusing cerlum as a simulator material has made good progress;cerium has
provedto be a goodPu-simulatorsince its chemical, ceramographlcand physicalpropertiesare similar.
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Survey calculations on a 800MWe fast reactor core fuelled with PuOz/A1a03,PuOz/BeO and
PuOz/A12Ofl.+Chavebeencarriedout in order to study not only the nuclearcharacteristicsbut also the
safety characteristics.
A design study of a FBR safety researchreactor, the driver of which core consists of PuOJBeO
fuel, has been in progress,although this core was not originally intendedfor burning plutonium. In
supportof this work, a manufacturability testof U02/BeO pellets,in placeof PuOJBeO is plannedas a
first step,[lo].
An investigationfor oncethroughtype fuel has beencarried out aiming at burning weaponsgrade
plutonium, Ill]. PuO2/ThO2/AlaO3and PuOz/zrOz(Gd,Y)/Al20, are consideredto be desirablefrom
the point of view of the chemical propertiesof the materials, which would make it difficult to reprocess
andextractplutonium.
In the bumup calculation study, it was estimatedthat as much as 83% of the total plutonium and
98% of Pu-239 is transmuted,and the quality of plutonium becomesvery poor in me spent fuels.
The void and Doppler reactivity coefficients are, however, very small in zirconia type fuel
(PuO~ZrOa(Gd,Y)/A1201)LWRs ascomparedwith conventionalLWR.
In fact, it was estimatedthat void reactivity is less than l/5 of that of conventional PWR at
beginningof equilibrium cycle (BOC), and becomescomparableat end of cycle (EOC). Both BOC and
EOC, Doppler reactivity is smaller than thoseof PWR by the factor ranging from 4 to 7. The delayed
neutronfraction is about 0.29% at BOC andincreasesto 0.35% at EOC.
The Doppler reactivity of the zirconia type fuel PWR can be improved with additives such as
ThOa, UO?or W. About 10 mol% of depletedUOain the fuel can increasethe Doppler reactivity about
4 times. Heterogeneouscoreswith PuOflOa are also effectiveto increasethis reactivity. In suchcores,
the delayedneutronfraction increases.

An assessmentof the influence of different neutronabsorbers(neededfor reactivity compensation)
on the core performanceof PWRs has been started [12]. Experimental work is concentratedon the
preparation of inert matrix materials like CeOa, ZrO 2, Y, Al-Garnet, Spinell, TiN and ZrN
co-precipitatedwith plutonium and the minor actimdesneptuniumand americium by a sol-gelprocess,
U31.

United States

As part of the dispositionstudy of weaponsplutonium by fission, the advancedliquid metal reactor
(ALMR) with Pu/Zr metal fuel, [14] & 1151,and the modularhigh-temperaturegas-cooledreactor with
a plutonium core using PuOaparticle fuel, [14] & [16], have beenstudied.The Pu/Zr fuel will requhe
somedevelopment,thoughirradiationexperiencewith referencePuN/Zr fuel is extensive.
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The introduction of hafnium (Hfl as a diluent material (in the form of a mixture of binary Pu-Zr
and Hf-Zr alloy), is proposedas one of the options to dispxe weaponsplutonium in IFR, [15], for
which the following benefitsareexpected:
The Hf acts as a burnablepoison,
The Hf resonancecapturewill provide negativeDoppler reactivity.

l
l

This study concludesthat non-uranicfuel results in unfavourablechangesto me delayedneutron
fraction, Doppler coefficient, and sodium void worth, in addition to large burnupreactivity loss.
Pu.& dispersedin tiuminium and PuOr embeddedin carbon and sealedin a silicon carbide shell
(TRISO-coatedPuOz)have beenexaminedand a Pu/Al compositewith additional resonanceabsorbing
poisonssuch as tungstenhas beenchosenfor a newly developedlow-temperature,low-pressure,lowpower-density,and low-coolant-flow rate light water reactor conceptthat quickly burns weaponsgrade
plutonium, [ 171.
Russia
Although only limited information is available, the utilisation of weapons grade plutonium in
thermal andfast reactorsis beinginvestigated,[18]. Three types of reactorcores,a WWER core type, a
conventionalBN-800 core type, and a new BN-800 core basedon a cermet fuel with metallic thorhnn
and plutonium oxide, have beencompared.It is concludedthat the new BN-800 core has me shortest
time for transformationof weaponsgradeplutonium into normal power plant plutonium and also yields
the smallestradiotoxicity.

6.2.2 Core characteristics

This section illustrates the core performanceof various non-uranicplutonium fuels, using me
exampleof a 8M Mwe fast reactorcalculatedby PNC :
Main specificationsof the core
l
l
l
l
l
l

Fuel .................................................PuO2/A1203
(reference)
Coreheight ......................................60 cm
Cycle length....................................,228 EFPD
Refuelling batch...............................6
Volume fraction ...............................fuel/structure/sodium= 4X21/38
Pu....................................................dischargedfromLWR.
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Major core performance

parameters

Power peaking factor
Na void reactivity

* including both heavy metal and structural materials. Value in parentheses excludes structural material.
** (consumed Pu) / (loaded Pu).

Table 6.1 Core characteristics of plutonium fuel without uranium

The distinctive featuresof the fast reactorcorewith non-uranicplutonium fuel arc:
l

l

l

l

l

Very large burnup reactivity comparedwith around3% for the conventionalF’u02/u02 fuelled
breederreactorcore;
Large power peaking factor comparedwith around 1.5 of the conventionalPuOJUO2 fuelled
fast breederreactorcore:
Small and even negative sodium void reactivity compared with around 2% Akkk’ of the
conventionalpUOflO2 fuelled fast breederreactorcore;
Reduced Doppler cceffkient compared with around -9.10-3Tdk/dT of the conventional
Pu0zlII0~ fuelled fast breederreactorcore;
Reduceddelayedneutronfraction comparedwith around3.8.10-3of the conventionalPu02/u02
fuelled fast breederreactorcore;

1.54

PuOJBeO fuel improvesthe Doppler coeffkient while it worsenssodium void reactivity and me
burnupreactivity;

l

The introduction of B&J improves the bumup reactivity and the power peaking factor while it
worsensthe sodium void reactivity andthe Dopplercoefficient.

l

The major core characteristics described above will de&mine the kind of research and
developmentthat shouldbe carriedout in the field of reactorphysicsbefore the practical applicationof
me fast reactorcore with non-uranicplutonium fuel can be reahsed.
As for reactivity coefficients,a drastic reductionof the sodium void reactivity is necessaryin order
to compensatethe low level of the Dopplereffect. From this point of view, elementssuch as W, MO and
Nb lead to too large positive sodium void reactivity, while the useof quasi-transparentelementssuch as
Al, Mg and Si makes it possible to obtain low enough sodhun void reactivity. Between these two
extremes,thereexist somepossibleintermediateelementssuchasCr andCe, [19].
6.2.3 Fuel characteristics

The fuel characteristicsareprovided in Tables 6.2 to 6.4.
Desirablefuel

characteristicsfor

burning plutonium

effectively in reactors

From the point of view of soundnessunderirradiation
.

l

Solid solution of plutonium with other elements or plutonium compounds with other
compounds,or stablecompounds(eutecticstructure,cermettypes) for desiredbumup;
No phasechangesof fuels over the temperaturerangeto be usedin a reactor.Phasechangesare
expectedto result in problems,suchas:
volume change off&s,
-

rapid gas release from fuels,
severe pellet - cladding mechanical

interactions

(PCMl),

which conventionallyleadto fuel failures;
. Goodcompatibility of fuels with cladding andcoolantmaterials;
l

Good solubilities of fission productsinto fuels for higher bumup;

l

Good mechanicalandthermalpropertiesof fuels:
-

high melting point,
high thermal conductiviry,
low swelling, proper plasticity
low gas release,
others:

considering
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Chapter 7

RECYCLING

OF PLUTONIUM

IN ADVANCED

CONVERTER

REACTORS

7.1 Intrnduction
In the past the generalbelief in the nuclearindustriesof the world was that recycle of Pu would be
necessaryin the latter yearsof the 20th centuryto make sufficient useof the uranium resourceto satisfy
the needsof mankhtd. It was anticipated that this would mean that widespreaddeploymentof fast
breederreactorswould take place.To provide Pu for the start-upof thesereactorsplans were made, and
in some countries implemented, to reprocessthermal reactor spent fuel. In some countries it was
consideredthat there might be justification for the developmentof thermal reactorswhich could more
efficiently burn recycled Pn, thus extendingthe world’s uranium resource.Such reactors could not
achievethe breedingoffered by fast reactors,but also did not requirethe developmentof radically new
technologiesfor their implementation. Such reactors may be categorisedas Advanced Converter
Reactors,exampleswould bc the heavy water moderatedreactors:the JapaneseATR, variants of me
CANDU, and variants of the Siemens pressurevessel type PHWR, in addition one could include:
variantsof the HTGR, and advancedPWR designs.
7.2 The JapaneseATR
The ATR is a heavy water moderated,boiling light water cooled pressure tube type reactor
designedspecifically to burn plutonium. A prototypeversion (Pugen 165 MWe) has beenin operation
since 1979 and has demonstratedsuccessfnl operation with both enricheduranium and MOX fuel
operationto bnmups of 20 MWd/kg. About 1000 kg of tissile Pn from the initial loading has been
consumedin Fugen. The fuel cycle was closed for this reactor when in 1988 MOX fuel assemblies
containingPn from reprocessedFngenfuel were placed in the reactor.Plans now call for a 600 MWe
demonstration plant to be built for operation early in the next centmy. Fuel bnmup for this
demonstrationplant is plannedto be higher at about38 MWd/kg.
The ATR offers the following advantagesover recycling Pn in an LWR: somewhatmore energyis
derivedfrom the recycledPn (for a fuel with fissile contentof 3.1% an averagebnrnup of 30 MWd/kg
is predicted),and the sensitivity of the bnrnup to the Pn isotopic composition is much less than in an
LWR becauseof the more thermalisedneutronspectrum.
The developmentprogramme associatedwith the Fugen reactor has produced a considerable
amount of data against which nuclear data and calculational methodshave been validated. The data
include those derived from many zero energy measurementsin the DCA facility as well as those
obtainedfrom operation of Fugen itself. In DCA values of k-effective as well as many reaction rate
ratios were measuredfor fuels having thme different Pn contents.Measuredvalueswere comparedwith
values calculatedby the WIMS-ATR code; a version of the WIMS-D code with a specially modified
165

library. In generalthe calculational results agreedwith the measurementswithin about 15% for the
reaction rate ratios, while k-effective agreedwithin about 0.1% k [ 1,2,3]. From Fugen, plutonium
isotopic ratios have beenmeasuredin spent fuel and comparedwith WIMS-ATR calculationswith an
ENDFBIV data set [4,5]. Agreementwas good. Also from Fugen values of k-effective for various
start up cores were measuredas were values for the first eight cycles. Again good agreementwas
obtained[61.
7.3 The CANDU reactor
The CANDU reactor achievesa very high neutroneconomyby using heavy water as moderator
and as coolant in a pressuretube design that allows on power refuelling with a rather simple fuel
bundle. ‘Ihesc propertiescombine to provide the potential for considerablefuel cycle flexibility [7].
There havebeenmany studiesindicating the feasibility of burnhrgMOX fuel in CANDU, with the Pu
derived either from CANDU or LWR spent fuel [8,9,10]. In the past it was thought that deriving Pu
from CANDU spent fuel would be economic, despite the rather low Pu content in the fuel (about
0.37%). This has not proven to be the caseandemphasishas shifted to cyclesthat are synergisticwith
the LWR, the so-calledTandem cycles. The Tandem cycle denotesthe recycle in CANDU of both the
uranium andplutonium recoveredfrom spentLWR fuel. However,in a broadersensethe Tandemcycle
can refer to the recycle of the plutonium alone,with the uranium componentof the MOX fuel coming
from either: the reprocessedfuel (having a U-235 content of about 0.9%), depleteduranium from
enrichmentplant tails (0.2% U-235), or evennaturaluranium. The recycledmaterial could be recovered
using conventionalreprocessingtechnologyor through a simpler cheaperand more prollferation-proof
processin which the Pu is not separatedfrom the uranium, so-calledco-processing.
The main advantageof recycling the LWR Pu and U through a CANDU is the increasedenergy
obtained comparedto recycle through an LWR. As much as twice the energy can, in principle, be.
obtained[ 101while the tissile contentof the fuel is reducedto levels so low that further reprocessingis
not economic.
Manufactureof CANDU MOX fuel has beendemonstratedon a laboratory scale in the Recycle
Fuel Fabrication Laboratory (RFFL) at Chalk River Laboratories(CRL) [l 11,as has its irradiation in
the NRU researchreactor.
A seriesof zero energyphysics tests have beenperformedin the ZED-2 critical facility at CRL
with 37.elementCANDU type MOX fuel bundles. These have been compared with WIMS-AECL
calculationsandthe agreementfound to be satisfactory[12,13].
System studies of the burning of MOX fuel in CANDU have also been performed [9]. These
include studiesof: refuelling schemes,reactivity of control and safety absorbers,fuel handling, safety
analyses,andmany other important factors. The studiesindicatethe feasibility of adaptingthe CANDU
reactorfor plutonium fuel cycles.
In 1992 AECL, KAERI and the US Departmentof State, completedPhaseI of an assessmentof
using PWR spent fuel directly in CANDU without reprocessingor use of any wet chemical process.
This class of synergisticfuel cycles is referredto as “DUPIC”, for Direct (Ise of spentPWR Fuel In
CANDU 114).The use of only dry processesenhancesthe safeguardabilityof this fuel cycle. Two
broadclassesof direct useoptionswere considered:mechanicalreconfigurationandpowderprocessing,

The study concludedthat oneof the powderprocessingoptions,OREOX (for Oxidation, Reduction
of Enriched Oxide fuel) was most promising, largely becauseof the homogeneityof the resultant
powder and pellets. One advantageof this option is that it removes a high fraction of volatile and
gaseousfission products,therebyimproving fuel bumup. The CANDU bumup with the OREOX option
is predictedto be about 18 MWd/kg, using spent fuel from the referenceKorean PWR, which has an
averagedischargeburnupof 35 MWd/kg (initial U-235 enrichmentof 3.25%). Despiteremoval of some
of the fission products the gamma activity of the fuel remains high and it is clear that remote
manufacturingtechniquesin a shieldedfacility will be required. The safeguards assessmentconcluded
that the proliferation risks of the DUPIC cycle are minimal, and that presently known safeguards
systemsand technologiescan be modified or adaptedto meet safeguardsrequirements.
The programmeis now continuing with optimisation of the OREOX process,fabrication of fuel
elements and bundles from spent PWR fuel for subsequentirradiation testing and post irradiation
examination,developmentof remotefabrication techniquesand developmentof appropriatesafeguards
technology.
From the point of view of the physics of the DUPIC cycle there do not appear to be any
impedimentsto its implementation,it is clear, howeverthat much developmentof other technologiesis
required.

7.4

Pressure vessel type heavy water reactor

(PHWR)

The Siemenspressurevesseltype heavywater reactoris capableof recycling plutonium by spiking
fuel assemblies.This allows an economicalutilisation of plutonium throughthe use of a loading scheme
with high local plutonium contentand without penalisinglocal power peaking,[ 151;full core length fuel
assembliescan in fact be shuffled from the core edgeto inner positions.This fnm of spiking was tested
at the KarlsruheMZFR reactorin 1972by insertingeight MOX fuel assemblies.

7.5

High conversions

LWRs

The main purpose of utilising high conversion reactors to bum Pu is to increase uranium
utilisation. The conversionratio of LWRs can be increasedby increasingthe fuel to moderatorratio of
the lattice. In this way it is in principle possibleto increaseuranium utilisation by a factor of about four
if the fuel-to-moderatorratio is increasedby about the same amount [16]. To achieve much higher
values of the fuel to moderator ratio than those in the current PWRs will require a change to a
hexagonalcell. There have been many studies of high conversionlight water reactors,the results of
many of them being summarisedin Reference[17]. With regardto core physics calculation validation
data,Reference16 reportsresults of programsin Franceand Switzerland [18,19].
The data base provided by the Swiss/Germanexperimentalprogramme on LWHCR test lattices
[20,21] is broad,in terms of both the rangeof high convem designcharacteristicsrepresentedand the
typesof integral datameasured.Changesin moderationratio andeffective fuel enrichmentwere covered
- with investigation of neutron balance components,moderator voidage effects, influence of lattice
poisoning,relative control rod effectivenessand power depression/peakingdue to core heterogeneities.
In general,comparisonsof measuredand calculatedlattice parametersreportedto date have shownthat
discrepanciesin k-infnlty predictions can be reduced to the experimental error limit by applying
improved calculational methods and cross-sectionsets. This is not yet the case for some of the

measurablereaction rate ratios, indicating that compensationof errors may be occurring. Remaining
deficienciesin nucleardataand/orresonancetreatmentthus requirefurdier attention.
In France, within the framework of a cooperation betweenthe French electricity supplier, EDF,
the reactordesignerFramatome,and the French Atomic Commission, CEA, an exhaustiveexperimental
programmewas undertakenin the centreof the EOLE facility at Cadaracheto measurethe fundamental
neuuonicparametersinvolved in HCLWR designcalculations.
Two typesof lattice were investigated:a very tight one,called ERASMUS (Mod. Ratio = 0.5) and
a more realistic one, ERASME/R (Mod. Ratio = 0.9) in order to be representativeof the Framatome
HCLWR projects, Calculations are in good agreement with experimental values [24]. Void
configurationshave also been investigatedin both latttcea, where the reactivity effect was negative
becauseof the very large effect of axial leakage. Calculations are in good agreementwith the
experimentalresults.
In parallel, in two similar undermoderatedlattices placedin the zeropower MINERVE facility and
in the 8 MWth MELUSINE core, neutronicparametersrelatedto the changein reactivity with bumup
(the reactivity effect of fission products, and capturecross-sectionsof the main heavy isotopes)have
beenmeasured[251. Calculational results show some discrepanciesfor Capture
cross-sectionsbut the
tission productreactivity effect seemsto be well estimated1261.
7.6 Conclusions
Studies and demonstrationshave shownthat heavy water moderatedreactorscan burn the Pu and
U producedfrom reprocessingLWR spentfuel. Such reactorsgenerallyrequire a lower mass of fissile
material to maintain criticality and thereforecan bum theii fuel to lower fissile content than an LWR.
Thus more energycan be extractedfrom the reprocessedmaterials and their fissile contentreducedto
the point wherefinal disposalmay be an economically attractiveoption.

There appearto be no limitations imposedby lack of knowledgeof the neutronicsand physics of
such reactors,but there may be challengesin other areas.As an example, such challengesare being
addressedin the DUPIC programmewhere Canada,Korea and the USA are studyinga dry reprocessing
route for recycling LWR spentfuel througha CANDU reactor.
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Chapter 8

THE USE OF RECYCLED

URANIUM

8.1 Introduction
For typical thermal reactor burnups only about 4% of the initial heavy metal is convertedfrom
uranium to fission products or other actinldes.Thus the decisionto reprocessspent fuel from thermal
reactorsnecessarilyresults in the productionof quantitiesof uranium that are large comparedwith the
massesof plutonium and fission products also produced.Consequentlytie possibledisposition options
for this recovereduranium (RU) deserveto be.discussedat the same time as those of the plutonium,
especiallywhen one considerstit this uranium often hasa significant fisslle content.
It is not anticipatedthat there would be any technical limitations which preventor make uncertain
the utilisation of tk RU in any of the ways describedbelow. The decisionsof the owners of RU will
rather be basedon economicarguments,somewhatcolored by their opinions of the likelihood of there
beingproblemswith any of the proposedroutesfor disposition.
8.2 The resource
Most of the fuel that hasbeenand will be reprocessedcomesfrom LWRs (both PWRs and BWRs,
but mainly PWRs). The tissile contentof the resultinguranium dependsboth on the reactortype and the
bumup of the fuel. For standardPWRs burning the fuel to about 33 MWd/kg the RU contains about
0.9% U-235 [l], the figure is smaller for RU from higherbumup PWRs and for BWRs, in fact in [2] it
is statedthat the residual value of uranium separatedfrom BWR spentfuel is lower than that of natural
uranium.
In the United Kingdom there is experiencewith reprocessingMagnox reactor spent fuel, which
containsonly about0.45% U-235, and with using large quantitiesof the resulting uranium. Up to 1987
about 15OOQ
tU had beenenrichedto produce1500tU of recycle AGR fuel.
In all RU there has been some build up of U-236 and some reduction in U-234 due to neutron
captureduring the irradiation, this changesthe neutronicpropertiesof the uranium for further use and
must be properly accountedfor in whateverdisposition is considered.There is also a buildup of U-232
in the irradiation, althoughonly to very low levels. Nevertheless,becausedecay of the U-232 leads to
someemittersof very hard gammarays, it must be consideredfrom a radiological point of view; if only
to showthat at the levels pertalnlngthereneedbe no concern.
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8.3 Means of utilising recovereduranium
There are,broadly speaking,at leastfour possibilitlcs for utilising recovereduranium:
l

l

l

Re-enrichmentto the level required for re-irradiation in an LWR or other reactor tequhing
enrichedfuel (suchasan AGR);
Re-fabrication for irradiation in a reactor which can economically bum the RU without it
requiring re-enrichment,suchCANDU or the ATR;
Mixing with F’uto manufactureMOX fuel for burning in a suitablereactor;and

. Storagefor possiblere-enrichmentby a highly selectivelaser processat somelater date when
sucha possibility is availableon an industrial scale.
8.4 Re-enrlchment
Re-enrichmentby both the gaseousdiffusion and the centrifugeprocesseshas been successfully
demonstrated,although the centrifuge is generally regardedas the more suitable becausethe lower
holdup of material in the processallows the batchesof uranium to remain better separatedthus reducing
the problem of contamination with U-234 and U-236 and other isotopes such as Tc-99 [3]. In
re-enrichmentthe lighter isotopesare concentratedmore rapidly. Thus the U-232 and U-234 become
larger fractions of the enrichedmaterial relative to the U-235 than they were in the source,whereasthe
U-236 is relatively reduced.Thiscan lead to certain dlfficultles: the further concentrationof the U-232
increasedits radiological signlflcance, and both U-234 and U-236 being neutron absorbers,it is
necessaryto “over-enrich” relative to material producedfrom natural uranium to producefuel that will
achievethe samebumup.
Some of the earliest experiencewas obtained in the United Kingdom where uranium recovered
from reprocessedMagnox fuel has for many yearsbeenenrichedfrom its initial U-235 contentof about
0.45% to that required for AGR fuel. In this case the concentrationsof the minor isotopesare small
enoughthat the enrichedmaterial can be treatedradiologically as thoughsourcedfrom natural uranium.
The quantities of U-234 and U-236 are low enoughthat the “over-enrichment”penalty is also low,
especially in the soft neutron spectrumof the AGR where the importanceof U-236 absorptionis less
significant.
In the case of te-enrichmentfor reuse in LWRs, experiencehas also been satisfactory.Several
countrieshave alreadydemonstratedgood results or haveongoingprogrammes[3, 4, 5, 61. For use in
LWRs, wherethe requiredenrichmentis higher andthe spectrumharder,the required“over enrichment”
is also higher, but has proved easy to allow for by meansof a simple formula. It is also necessaryto
observesomeextra precautionsduring processingdue to the slightly increasedradiological hazard,but
thesehave not provenonerous.For exampleUrencoin its centrifugeenrichmentplant in the Netherlands
is routinely re-enrichingrecovereduranium for various clients for use in their LWRs. Only part of the
plant is used for this purposeand only limited areasgive concernfrom a radiological hazard point of
view. Changeof the plant to this mode of operationwas achievedwith minimal interruption of normal
operation.
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8.5 Burning without re-enrichment
Another option is to bum the recovered uranium without rc-enrichment. This can be done
economically in a reactordesignedto burn low enrichmentfuel. This possibility has beenstudiedfor the
CANDU reactor [7] where it was calculatedthat RU from an LWR containing 0.9% U-235 could be
burnedto at least 13 MWd/kg. The soft neutronspectrumof the CANDU is advantageousin achieving
these bumups since it minimises the absorbing effect of the U-236. A joint feasibility study with
Cogema, in which LWR derived RU was pressedand sintered into CANDU pellets indicated no
radiological problems with fuel manufacture[S]. Burning RU in this way would allow about twice the
energyto be extractedfrom it comparedto re-enrichmentand burning in an LWR, while at the same
time the U-235 contentis reducedto that typical of enrichmenttails, thus preparingthe fuel for final
diSpOSd.

8.6 Burning as MOX
This option, in which the RU is mixed with Pu to achievethe requiredfissile content,is technically
feasible.However, if the target reactor is an LWR this option cannot deal with all the RU becausethe
Pu fraction requiredin the MOX fuel is higher than that in the spent fuel. This option is not popular
with LWR ownersbecausethe balanceof the RU still has to be dealt with and more MOX fuel has to
be manufacturedto utilise all the F’u. High converterreactorssuch as CANDU or the JapaneseATR
could have a role to play in burning MOX fuel consistingof a mixture of all the Pu and RU.
8.7 Storing
The final possibility is to store the RU for a possible future in which its use is made more
appealingby changingeconomiccircumstancesor by technical developmentssuch as highly selective
inexpensivelaserenrichment.
8.8 Conchsions
There are a number of choices available for the utilisation of the growing quantity of recovered
uranium in the world. The efficacy of the variousoptions hasbeendemonstratedto various degreesand
there do not appearto be any scientific of technical issues that would prechtde.use of any of the
methods.The owners of recovereduranium will decideon the basis of their own situationswhich route
is most appropriatefor them.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusionsand recommendationsemergingfrom me analysis and discussionin the previous
chaptersaresummarisedby relevantissue.
9.1 Physics and some engineeringaspectsof plutonium recycling in light water reactors
Multirecycle of plutonium in LWRs offers a practical near term option for extracting further
energy from LWR spentfuel and reprocessed plutonium.

Multirecycling plutonium in PWRs of current design can have limitations and related physics
issueshave beenconsidered,in particular the plutonium contentlimitation to avoid positive void effects
and the minimisation of minor acttnide production during multirecycling. The present conclusions
indicate a good understandingof physics, even if to establish a consensuson this item would need
further scenario type of studies including lattice optimisation (e.g., under-moderatedlattices).
Experimental validation of integral parameters (reactivity coefficients) in the case of degraded
plutonium isotopic compositionmay alsobe needed.
Some of the principal

conclusions - essential for multiple recycling - are as follows.

1. Regarding nuclear design calculations, modern methods incorporating rigorous resonanceselfshieldingand modernnucleardata libraries such as JEF-2, ENDF/EJVJ or JENDL-3 are essential,
Some data improvement,e.g.,higher plutonium isotopedatain the resonanceregion,etc., might be
ncedcd;
2.

Appropriateandwell testedcalculationmethodsare widely availableand shouldbe used;

3.

The interactionof neighbouringUOr and MOX elementsshould bc investigatedin more detail to
obtain a clearerunderstandingof the resultsobserved;

4.’ The optimal control of high bumup LWR cores(which may include burnable poisons)should be
examinedfurther;
5.

Additionally, questionsof material damagein the caseof high burnup needto be claritied as well
as otherengineeringconstraints;
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6.

Sophisticated(three-dimensional)core calculations are recommendedto study me void effect and
could also be the object of a future benchmarkexercise,possibly in relation with the analysisof an
experimentto be made availableto the internationalcommunity;

7.

At present,it appearsthat plutonium recycling in high bumup LWR corescan be performedtwice
without modifying currentLWR designs;

8.

Future experimentalverification related to maximum plutonium content in the case of degraded
plutonium isotopic composition is neededin clean lattice configurationswith different moderatorto-fuel ratios and for possiblevoid experimentswith different leakagecomponents.A co-ordinated
internationaleffort in this field would be highly beneficial;

9.

For unchangedlattices the limit on plutonium contentis in the range12 + 1%;

10. Changesin me lattice in me senseof highermoderationcan be foreseento minhnise the buildup of
higher a&rides andto increasethe limits on plutonium content;
11. Multiple recycling of plutonium with high bumup (e.g., 50 MWdIkg) can have limitations due to
considerationssuch as the buildup of Pu-238 and Pu-242 or the existenceof positive reactivity
feedbackeffects on complete coolant voiding at high plutonium contents or the increaseof the
buildup of higher actinides(Am, Cm, etc.). A specific future benchmarkin this field could help in
obtaining an internationalconsensuson theselimitations.
9.2 Plutonium recycling in fast reactors
Even if for the long term, me best use of plutonium is still in fast breederreactors, fast burner
reactor/LWR symbiosis offers potential for nuclear waste reduction by further extraction of energy
from the multicycled LWR spentfuel andreprocessedplutonium.
Burner fast reactorphysics benchmarksdisplay a larger spreadin results amongparticipants than
hasbeenexperiencedfor more conventionalbreederdesigns.
1. Further efforts are warrantedto assurethat fast burnerreactordesignsof high transuraniccontent,
plutonium of poor isotopic quality, andhigh leakagefraction canbe accuratelycalculated;
2.

Critical experimentsshouldbe consideredto validate integral designparameters(suchas reactivity
coefficients);

3.

Nuclear data of higher actinidc isotopeswhich are relevant to waste heatingrates and long-term
waste radiotoxicity hazardshould be refined (i.e., Cm isotopesdata). An international agreement
should be reachedon the quality (data uncertaintiesand their impact) of these nuclear data.
A recommendationin this direction should be made to the Nuclear ScienceCommittee Working
Party on Evaluation Co-operation.
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9.3 Toxicity inventory and flow
As far as the toxicity inventory and flow are concerned,the parametric analysis with variation of
the fast reactorconversionratio revealsseveralfeatures:
1. For a Once-Throughfuel cycle, the toxicity in the waste stream is dominatedby the transuranic
componentat dischargeand this componentmaintains its toxicity for many thousandsof years.In
contrast by efficiently recycling of the transuranicsback to the reactor, the short-lived fission
productscan be madeto dominatethe waste streamtoxicity and the short-livedtoxicity of fission
products will decay away in several hundred years leading to significant reduction in stream
toxicity consignedto the geologicalrepositoryfor the long-term waste;
2.

Thus, by a symbiosis of LWR dischargesupplying feedstockto fast burner designs,the toxicity
outflow from the fast reactor cycle to the wastesteamwill be significantly lower than the inflow of
toxicity in the feed streamfrom the LWR (which otherwisewould be destinedfor waste).For the
conversionratio CR = 0.5 the toxicity is reducedby roughly half me introduction rate eachyear,
and for the CR = 0.75 design the toxicity is reducedby roughly a quarter each year at time of
discharge.Loss of transuranicsto the wastestreamwas assumedto be 0.1% / recycle;

3.

Within 500 yearsme wastetoxicity reductionhas grown to a two ordersof magnitudereductionas
a result of removal andrecycle of me transuranics;

4,

If the loss of transuranicsto the waste stream in the recycle chemistry were reducedby a further
factor of 15 from the 0.1% / recycle value used in me benchmarks,men after 500 years, me
radiotoxicity in the wasteis less than that of the uranium ore which was mined to producethe fuel
in me first place. The toxicity inventory in the reactor is nearly two orders of magnitudehigher
thanthe yearly flows of feed and wastetoxicity, andis dominatedby the transuraniccomponent;

5

The in-core toxicity is significantly lower (factor of 5 times) in the CR = 1.0 and Once-Through
systemthan in the burner designsdue to multiple recycle isotopic changeswhich dependon me
core conversion ratio; low conversionratios lead to a buildup of higher actinides (with their
associatedhigher toxicity levels) upon multiple recycle whereastissile breakevendesignslead to a
Pu-239rich tramuranic composition uponmultiple recycle;

6

The results obtained in the oxide fuelled benchmark and in the first case of the metal-fuelled
benchmarkshow similar trends as far as radiotoxicity inventory at the end of a single cycle is
concerned.This fact indicatesthat, with the samehypothesisof high efficiency in me transuranic
recoveryat reprocessing(e.g., 0.1% loss to the waste stream),most of the conclusionsrelated to
the metal-fuelled multiple recycle benchmark(including me effects of the parametric conversion
ratio variation) would be applicableto oxide-fuelledcores.

9.4 Plutonium fuel without uranium
Only a limited investigationon the plutonium fuels without uranium has been conductedso far.
Especially,the experienceof manufacturabilityandirradiation is limited.
Since the preferredinert matrix differs dependingon reactortype, reprocessingmethcd,fuel cycle
mode (once-throughor recycle)andso on, it is necessaryto selectthe proper inert matrix for me system
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taking accountof nuclearcharacteristics,physical properties,irradiation performancesand reprocessing
abilities. It is recommendedto accelerateme manufacturability tests and the irradiation tests for
plutonium fuels with the selected inert matrices. Furthermore, reactor physics experiments and
calculationalstudiesto evaluatethe nuclearcharacteristicsof the plutonium fuels with inert matricesare
also recommendedto be pursued.The problem of prompt reactivity feedback(e.g., Doppler) availability
hasto be consideredin detail. Preliminary safetystudieshaveindicatedseveralpossibilitiesto overcome
potentialdifficulties in this field.
9.5 Recycleof plutonium through advancedconverter reactors
Studies and demonstrationshave shown that heavy water moderatedreactors can bum me
plutonium and U producedfrom reprocessingLWR spentfuel. Such reactorsgenerallyrequire a lower
mass of flssile material to mahttaincriticality and thereforecan bum their fuel to lower tlssile content
than LWRs. Thus more energycan be extractedfrom the reprocessedmaterials and their fissile content
reducedto the point wherefinal disposalmay be an economically attractiveoption.
There appearto be no limitations imposedby lack of knowledgeof the neutronicsand physics of
such reactors,but there may be challengesin other areas.As an example, such challengesare being
addressedin the DUPIC programwhereCanada,Korea and the U.S.A. are studying a dry reprocessing
route for recycling LWR spentfuel througha CANDU reactor.
9.6 Recycling of uranium
There are a number of choicesavailable for the utilisation of the growing quantity of recovered
uranium in the world. The efficacy of the various optionshasbeendemonstratedto various degreesand
there do not appear to be any scientific or technical issues that would preclude use of any of the
methods.The ownersof recovereduranium will decideon the basis of their own situationswhich route
is most appropriatefor them.
9.7 Criticality safety and MOX fuel
Finally, it should lx mentionedthat criticality safety issuesrelated to h-radiatedMOX fuel with
high burnup should be the object of specific assessmentsin the frame of the NEA Nuclear Science
Committee Group on Criticality Safety. Theseissueshave not beenaddressedexplicitly in the present
report,but can haverelevancein the future fuel cycle studiesinvolving MOX fuels.
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Appendix 2

Symbols and abbreviations
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Boiling-Water Reactor

“C
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CANDU

I

CAfbbdianDeuterium uranium

I

ConsommationAccrue de plutonium dans les
RApides

CAPRA
CD/g
CD~Y
CEC
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r
II

COCA

II

Cancerdoseper gram
Cancerdoseper year

:

Commission of the EurooeanCommunities

I

curie, radiation activity unit
1 Ci = 3.7 x 10” Bq (becaucrel)

I

MOX fabrication processat FrenchCEA

II

ConversionRatio
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of neutrons released per neutron

Joint EvaluatedFiles
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I
I
I

irk

I
I
I

LLW
LMR
LOCA

MeV

-1

Low-Level Waste
Liquid-Metal Reactor
Loss Of Coolant Accident

meaaelectronvolt

II

MOX fabrication process at Belgonucl&ire,
Mixed Oxide (nranium andplutonium)
MOX with high Pu content
MOX with low Pu content
MOX with medium Pu content

MOX
H-MOX

L-MOX
M-MOX
MWd/kg

megawattdaysper kilogram,
refersto heavy metal (HM)
= GWdh

MWe

megawattelectric

$ n/cm’s

neutronflux

NEACRP
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H
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NuclearEnergy Agency Committeeon
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neutronsoer fission
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NuclearScienceCommittee
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OECD NuclearEnergy Agency
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OREOX
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pan
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PHENIX

French fast reactor
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Appendix 3

Uranium and plutonium buildup and decay chains 1

\
‘\
‘\
‘\
I63d

’ for half-lives less than 20 years
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‘ia

\

\

Physics constants of radionuclides relevant for this Study

92-U-232
92-U-233
92-U-234
92-U-235
92-U-236
92-U-237
92-U-238
92-U-239

ot

69.80 y

s/2+
o+
l/2ot
1/2+
o+
5/2+

1.59E+OS
2.46E+O5
l.O4E+O8
2.34E+Ol
6.75 d
4.47E+O9
23.41 m

93-Np-237
93-Np-238
93-Np-239

5/2+
2+
5/2+

2.14E+O6 y
2.12d
2.36 d

4957.30
1291.90
721.50

94-Pm238
94-Pu-239
94-PUG40
94-Pu-241
94-Pu-242
94-Pu-243

o+
l/2+
o+
s/2+
o+
l/2+

87.70 y
2.41E+O4 y
6.56E+O3 y
14.40 y
3.74E+O5 y
4.96 h

5593.21
5243.50
5255.90
20.81
4983.10
582.00

a,SF*
aSF*
a,SF*
P ,a*
&SF*
B

95Am-241
95-Am-242

5/2l-

432.70 y
16.02 h

95-Am-242m

5-

141.00 y

95Am-243
95-Am-244

5/26-

5637.94
661.20
141.10
48.63
5366.70
5438.70
1429.00

u,SF*
p (0.827)
E (0.173)
IT (0.995)
a (O.O05),SF*
a,SF*

96-Cm-242
%-Cm-243

0+
5/2+

%-Cm-244
%-Cm-245

o+
l/2+

6215.76
8.00
6167.40
5901.80
5623.30

a,SF*
E (0.002)
a (0.998)
aSF*

+ rotal decay energy avaikzbk

5413.62
4908.90
4857.90
4679.00
4573.00
519.40
4270.30
1262.90

y
y
y
y
y

7.36E+O3 y
10.10 h
162.94 d
30.00 y
18.10 y
8.5OE+O3 y

in r/u decay process (minedfor

&SF*
a,SF*
&SF*
a,SF*
a,SF*
P
a.,SF*
P

0.0055%
0.7200%

99.2145%

P

a

very small branching

rtiosJ.

In the case of isonwic smes it representsthe energy of that state.
For !3 or E decays it represenfs the energy corresponding
* branching

to the mass difference between the in&d

ratio smaller fhm O.ooO1. SF = sponramousjission

Reference: JEF-22

Radioactive

Decay Data, OECD/NEA,

JEF Report 13, August 1994
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